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ABSTRACT
PEDESTRIAN EVACUATION: VULNERABLE GROUP MEMBER INFLUENCE ON THE
GROUP LEADERS’ DECISION-MAKING AND THE IMPACT ON EVACUATION TIME
Terra Lynne Elzie
Old Dominion University, 2022
Director: Dr. John A. Sokolowski

As pedestrian evacuations of buildings, outdoor venues, and special events occur, dynamic
interactions between pedestrians and vehicles during egress are possible. To model pedestrian and
vehicle evacuations, simulation models have evolved to incorporate more realistic crowd
characteristics and behaviors to provide improved results. Past studies using modeling and
simulation, specifically agent-based modeling, have explored pedestrian behaviors such as
decision-making, navigation within a virtual environment, group formations, intra-group
interactions, inter-group dynamics, crowd behaviors such as queuing and herding, and pedestrianvehicle interactions. These studies have led to relevant insights helpful to improving the accuracy
of evacuation times for normal and emergency egress for preparedness and management purposes.
As evacuating crowds are composed of individual pedestrians and social or familial groups, this
project contributes to the study of pedestrian evacuation by exploring the incorporation of a
subgroup not often considered in this area. Vulnerable individuals, such as the physically disabled,
elderly, and children, can change the decision-making dynamic of a group leader while evacuating
to safety. Current agent-based simulation models explore the intra- and inter- action and the effects
on evacuation times; however, the vulnerable group members' influence is neglected. This project
presents enhancements to pedestrian evacuations with vehicle interaction using an agent-based
simulation model that includes the presence of vulnerable group members and their impact on
decision-making and evacuation times. This project explores how changing behaviors due to the

presence of vulnerable group members can collectively cause delays and increase evacuation
times. Utilizing verification and validation methods, the credibility and reliability of the simulation
model and its results are increased. The results show that the group leaders' decision-making differs
when leading a vulnerable group versus a non-vulnerable group. Also, evacuation times increase
with increased percentages of vulnerable groups within an evacuating crowd. A simulation tool
can be utilized by end-users to explore specific evacuation scenarios in preparation for upcoming
events and glean insight into how evacuation times may vary with differing crowd population sizes
and compositions. Including vulnerable pedestrians in simulation models for evacuations would
improve output accuracy and ultimately improve event training and preparation for future
evacuations.
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NOMENCLATURE
AB

Agent-Based

ABM

Agent-Based Modeling

AD

Groups with able-bodied adults

AL

Groups of one individual

CH

Groups with children

Cr

Critical Value

CRC

Calvary Revival Church

CRD

Crowd

DA

Groups with disabled or mobility-challenged elderly individuals

eCDF

Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function

F

Female

Fr

Friedman test statistic

GAD

Number of AD groups

GAL

Number of AL groups

GCH

Number of CH groups

GDA

Number of DA groups

GOF

Goodness of Fit

H

Kruskal-Wallis test statistic

Ha

Alternative Hypothesis

Ho

Null Hypothesis

L

Number of group leaders

Lrisk

Number of group leaders with high risk level

M

Male

N

Number of pedestrian entities in population

𝑛𝑛0

Sample Size

ODD

Overview, Design concepts, and Details document protocol

𝑛𝑛1

Sample size if the value of 𝑛𝑛0 is greater than 5% of the total population
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PMF

Probability Mass Function

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖

Standard Deviation

SimPed

Simulated Pedestrians

SimEnv

Simulated Environment

VEH

Vehicle

𝜒𝜒 2

Chi-square test statistic

Z

Test statistic for the z-distribution (Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test)

𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖

Dunn’s test statistic
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

THESIS STATEMENT
Pedestrian evacuations of buildings, outdoor venues, and special events can occur at any

time and include dynamic interactions between pedestrians and vehicles during egress. Crowds are
composed of pedestrians who evacuate individually but more often evacuate in social or familial
groups [1]. A subgroup of vulnerable individuals, such as the disabled, elderly, and children, can
change the decision-making dynamics within groups while evacuating to safety. Current agentbased simulation models explore the intra- and inter- interaction and the effects on evacuation
times. However, vulnerable members' influence on decision-making behavior and the overall
evacuation is neglected. This report presents enhancements to agent-based simulation models that
include inter-and intra-group interactions and consider the impact of the presence of vulnerable
group members on an evacuation. This agent-based model has decision points from the
perspective of the group leader on factors such as walking speed, group spacing, route choice,
and levels of risk and aggression. This project explores how changing behaviors due to the
presence of vulnerable group members can collectively cause delays and increase overall
evacuation times.
1.1

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Small scale evacuations of venues such as building facilities, sports stadiums, shopping centers,
schools, or hospitals can arise at any time. During an evacuation, people will exhibit different
responses, emotions, and behaviors based on their perception of the event and its perceived impact
on their well-being. Overall, people’s choices while evacuating within a crowd or among vehicles
will determine how quickly everyone moves to the safe zones. Subsequently, the decision made by
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evacuees can be altered when egressing in social or familial groups that include individuals
that are considered vulnerable, such as children, the physically disabled, or the elderly. As a group
leader accounts for their presence, decisions may change while navigating safely during an
evacuation.
Pedestrian-vehicle (P-V) emergency evacuation models incorporate decision-making to
ultimately determine optimal evacuation routes and provide the most accurate evacuation time
information of venues or special events to emergency planners. Venues that utilize strategies
obtained from simulation models would benefit from improved accuracy of evacuation times as
delays due to the crowd makeup are considered. Group leaders may take fewer risks by choosing
a longer path away from growing crowds or moving vehicles, be less aggressive when navigating
through crowds, or slow the pace to accommodate a less mobile group member. Collectively, these
decisions may increase the overall evacuation times of a venue. Evacuation tools that do not
address the impact of vulnerable group members can underestimate evacuation times and provide
inaccurate information to emergency planners.
The success of an evacuation is highly dependent on the actions of pedestrian crowds, and
these actions are in turn related to decisions that can be predicted. This project focuses on
forecasting decisions while evacuating based on group membership. It uses an agent-based
simulation model to highlight how certain group members can change a group leader’s choices
and how these collective choices affect evacuation times.
For this project, the researcher modeled an evacuation of a venue focusing on the intra-and
inter-group interactions that arise during an evacuation involving pedestrians and vehicles. The
pedestrians are required to exit a building and cross a road to a safe zone. Emphasis is placed on
simulating the decision-making and behavior of pedestrians and intra-group dynamics when faced
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with navigating through crowds and impending conflicts with passing vehicles while moving to
safety. The two key questions answered in this project are: ‘Within the context of a pedestrian
evacuation of a venue with vehicle presence, does consideration of intra-group dynamics due to
vulnerable pedestrian influence on group leader decision-making, and do the collective decisions
of the crowd affect evacuation clearance times?’ In addition, this study considers the following
decision points that are impacted by intra-group dynamics:
1. Decision-making during navigation of a controlled pedestrian evacuation
2. Decision-making with inter-group interactions (outside group behavior)
3. Decision-making during interactions with vehicles
4. Decision-making on determining aggression level
The objectives of this research are to:
•

Examine existing factors that influence pedestrian g r o u p decision-making during
evacuations involving pedestrian and vehicle interactions.

•

Perform a case study using members of Calvary Revival Church to determine if
different group member types influence the group leader’s decisions during an
evacuation.

•

Develop an agent-based P-V evacuation simulation model that demonstrates the
effects of group dynamics on evacuation time.

The goals for the simulation model are as follows:
1. Simulate inter- and intra- pedestrian group dynamics.
2. Simulate pedestrian social behavior and decision-making based on group
membership.
3. Simulate evacuee behavior with the incorporation of risk and aggression levels.
4. Provide a future simulation tool for users to explore specific scenarios.
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1.2

CONTRIBUTIONS

Results from the scenario-based survey completed in this study contribute to a deeper
understanding of evacuees’ decisions when faced with encounters within a crowd and with passing
vehicles. The results show how walking speed, group spacing, risk, and aggression vary when the
evacuee leads group members of vulnerable status. These influencing factors are analyzed, and
interactions are modeled to assess the effects on the overall evacuation. Multiple simulation runs
and varying parameter configurations are implemented to compare results. The following are
specific contributions of this research:
•

A scenario-based survey collected and quantified evacuee decision-making
during an evacuation. The results provided insight into evacuees’ decisions when
evacuating within a crowd and among moving vehicles. Results showed a
significant difference in risk-taking and aggressive behavior within gender and
age groups and how these behaviors change based on evacuating alone (AL), with
other able-bodied adults (AD), with children (CH), or with disabled or elderly
(DA) individuals. These findings imply that behavioral changes due to vulnerable
group members can affect the overall evacuation times.

•

An agent-based evacuation model that forecasts group leadership decisionmaking is developed that simulates intra-group dynamics, inter-group dynamics,
and P-V interactions. This model captures the changing aspects that occur during
an evacuation.

•

Using results from the evacuation model, insights are obtained into how group
dynamics and the overall composition of a crowd can effectively impact the
outcome of an evacuation.
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1.3

MOTIVATION
Evacuations can be small-scale egress of buildings/stadiums/special outdoor events due to

fires or terrorist threats. Evacuation can also be large-scale evacuations of cities/regions due to
impending natural disasters. Typically, large-scale evacuations are pre-planned and executed by
phases as emergency managers prepare for advanced notice events (e.g., hurricanes). However,
for small-scale evacuations, emergencies can arise at any moment with no advanced warning (e.g.,
fire). Evacuating strategies of buildings and facilities have evolved from planning ‘fast egress’to
‘slow egress’ and ‘shelter-in-place.’ This digressive change occurred due to t h e increasing
complexity of building layouts and decreasing mobility of individuals. Sheltering-in-place is
necessary for specific emergencies; however, when it is essential to clear a building entirely, safety
risks increase if routes to safe zones include crossing roads.
It is reasonable to assume evacuees do not evacuate alone in every scenario within these
small-scale evacuations. Venues and special events attract diverse groups with varying group sizes
as patrons may attend alone or with others making up social or familial groups; these small groups
collectively establish the overall larger crowd. People in evacuating groups tend to stay together
and look after one another to reach a safe location as a group. These groups could include children,
the elderly, or physically disabled members who may need assistance and guidance during an
evacuation. A group leader would take on the responsibility of leading their vulnerable group
members to safety by making decisions that consider everyone’s well-being when faced with
navigating large crowds or maneuvering around vehicles.
Besides vehicles or vulnerable group members, other factors may influence a person’s
decision-making during an evacuation. These factors are external influences such as the behavior
of otherevacuees not within their group, increased anxiety levels due to the perceived level of
threat that caused the evacuation, or the lack of emergency personnel. Therefore, during an
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evacuation, a person is faced with many variables that impact maneuvering through a venue to
safety.
1.3.1

Intended Practitioners

Beneficiaries of this study are emergency planners and event managers of venues in the private
sector or city/local government buildings, hospitals, nursing homes, churches, and schools.
Emergency planners must prepare for evacuations caused by fires, explosions, bomb threats, and
even crowd riots; consequently, having an accurate idea of how fast a venue can be evacuated is
crucial. With all the varying human behavior of evacuations, preplanning routes to designated safe
zones and determining how quickly an area can be cleared can be daunting. When preparing the
best evacuation plan, many factors must be considered. One overlooked aspect is how the presence
of vulnerable evacuees can negatively affect the overall evacuation. Venue planners with a general
idea of the percentage of the types of patrons (i.e., events that would attract a higher percentage of
children, such as the circus) would provide insight into the possible outcome of the overall
evacuation time. This knowledge would bolster training and evacuation preparedness and bring
awareness of factors that affect the accuracy of evacuation clearance times.
In addition, the evacuation model can be used as a tool for end-users to utilize and tailor
the simulation environment to their specific scenarios, building layout, building exit locations,
crowd size, crowd makeup, and road location. Running multiple evacuation scenarios promptly
while producing accurate evacuation times would be beneficial for preplanning and preparedness
for emergencies.
1.4

APPROACH

The approach utilizes an agent-based simulation model replicating pedestrian decision-making
during an evacuation with pedestrian and vehicle interactions. The model predicts decisions and
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actions made by group leaders based on intra-group membership. Accounting for the presence of
vulnerable group members and tracking the decision-making of the group leader are used to glean
insight into the effects of the overall evacuation time.
A conceptual model describes the modeling objectives used to determine the inputs. In
addition, the model content, consisting of the simulated environment and the simulated entities, is
discussed. As the inputs are processed through the model content, the output is produced, which,
in turn, fulfills the model objectives.
Research began with reviewing past evacuation simulations that incorporated pedestrian
group decision-making during a bimodal evacuation of pedestrians and vehicles. Previous
evacuation studies involving pedestrian group decisions and behaviors addressed navigational
decisions, vehicular traffic decisions, and behavioral decisions but neglected aspects of vulnerable
group membership with intra-group dynamics. Therefore, this factor is incorporated in a P-V
evacuation model to predict group leaders’ decisions and the effects on evacuation times.
A scenario-based survey is distributed to attendees of Calvary Revival Church (CRC) in
Norfolk, VA. The researcher selected this venue because it satisfied the following criteria: 1) a
significant number of attendees every Sunday, 2) an acceptable percentage of males and females
in attendance, 3) attendees of varying ages ranging from infant to elderly are represented, 4)
acceptable representation of children, elderly, and physically disabled attendees, 5) necessary
representation of social and familial groups, 6) evacuation protocol that involves evacuees
interacting with vehicles in parking lots and a nearby road, and finally 7) easy accessibility to church
attendees for survey participation. The CRC congregation is predominately African American with
small percentages of other ethnicities. Although the sample population well represented the
population specific to CRC, it does not represent the decision-making of all races. Survey
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volunteers are provided information about the online version of the survey using the commercial
tool SurveyMonkey. A paper-based version of the survey was also made available to those with a
hard copy preference. Furthermore, the researcher conducted one-on-one interviews with several
survey participants to glean information that may highlight additional factors about decisionmaking during an evacuation.
The first section of the questionnaire gathered general information on factors specific to
the survey participant to assess the overall composition of the church attendees. These factors are
gender, age, preferred walking speed, personal physical disability, number of people within the
group, and the number of children, elderly, or physically disabled. These factors are relevant to
differentiating answers in the subsequent scenario-based questions. The scenario-based portion of
the survey presented questions on decision-making in two parts: 1) evacuation involving vehicle
interactions (VEH) and 2) evacuating among the crowd (CRD). For both sections, the potential
evacuees are presented with specific scenarios and are asked to respond to four different
perspectives: if acting alone, if leading a group of other able-bodied adults, if leading a group with
a child, or if leading a group with an elderly or physically disabled individual. Five-point scale
Likert style questions are used. Within the vehicle interaction Likert questions, the items are
combined to determine a risk level for each survey taker. The Data Collection and Analysis chapter
provides further explanation of the risk assessment.
Figure 1 illustrates the research and analysis path. The research began with a background
of study and literature review of relevant past studies on decision-making during an evacuation
and modeling groups and their impact on evacuations. This review revealed the research gap that
exists because previous studies have not considered vulnerable group members’ influence on the
group leaders’ decision-making. The survey goals included identifying variables relevant to
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choices made and behaviors exhibited during an evacuation. Specific individual scenario-based
questions are statistically analyzed using hypothesis testing. Additionally, this report explains the
appropriate probability distributions used for the agent-based model inputs and the verification
and validation techniques used. Lastly, simulation runs are conducted, and the model output is
analyzed using varying parameter inputs.

Figure 1 Research and Analysis Path
For the Vehicle Interaction scenarios, 350 were completed. After excluding responses that
failed to answer a significant number of questions, the study used 308 valid surveys. Similarly,
for the Crowd Interaction scenarios, 381 were submitted. After excluding inadequate surveys, the
study used 318 valid surveys.
A systematic approach is conducted by completing simulation runs with increasing crowd
sizes, each at varying percentage combinations of groups with vulnerable group members.The
simulated crowd sizes analyzed are 400, 700, and 1,000. Multiple simulation runs are conducted
for each incremental combination of group types within each crowd size set. The baseline models
with all variables constant and no groups with vulnerable members are compared to the model with
vulnerable member groups. In addition, the presence of authoritative figures is inserted to observe
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any changes to the group leaders’ behavior.
1.5

DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION

The remainder of this report is organized as follows:
•

Chapter 2 - Background of Study. This chapter discusses an overview of the approaches
used in this project. First, modeling and simulation concepts are reviewed; the types of
M&S models, terminology, and modeling approaches are reviewed. Secondly, agent-based
modeling and pedestrian decision-making in evacuation models are discussed. Lastly, a
literature review is provided of past agent-based studies that modeled pedestrian groups
and their impact on evacuations and studies that modeled P-V interactions during an
evacuation.

•

Chapter 3 – Conceptual Model. The conceptual project model is presented. In addition, a
conceptual model of an existing P-V study is presented as a baseline to compare to the P-V
conceptual model of this project.

•

Chapter 4 – Data Collection and Analysis. This chapter discusses the agent-based
methodology implemented in this project, the methods used for data collection, and the
data processing for analysis. Data from the survey responses are analyzed. Specific scenariobased questions are analyzed, comparing differences among group types. All results are
summarized, and relevant results are used in the simulation model.

•

Chapter 6 - Model Description. Model development is described in detail by explaining
the NetLogo code. The ODD (Overview, Design Concepts, and Details) protocol for
describing agent-based models is utilized.

•

Chapter 7 – Verification and Validation. The verification and validation techniques used
in the simulation model are presented and discussed in detail.
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•

Chapter 8 – Simulation Results. Outputs and results from the simulation runs are
tabulated and discussed.

•

Chapter 9 – Conclusions. Conclusions and insights into group member influence during
an evacuation are detailed, and the results are discussed.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND OF STUDY
This study delves into enhancements to agent-based pedestrian-vehicle evacuations by examining
the impacts of vulnerable pedestrian evacuees within a group structure, how their presence
influences the decision-making and behavior of the group leader, and finally, how those
decisions/actions can affect the evacuation time. Many factors can determine how a group leader
proceeds during an evacuation when group members are considered: group walking speed, group
spacing, level of risk-taking, or level of aggressiveness in response to the surrounding crowd.
These elements are incorporated in a P-V evacuation model to obtain insights into how the
presence of vulnerable group members can ultimately increase evacuation clearance times due to
decision-making by the leader. This chapter first presents an overview of modeling and simulation
concepts and a discussion of the agent-based modeling approach. Next, background is provided
on human decision-making theories in high-stress scenarios. Lastly, relevant studies on pedestrian
groups and P-V interactions in evacuation models are presented in the literature review.
2.1

OVERVIEW OF MODELING AND SIMULATION CONCEPTS

Essential to any type of modeling and simulation study is categorizing a modeling system as either
deterministic or stochastic (does the model have certainty or uncertainty), static or dynamic (does
time play a role in the model), and continuous-state, continuous-time, discrete-state, or discretetime. Figure 2 displays a decision tree for a simulation model system:
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Figure 2 Decision Tree
The highlighted boxes in Figure 2 show the type of model system used for the pedestrian
evacuation model in this study. A deterministic model has no uncertainty; the input parameter
values and initial conditions determine the model’s output. Deterministic models, therefore,
produce predictable results. However, stochastic models use randomness, so the model behavior
is not entirely predictable. Implementing the same parameter values and initial conditions to
stochastic models produces different outputs. For pedestrian simulations, stochasticity allows
for realistic replication of movements and interactions as the randomness can be embedded in, for
example, each entity’s decision-making allowing for autonomy. Next, when considering the aspect
of time in a system model, static models represent a system at a particular point in time.
In contrast, dynamic models represent systems as they change over time. For evacuation
models, observing the system dynamically is a discernible choice as changes are inherent in
evacuations over time. Lastly, a system is defined by state variables (position, velocity, and
acceleration) at any instance. The state variables for a continuous space environment have an
infinite number of states changing continuously (continuous-state). This allows for potentially
complete flexibility of movement in the geometry, nullifying the need for a predetermined grid
that could restrict the agent’s movements. Alternatively, the state variables for discrete models
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change from one state to another at finite points in time (discrete-state). Therefore, in models
utilizing discrete space, the entities, whether pedestrians or vehicles, navigate within the model
via a grid mesh. A discrete-state model is used for this study as the simulated pedestrians (SimPeds)
occupy and transition to grid cells for every time step throughout the model environment.
In pedestrian and traffic simulation models, one can simulate large-scale real-world
scenarios at either a macroscopic, microscopic, or mesoscopic level. In general, macroscopic
models focus on the aggregate actions of entities and not on individual entity behavior.
Microscopic models emphasize the movement and interactions of individual entities and may
define these entities with greater resolution (measuring the degree of detail in a model). Because
of this difference in perspective, macroscopic models have lower computational costs due to lower
model complexity. On the other hand, although microscopic models typically use higher
computational costs, implementing entity interactions that affect the overall model behavior
provides greater insight into problem-solving to a finer degree. Mesoscopic models combine the
properties of both macroscopic and microscopic levels. It utilizes aggregation but also uses
behavioral rules defined for individual entities. Therefore, determining which level to use depends
on the model's purpose and the desired simulation results.
Macroscopic models for pedestrians evaluate the aggregate flow of pedestrians and
describe pedestrian flow behavior from three combined parameters of speed, volume, and density
while overlooking interactions between individual pedestrians. Researchers also use macroscopic
models to estimate the occurrence of crowd congestion within the network. Within macroscopic
simulation of pedestrian dynamics, social force (SF) modeling is a popular approach.
For individual pedestrians within a microscopic model, age and gender characteristics and
movement behavior such as walking speed, gait, collision avoidance, and preference for personal
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space distance affect the overall model behavior. These models consider an individual’s behavior
and interaction with others and the environment. Once the shortest path or detoured route is
determined, the simulated entity acts according to its specific attributes and desired movement
behavior to navigate from an origin to a destination within the model. A microscopic model may
include human psychological and physiological characteristics in the decision-making processes.
The advantages of the microscopic model are the insights and valuable information about the
performance of a system over a wide range of conditions and behavioral inputs [4] and the
visualization capabilities that it offers. Researchers have used various discrete modeling
approaches within microscopic simulations to replicate the real world and handle complex systems
involving vehicle and pedestrian behaviors. Two commonly used microscopic modeling
approaches are Cellular Automata and Agent-Based.
Cellular Automata (CA), developed initially by mathematicians John Von Neumann and
Stanislaw Ulam, are discrete models that consist of a two-dimensional grid of cells, each in one of
a finite number of states. Each cell sits in a positional relationship within the grid and exchanges
information with adjacent cells. Within vehicle and pedestrian models, the simulated entities can
occupy these cells, and at each time step, the movements are driven by established rules. CA
models use the von Neumann or Moor neighborhoods when implementing the fixed rules within
the simulation model. Figure 3 graphically shows both types of neighborhoods.
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Figure 3 (A) The gray cells are the von Neumann neighborhood for the black cell.
(B) The gray cells are the More Neighborhood for the black cell
Typically, the rules for updating all cell states in the entire grid are sequentially applied
at discrete time steps. Scientists use this modeling approach to simulate vehicle and pedestrian
movement and their interactions.
2.2

AGENT-BASED MODELING

Agent-based modeling (ABM) is an approach capable of fully capturing autonomous agents'
appropriate actions and interactions to assess their effects on the overall system overtime. Agentbased models are “decentralized,” meaning that the system's global behavior is not initially
defined; no determined output is specified. However, the “modeler defines behavior at the
individual agent level, and the global behavior emerges as a result” [2]. From direct agent
interactions that form the basis of the model, the observed behavior is generated from the ‘bottom
of the system.’ This can be considered a ‘bottom-up’ modeling approach instead of a ‘top-down’
approach where high-level rules are imposed [3]. Each agent follows simple behavioral rules, thus
generating complex and interesting behavior in the model. This emergent behavior in a model is
an essential concept of agent-based simulations; the observed macro-level phenomenon from
micro-level behavior makes ABM a helpful tool. Charles Macal and Michael North state it this
way: “agents interact with and influence each other, learn from their experiences, and adapt their
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behaviors to better suit their environment. By modeling agents individually, the full effects of the
diversity that exists among agents with respect to their attributes and behaviors can be observed as
they give rise to the dynamic behavior of the system as a whole [4].”
Since ABM is used to model complex adaptive systems in various fields of study (e.g.,
social science, computer science, operations research, and biology), no accepted definition has
been established. For example, previously mentioned researchers North and Macal, a computer
scientist, and an operations researcher,respectively, focused on the technical design of ABM and
the requirements of an agent-based simulation as they are built around agents. They specified
characteristics of an agent within an agent-based model as autonomous and heterogeneous,
adaptive and modifiable behavior, and having the capability to learn [5]. Nigel Gilbert, a social
scientist, focused on the model’s purpose (rather than the technical design), defining ABM as “a
computational method that enables a researcher to create, analyze, and experiment with models
composed of agents that interact with an environment” [6]. Economists Miller and Page [3] posit
that the agent-based modeling approach abstractsthe behavior of individual agents in the system
into simplified agents, allowing the agents to interact directly with one another, solving the model
computationally. From these differing viewpoints, the observable common ground of the
interaction of agents is central to ABM.
John Miller and Scott Page try to eliminate confusion by preferring the phrase ‘modeling
using agent-based objects’ instead of ‘agent-based modeling,’ given that most modeling methods
utilize underlying ‘agents’ as their basis [3]. Notwithstanding this perspective, the terms agentbased modeling and agent-based models are used in this study as the denotation of each agent
within the model is a vital foundation of agent-based models.
Although mathematical models like cellular automata and social forces have their benefits,
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Miller and Page concluded that agent-based models help better understand the types of problems
that arise in studying complex adaptive systems. Agent-based models provide new insights not
realized by approaches such as theoretical models, mathematical analysis, or thought experiments.
The main differences that agent-based models have from mathematical models are that
ABMs are flexible and not precise, allowing for a wide range of behaviors to occur. While these
broad behavior ranges are a core feature in ABMs, the computational implementation of problems
highlights the main modeled features and processes [p. 80]. Furthermore, the ABM approachis
conducive to adaptive behavior in the model instead of optimization as with mathematical models.
Additionally, contrary to static models, where the representation of a system is aimed at aprecise
time, ABM models explore dynamic behavior as the systems changes over time. Lastly, analytical
approaches tend to restrict the underlying entities to having a high level of homogeneity [p. 84].
However, computational methods such as ABMs can process the varying details of the agents and
observe the emerging behaviors that come with the implementation of heterogeneous entities.
Consequently, the agent-based modeling approach best suits the goals set forth for this
project. The discrete nature of AB models allows for capturing the essential attributes of agent
interactions using social behaviors, adaptation, and heterogeneity as the environment
dynamically changes in a pedestrian evacuation. In addition, from these behavioral interactions,
the overall collective crowd behavior can be assessed by observing the evacuation times. An
adaptive behavior essential to modeling a P-V evacuation is the agents' decision-making. The
following section discusses decision-making theories utilized in simulation models.
2.3

PEDESTRIAN DECISION-MAKING IN EVACUATION MODELS

Incorporating sociological and psychological attributes captures realistic decision-making that
drives the behavior of pedestrians in both emergency and non-emergency scenarios. For
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emergency scenarios, Pan, et al. [7] categorized the following three characteristics that impact
human

behavior

during

emergency

egress:

human

physical,

environmental,

and

psychological/sociological. According to Proulx [8], emergency decision-making differs from
other types of decision-making (i.e., non-emergency or normal pedestrian egress) in at least three
ways: the possibility of higher stakes, higher uncertainty, and the limited time available when
engaged in an emergency evacuation.
For decision support systems, decision making can be defined as ‘‘a process of choosing
among alternative courses of action to attain a goal or goals’’ [9][p. 3]. In the traditional sense,
decision-making is viewed as a process that entails two distinct activities: the first is to decide
what state of affairs is desired, and the second is to determine how this state will be achieved.
Scholars define human decision-making in several ways: Kleindorfer et al. [10] describe it as an
intentional and reflective choice in response to perceived needs; Topçu [11] states that decisionmaking is solving a problem by choosing, ranking, or classifying over the available alternatives
that are characterized by multiple criteria; and Evren and Ulengin [12] describe it as a decision
maker’s choice of one or a subset of alternatives among all possibilities concerning their goals.
The following section gives a brief overview of common human decision-making theories:
Rational Choice Theory (RCT), Bounded Rationality Choice Theory (BRCT), and Naturalistic
Decision Making (NDM) theory - specifically, the Recognition Primed Decision (RPD) model.
2.3.1

Decision-Making Theories

Rational choice theory (RCT), also known as choice theory, is a framework widely used for
modeling the behavior of individuals and for human decision-making in a variety of contexts such
asmicroeconomics, political science, sociology, and philosophy. Additionally, researchers use this
approach to simulate pedestrian and vehicle driver decision-making in studies involving evacuation
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models. For rational choice theory, the most philosophical use of the word rational defined as
“being sane or based on reason/good judgment,” does not apply in this context. As described by
Milton Friedman, “rational choice theory, uses a specific and narrower definition of "rationality"
simply to mean that an individual acts as if balancing costs against benefits to arrive at an action
that maximizes personal advantage” [13]. Although Friedman applies this concept economically,
the same notion can apply in an evacuation context as evacuees weigh their options to maximize
their personal advantage of moving to safety as quickly as possible. This theory uses an idealistic
approach in simulation modeling and assumes the model entities have complete information about
the environment. Each specific scenario calls for a ranking of all possible choice alternatives and
their respective outcomes. The agent then selects the option that would provide the best possible
outcome in that situation, also referred to as the highest utility. “This decision-making strategy has
its advantages in that it results in reliable decisions. It helps novices determine what they do not
know, does not leave anything out, and is a general strategy applicable in all situations. However,
rarely is enough time or the complete information needed to make this type of strategy work” [p. 29].
This latter acknowledgment directly applies to evacuees facing real-world emergency scenarios.
Therefore, the rational choice theory is not suitable for such circumstances.
Secondly, as a revision to RCT, Herbert A. Simon proposed bounded rationality choice
theory (BRCT) for decision-making. BRCT assumes individuals do not have complete
information; instead, the information is bounded due to human cognitive limitations and time
constraints when under pressure to make a decision. Since decision-makers lack the ability and
resources to arrive at the optimal solution, their rationality is only applied after greatly simplifying
the available choices. The decision-maker thus becomes a ‘satisficer’ 1when one concludes that a

1

Satisficer is a portmanteau word that is a linguistic blend of two words combined to make a new
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satisfactory solution would suffice rather than the optimal one when an optimal one cannot be
determined, perhaps due to a lack of knowledge or experience [14]. The four phases to modeling
this approach are:
1. Intelligence Phase – Identify the problem (scenario)
2. Design Phase – Weighting criteria for options
3. Choice Phase – Acceptable level for choices/alternatives
4. Implementation Phase – Make a choice
Thirdly, an alternative decision-making theory to RCT and BRCT is Naturalistic Decision
Making (NDM). A formal concept of NDM originated at a conference in Dayton, OH, in 1989 and
resulted in a decision-making book by Klein et al. [15]. NDM is an attempt to understand how
humans make decisions in complex real-world settings. According to Orasanu and Connolly [16],
the features that help define NDM are:
•

Time pressure

•

High stakes

•

Experienced decision-makers

•

Inadequate information (information that is missing, ambiguous, or
erroneous)

•

Ill-defined goals

•

Poorly defined procedures

•

Cue learning (the need to perceive patterns and make distinctions)

•

Context (e.g., higher-level goals, stress)

•

Dynamic conditions

•

Team coordination

The NDM framework focuses on cognitive functions such as decision making, sensemaking,
word. Satisficer combines satisfy and suffice.
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situational awareness, and planning, all of which emerge in natural settings and are difficult to
replicate in laboratory experiments.
A specific model of NDM is the Recognition-Primed Decision (RPD) model - how people
make quick and effective decisions when faced with complex situations. Klein [17] describes how
the RPD model fuses two processes: 1) how decision-makers size up the situation to recognize
which course of action makes sense by employing past experiences, and 2) how they evaluate that
course of action by imagining it through mental simulation.
In the context of modeling pedestrian emergency evacuations, when juxtaposing the three
decision-making theories of RCT, BRCT, and the NDM recognition-prime decision model, the
BRCT would be the most appropriate for this study. However, evacuees will rarely have complete
information like the RCT in any pedestrian evacuation. Although the NDM recognition-prime
model could be suitable, the underlying premise of having decision-making experience during a
highly stressful event may not apply to all evacuees in an evacuation. Through the conceptual
model planning and model development, the decision choices within the model boil down to two
possibilities of change or not change. The decisions are based on risk level and the individuals’
propensity to change their behavior in specific scenarios. Therefore, using a simple decision tree
provides the best approach for implementing decision-making in the evacuation model and is
discussed more in the Model Description chapter.
2.4

LITERATURE REVIEW

Underscoring factors that could cause potential delays in an evacuation is relevant to improving
evacuation training and emergency planning of a venue. For example, factors such as the physical
characteristics of the building itself or the number of exits and widths of exit doors affect the time
it takes to evacuate people from an area. In addition, human behavior and response are essential
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factors to consider but inherently inject uncertainty about how people will react during a stressful
event. In thisstudy, group member influence on a leader’s decision-making offers another layer of
human response as vulnerable group members alter the leader’s evacuating strategy. A pedestrian
simulation model is developed to support the exploration of the impact this factor has on an
evacuation. Pedestrian evacuation models are valuable tools for emergency planning and
management as they can promptly produce multiple evacuation scenarios and results, thus saving
time and money when determining the best evacuation plans or identifying problem areas that can
arise during an evacuation.
This section reviews past simulation models that explore pedestrian movement within a
crowd. Expressly, how pedestrian group features, intra-group dynamics, and inter-group
interactions are incorporated into a simulation model. Additionally, a review is provided of
features modeled in pedestrian groups, intra- and inter-group dynamics, the effects of pedestrian
groups in evacuation models, and models that considered P-V interactions during evacuations.
Ultimately, this review highlights the limitations in current research studies regarding pedestrian
decision-making as influenced by group membership during a pedestrian evacuation. In addition,
this review accentuates the gaps addressed in this study.
2.4.1

Pedestrian Groups in Simulation Models

Many researchers have proven the importance of incorporating groups in a model to depict a more
realistic crowd representation in pedestrian models. Vizzari et al. [18] state, “Most state-of-the-art
models generally do not consider the explicit representation of pedestrian aggregations (groups)
and their implications on the overall system dynamics.” Recent research concludes that
incorporating small groups within a simulation model significantly impacts evacuations. In a study
by Moussaid et al. [1], only one-third of observed pedestrians walked alone, and pedestrian groups
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affected the overall traffic efficiency. Studies conducted by Köster et al. agree noting that "through
simulation, we establish that the occurrence of groups significantly impacts crowd movement,
namely evacuation times [19]." Sarmady et al. state, “groups of pedestrians, like family members
and friends, normally move slower than others and therefore act as a virtual barrier and slow down
the crowd [20].” Along the same lines, Collins et al. concluded that groups do matter as they
negatively affect the egress process when an individual is separated from their group. In some
cases, the individual waits to rejoin the group instead of heading to the exit; consequently, the exit
points become blocked [21]. The importance of incorporating groups in pedestrian models has
been well established; the next section details features of modeled pedestrian groups.
2.4.2

Features of Pedestrian Groups in Simulation Models

As pedestrian studies established the importance of incorporating groups, researchers in this area
of study focus on different aspects of the group dynamic within their models. Group formations,
group cohesion, and leader-follower relationships are implemented to allow for more realistic
crowd behavior in a simulation. For example, Moussaid et al. [1] studied the walking behavior of
pedestrian social groups and its impact on crowd dynamics. A negative correlation between the
group size and the overall walking speed of the group is observed, with the larger groups displaying
slower walking speeds. Based on their observation of video footage, the study concluded that the
group walking formations varied depending on the crowd density. For example, in a sparse crowd,
group members tended to walk side by side in a line perpendicular to the walking direction;
however, the formation changed to a V-like pattern in more dense crowds. When considering
communication between group members, the V-like pattern better facilitated social interaction but
reduced flow efficiency as the group walking speed decreased. Similarly, Köster, et al. [19] looked
to social science research to implement group formations into their crowd model. They believe
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that small groups of at most five members, group formation, and group progress are captured by
the following behavioral patterns [22]:
•

All individuals in the group move towards the same goal.

•

Members of a group stay together. Permanent separation of a member
from the rest of the group may occur but only in extreme situations.

•

All individuals in the group move at the same speed, except for temporal
variations caused, for example, by avoiding obstacles and collisions with
others.

•

The (cooperative) group slows down when a member stays behind.

•

Small groups have a basic spatial structure that stays relatively unchanged
if walking acrossa free space but can be temporarily deformed by external
influences such as the presence of a crowd, oncoming traffic, or obstacles.

In contrast to Moussaïd et al., who concluded that the V-like pattern facilitates better
communication, the Köster et al. study showed that members in small groups strive to walk sideby-side at the same speed to allow for improved social interaction.
Vizzari et al. focused on group cohesion instead of group formations. Group cohesion
concentrates on how closely a group stays together in a crowd and with group proxemics. Hall
[23] defines Proxemics as based on cultural and social rules and is the study of a set of measurable
distances between people as they interact. The density of the surrounding population can influence
both attributes and, in turn, affect the crowd behavior overall. In their simulation models, Vizzari
et al. [18] aimed at implementing an adaptive behavioral mechanism to preserve group cohesion,
even in situations of high local density and the presence of obstacles or counter flows of other
pedestrians. To maintain group cohesion, every member can perceive how far away other members
of the same group are based on a distance parametric value. They used a group dispersion metric
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to determine the priority between preserving group cohesion and navigating to the desired goal.
Group dispersion is defined as “the portion of space occupied by the group concerning the size of
the group” [18][p. 16]. These researchers also used proxemics behavior to maintain group cohesion
[23]. Therefore, every pedestrian is characterized by a culturally defined proxemic distance to
determine how the pedestrian interprets the minimum distance from any other group member and
the distance from others outside of the group. Depending on the crowd dynamics, the group
cohesion may be affected, for example, by obstacles and then reestablished once beyond any
interference.
Other studies used varying approaches to incorporate the leader-follower dynamic of
groups in models. Köster et al. [19] used a technique that allows the group leader to dynamically
change by assigning the leadership role to whoever is closest to the final destination. Singh et al.
[24] established groups of no more than four and arbitrarily selected the group leader. In their
model, the leader focuses on reaching the final destination, while the followers use attractor points
to maintain a certain distance from the leader. Moussaid et al. [1] presented a viewpoint that spoken
contribution among group members is unequal and therefore affects group formation and leaderfollower relationships.
The simulation model addresses how groups navigate obstacles, including stationary and
moving entities, such as other groups of pedestrians or stopped or moving vehicles. For example,
pedestrian groups will stay together or split apart to avoid an obstacle and then possibly rejoin
once passed. Bandini et al. [25] addressed this issue as groups walked through counterflow through
a crowd. Thestudy found that group size affects how the group disperses to navigate through a
crowd whenfaced with other oncoming groups.
The review of these simulation models that incorporate groups explain how simulating
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groups ultimately influences the crowd's movement in a pedestrian model. As group cohesion,
proxemics, and leader-follower behavior have been incorporated, thisstudy addresses the research
gap of how differing hierarchical groups affect these specific attributes. The above studies do not
consider how the actual group behavior is dependent on the group member type. Based on the type
of group, variations occur with inter-group dynamics, group cohesion strength, proxemics level,
and the perception of surrounding individuals and groups that drive decisions. With these
variations, decision-making and group behavior hinge on the group members’ connection to their
group type. For example, comparing a group with all adults to a family group with children, the
adult group’s cohesion may be weaker, allowing for greater spacing. In comparison, the group
with children will have stronger cohesion to ensure the children are not separated from the adults.
Ultimately, the route choices and obstacle avoidance are based on the unique make-up of
the group. Pan et al. [7] suggest two factors that can lead to leader-follower behavior: 1) social
identity within a group where a natural hierarchical structure is present such as in family groups,
or 2) perceived uncertainty where a leader will emerge out of a group when the situation at hand
is uncertain to the group. The group aspect is addressed only in terms of human social behavior as
it affects competitive behavior, queuing behavior, and herding behavior in the crowd. However,
there is no evidence in their simulation framework that group type drives the overall decisionmaking and behavior of the group leader.
2.4.3

Modeling Intra- and Inter-Group Dynamics

The inclusion of modeling small groups in a crowd improves realism in simulation models.
Incorporating intra-group dynamics and inter-group interactions further advances this effort to
build upon modeling realistic crowd behavior. Pedestrian movement in simulations encompasses
a range of factors related to groups, from individual mobility to behaviors adjusted to
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accommodate group configurations.
Most often, individuals maintain a “desired speed” that is influenced by their mobility
limitations (e.g., physical disability, reliance on mobility devices, or age) as well as their response
to intra-group dynamics [26, 27, 28, 29]. Altruism also features in pedestrian groups as group
members help one another during egress [27, 28]. As pedestrian studies established the importance
of incorporating groups, researchers in this area of study focused on different aspects of small
group movement and dynamics, thus representing intra-group dynamics within their models.
Qiu and Hu [30] used an agent-based model to incorporate group structures, group cohesion,
and leader-follower relationships. Although the study did not focus on pedestrian evacuation, its
goal is to define a framework for modeling different group structures at varying group sizes and
use both intra-group and inter-group influences to observe the effects on crowd behavior overall.
For intra-group dynamics, a matrix system is used to model the impact of group members on one
another. A group member would follow the other member from the matrix with the strongest
influence. Also, the stronger the influence, the more compact the group shape. The matrix would
affect the group’s structure within the model. Like the intra-group matrix, the inter-group
relationships are modeled using a matrix system to determine which outside group another group
would follow. The intra-group influences controlled the compactness of the structure while the
inter-group relationship strength determined which neighboring group another leader would
follow. This study focused on linear and leader-follower group shapes and the impact on crowd
behavior. However, the group leaders’ decision-making is not influenced by the member types in
their group.
Other researchers studied how to accurately simulate pedestrian and group movement in a
virtual environment. Loscos et al. [31] showed the importance of group behavior in a crowd
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simulation by improving pedestrians’ local and global reactions. The model uses a leader-follower
for their small groups. The leader decides the direction, and the group members follow while both
leader and followers use collision detection before moving using established laws, but the leader
influences the followers’ choices. However, the leaders’ navigational decisions are not based on
group member influences. Instead, decisions made by the leader are computed using information
stored in the surrounding cells containing local rules. All members, leaders and followers have the
same characteristics of average speed, acceleration, and use of the same list of goals. Musse and
Thalmann [32] focused less on intra-group dynamics and more on the inter-group relationships in
a crowd model. Musse et al. [33] aimed to create a group presence to provide a more realistic
virtual world. To simulate small group behavior, Musse et al.used a flocking formation. In their
model, the flocking formation is defined by four rules: 1) the agents from the same group share the
same list of goals, 2) all have the same walking speed, 3) all follow the generated paths from the
same list of goals for the goal-seeking behavior, and 4) agents can wait for one another when it
arrives to a goal and when a group member is missing. Fridman and Kaminka [34] strive to
improve upon modeling crowd behavior by comparing an individual-choice model to the social
comparison theory (SCT) by Festinger. The individual-choice model iswhen each agent makes
decisions independently of its peers, while agents in the SCT model tend to compare their behavior
with others that are most like them. The SCT model incorporated pedestrians formed in small
groups (subgroups). Their SCT model accounts for the subgroups as family units or friend groups
that move closer together in the crowd, while the individual-choice model does not. Utilization of
the SCT model showed improved crowd behavior versus the individual-choice model.
2.4.4

Pedestrian Groups in Evacuation Models

Researchers also conduct pedestrian evacuation studies that incorporate social groups in their
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models. Yang and Zhao [35] modeled social groups based on kin behavior using cellular
automation and social force modeling. The researchers used attraction and repulsive forces to form
groups, obstacle avoidance, and navigation toward exits. They found that if only a few social groups
are present, the evacuation efficiency is not affected. However, evacuation efficiency is
significantly reduced if more social groups or larger group sizes are incorporated. Qungge and
Can’s [36] objective is to provide the most efficient evacuation times using a leader-follower
method. However, small groups are not social groups such as family or friends with a group leader
within its ranks in this context. The group leader assigned is an entertainment building employee
familiar with the evacuation routes. Thus, the focus is more on knowing how many staff members
are needed to provide the best evacuation efficiency of the building. The group members’ type,
age, or physical hindrances are not considered and did not influence the leader's decision-making
in guiding them to safety.
Turgut and Bozdag [37] explored pedestrian group behavior during an evacuation of a
building or room. They intended to simulate and compare individual, leader-centered, and groupcentered crowd behavior in emergencies. The pedestrian exit choice behavior for an individual is
each person selects the closest exit to himself in its field of view. The leader chooses the door
closest to his field of view for leader-centered groups, and the group members follow. Lastly, the
group members move to the exit closest to the group's center for the group-centered group. The
results showed that leader-centered behavior performs better than group-centered behavior
concerning the evacuation of small groups in a room with one exit. However, the group-centered
group yields lesser evacuation times than leader-centered groups in the presence of multiple exits.
The group member type is not considered in the decision-making while evacuating the room.
Okaya and Takahashi [38] developed a human relationship agent-based crowd evacuation
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simulation based on the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model and Helbing’s social force model for
agent movement and group behaviors. The researchers believe that behaviors are based on various
intentions, which differ among people, as some people will evacuate alone or with others in groups.
In their model, since behaviors are influenced by others, using the Helbing model, the attractive
force attracts group members to one another, such as a parent to a child. In evacuation of an event
hall, the crowd is made up of individual adults, parents, and their children. In the simulation, the
adults head straight to the exits, while the parents head straight to their child, then move to the exit.
The results showed that with the altruistic behavior of the parent to first connect with the child, the
evacuation times are increased.
2.4.5

Pedestrian-Vehicle Interaction in Evacuation Models

When simulating pedestrian evacuation models with vehicle interaction, the focus of past studies
is to model some form of P-V interaction to capture the impacts on evacuation times. The added
layer of including small group impacts is not evident in these studies. Rossetti and Ni [39]
developed a microscopic simulation model of large-scale evacuations of parking lots in a
commercial shopping district. The researchers explored how exiting vehicles from a parking lot
would affect the surrounding traffic flows in the network. Rossetti and Ni state that it is necessary
to model this level of detail to show this time's potential effects on emergency plans. Although
they acknowledged that P-V interactions would play an essential role in affecting the overall
evacuation time, particularly in parking lots, the model is limited in the detail desired within the
parking lots. Parking spaces are aggregated into zones, and detailed P-V interactions within these
zones are ignored. Zhou et al. [40] attempt a microscopic simulation approach to obtain departure
time curves as input to existing vehicle evacuation models by accounting for the pedestrians’ travel
times from inside a venue. The model provides evacuation times for pedestrians departing from
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their seats to arriving at their vehicles. The model implements decision-making once pedestrians
reach one of the venue gates, “Each pedestrian will choose the shortest path from his/her assigned
gate to the nearest edge of the parking lot where his/her vehicle is parked, with minimal interaction
with vehicles” [p. 11]. The model includes individual pedestrian decisions (no group clusters) as
they navigate through the crowd but stops short of decision-making when interacting with vehicles
in the parking lot.
Sinuany-Stern and Stern [41] developed a microscopic simulation model to examine how
traffic and pedestrian factors affect the evacuation of a small city based on car ownership of
households. In the model, the percentage of pedestrians and vehicle drivers is based on field data;
those who owned cars evacuated by car and those who did not evacuate by foot, not emphasizing
evacuating family units. The modelers analyzed the vehicle and pedestrian networks separately
in the model. Subsequently, delays due to P-V interactions are ignored in the base model at
locations where P-V interactions are expected, mainly at intersections. In later models, the
researchers included the influences of P-V interaction by using a delay effect factor in the model
equations instead of the actual interaction of pedestrian and vehicle entities in the simulation model.
Other existing literature dedicated to incorporating P-V interactions focuses on
determining the optimal routes for evacuation. For instance, to address the burden that a massive
number of pedestrians may inflict on the vehicle roadway network around a football arena, Zhang
and Chang [42] focused on route optimization while addressing the vehicle-pedestrian conflicts
during an evacuation. The researchers developed an integrated linear model to determine the
optimal routing strategies for guiding evacuees toward pick-up locations (i.e., bus stops) or parking
areas. Zhang and Chang’s approach takes into account the following issues: 1) how to guide
pedestrians to their intended destinations when there are several available paths and to determine
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the optimal departure rate for each stream of the pedestrian path and 2) how to direct vehicles from
the parking areas out of the evacuation zone under extremely congested P-V flows and compute
the optimal departure rate for each stream of vehicle flow [31]. In their model, the connection
between the pedestrian and vehicle networks internally converts the pedestrian flows to the vehicle
flows, exemplifying pedestrians loading onto public transportation or into their private vehicles.
Furthermore, the interactions and conflicts between pedestrians and vehicles mainly occur
at intersections or crossing areas when more than one entity attempts to negotiate the intersection
simultaneously. When this happens, the model resolves the issue by allowing only one entity
movement to occur at a time. As this study centered on evacuation optimization, pedestrian
movement in small groups is not incorporated.
Li et al. [43] also explored route optimization for P-V flows during an evacuation by
applying an ant-colony optimization algorithm to their model. The ant-colony algorithm is
designed to imitate ants’ path-finding behavior and thus is used to find the optimal routes for each
vehicle and pedestrian. The model assumes that cars stay on roadways, that pedestrians remain on
walkways and crosswalks, and considers P-V conflicts only at intersections. When interactions
occur at intersections, the model uses a time crossing delay to force either the pedestrian or the
vehicle to stop depending on the level of service at the unsignalized crosswalk.
Zong et al. [44] developed a conflict-congestion model for P-V mixed evacuations based on
adiscrete particle swarm optimization algorithm. The researchers defined P-V temporal-spatial
conflict and temporal-spatial congestion to minimize the evacuation times. The model considers
each evacuating entity - pedestrians and vehicles - as a particle. In the simulation, the particles
move in terms of their propensity to evacuate quickly, their own experience, and the leader's
experience (the one with the best performance in the swarm/neighborhood). The leader in this
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model does not indicate a small group leader. Instead, the leader is another individual pedestrian
in the crowd with the most experience that others decide to follow during the evacuation. This
mechanism integrates individual, local, and global learning and simulates the individual’s behavior
of going with the crowd and accelerating the process of searching for exits. The model calculates
the proportion of pedestrians to the total number of pedestrians and vehicles at a location to
represent P-V conflicts. The degree of P-V conflict, whether low or high, is determined at that
location; the higher degree of conflict results in increased congestion, thus increasing the overall
evacuation time.
buildingEXODUS is part of the EXODUS [45] suite of software tools specific to the
evacuation of various types of building environments. To expand on buildingEXODUS, Lawrence
et al. [46] developed a model of pedestrian-vehicle interaction for post-exiting behavior. The main
objective of their research is to model people evacuating to a place of safety outside of a building
in an urban setting. Additionally, evacuating pedestrians would come in contact with traffic and
cross a road to reach a place of safety. This study aims to simulate pedestrian behaviors such as
whether to use a pedestrian crossing, crossing behavior within or outside (e.g., jaywalk) of a
designated crossing area, where to cross, and strategies on how to cross. The study examined three
scenarios, 1) evacuation with no road to cross to the safe zone, 2) crossing a busy 2-lane road with
an un-signalized pedestrian crossing area (e.g., zebra crossing), and 3) crossing a busy 2-lane road
with a signalized pedestrian crossing. The model considers where the pedestrian would cross the
road using a patience attribute. If reached, the pedestrian would look to cross at a different location
along the road, possibly to jaywalk. The simulation results show lower evacuation times when
pedestrians do not cross a road. The scenario with a signalized pedestrian crossing resulted in
higher evacuation times. Although this model does not include pedestrian groups, it is closely
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related to this project. The scenario presented is the concept of evacuating a building and crossing
a road to safety. Therefore, this study is revisited in further detail in the Conceptual Model chapter.
2.5

DISCUSSION

This background provides the foundation of this research study. The modeling and simulation
concepts, agent-based modeling approach, and agent decision-making approach are all utilized as
important features of this study.
The literature review highlighted relevant existing research studies for modeling and
simulating variations of pedestrian/crowd behaviors, pedestrian and P-V evacuations, and the
impacts of including intra-group dynamics and inter-group relationships. However, developing a
simulation tool with pedestrian and vehicle interactions during controlled evacuations that
incorporates the influence of vulnerable group members is an area yet to be explored.
Research on pedestrian evacuations and crowd movements has produced applicable models
androbust pedestrian evacuation tools. Simulating pedestrian behaviors such as decision-making,
navigation within a virtual environment, and crowd behaviors such as queuing and herding have
led to relevant studies and insights helpful to emergency management. In addition, simulating
pedestrian groups is a significant aspect of evacuations. Implementing pedestrian groups and interand intra-group dynamics features provides a more realistic representation of an evacuating crowd.
Other existing pedestrian models/tools such as LEGION [47], VISSIM [48], MATSIM [49], and
ESCAPES [50] all simulate varying P-V interaction, although only occurring at designated
locations at intersections or pedestrian crossings. However, considering pedestrian groups and
sociological decision-making in an evacuation is not evident for these models. Incorporating
pedestrian groups and group leader decision-making within a pedestrian-vehicles scenario is an
area not heavily researched, specifically considering the influence of vulnerable group members
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and the impact their presence has on an overall evacuation time. Using agent-based modeling and
simulation, exploring this area provides additional insights into how group dynamics and the
overall crowd composition can effectively impact an evacuation. This inclusion would ultimately
improve venue training and preparedness for future evacuations.
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CHAPTER 3
CONCEPTUAL MODEL
In modeling and simulation, the conceptual model is an abstract or simplified representation of the
simulation model of the real-world system (simuland) to be modeled. Documenting a plan to
implement the model can formally describe the conceptual model [51]. The formally defined
conceptual models are as follows:
‘…a non-software specific description of the computer simulation model (that
will be, is or has been developed), describing the objectives, inputs, outputs,
content, assumptions, and simplifications of the model.’ [52]
A distinction exists between conceptual models and computer models. Computer models are
software specific and represent the conceptual model in computer code. Conceptual models are
not specific to the software in which they are developed [52]. However, it is the foundation for
developing computer code. Robinson provided a framework for conceptual modeling shown in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Framework for a Conceptual Model
The conceptual model describes the objectives, input, outputs, model content, and
assumptions and simplifications of the simulation model. The project objectives are the specific
purpose of the model; having a clear goal leads to a simple model and not an overly complex one.
The inputs lead to achieving the model objectives, while the outputs determine if the objectives
are achieved. Using the objectives, inputs, and outputs, the model content can then be developed
of what to model (scope) and how to model it (level of detail) [52]. Finally, the model content
receives the input and produces the output correctly. Assumptions and simplifications are also
described in the conceptual model.
3.1

EXISTING P-V EVACUATION MODEL

As discussed in the previous chapter, to simulate pedestrian movement beyond the building in an
emergency setting, Lawrence et al. [46] extended buildingEXODUS to include post-exiting
behavior and traffic impacts on the evacuation process. They model the decision-making process
of pedestrians about whether to cross the road or not and where to cross. Factors considered for
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the crossing behavior are the pedestrians’ distance from the crossing, the type of crossing, time
pressures, road type, traffic conditions, and directions. Following Robinson's framework in Figure
4, Figure 5 shows the conceptual model for this existing study:

Figure 5 Conceptual Model for Existing Study
Three scenarios examined are, 1) evacuation with no road to cross to the safe zone, 2)
crossing a busy 2-lane road with an un-signalized pedestrian crossing area (e.g., zebra crossing),
and 3) crossing a busy 2-lane road with a signalized pedestrian crossing. First, the model considers
where the pedestrian would cross the road using a patience attribute. Then, if reached, the
pedestrian would look to cross at a different location along the road, possibly to jaywalk.
The main objective of this study is “to model people evacuating to a place of safety outside
a building in an urban setting, where this place of safety is remote from the building itself. In these
situations, people can come into contact with traffic and cross roads to leave the current area to
reach the place of safety.”
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3.2

P-V EVACUATION MODEL WITH PROJECT ADDITIONS

The above study is closely related to this project. The SimEnv scope is pedestrians exiting a
building and crossing a road to the safe evacuation area with pedestrian decision-making about
where to exit the building and where to cross the road (jaywalk or use the crosswalk). However,
as the conceptual model shows, pedestrian groups and group interactions are not incorporated.
Expanding upon this existing P-V evacuation model, this project adds pedestrian groups and
includes vulnerable members that could ultimately significantly impact the evacuation.
Following the framework laid out by Robinson [52], the main objective of the simulation
model, as stated in the research question, is to determine within the context of a pedestrian
evacuation of a venue, if the presence of vulnerable pedestrians influence the group leader’s
decision-making thus increasing the overall evacuation clearance times. Within this objective, the
simulation should incorporate inter- and intra-group dynamics and interactions with vehicles,
evacuee decision-making with consideration of risk-taking depending on the type of group
members, and the possibility of behavioral changes in aggression in the presence of calming
agents.
The simulation output would provide insight into how much the evacuation times are
affected when an evacuating crowd consists of vulnerable evacuees than a crowd without
vulnerable evacuees. Further, the simulation output would explain how these changes could
correlate to the increase in evacuation clearance times by tracking the percentage of a leader's
decisional changes during an evacuation by group type. Thus, the model inputs would vary the
crowd size and the crowd makeup (e.g., changing the percentage of groups with children or
disabled members within the overall crowd size). In addition, an input to determine the number of
moving vehicles on the road (whether light, heavy, or no traffic).
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The model inputs and outputs inform the model content that receives the input and correctly
produces the desired outputs to achieve the simulation model objectives. Figure 6 shows an
overview of the model content.

Figure 6 Model Content Overview
The model environment consists of the building, parking lot, sidewalks, four-lane road with
vehicles, and the final destination to the safe zone (SimEnv exit). Excluded entities are parked cars
in the church parking lot as these are not part of the evacuating process in this study. The following
assumptions and simplifications are made for the simulation model:
Table 1 Model Assumptions and Simplifications
ASSUMPTION #1
ASSUMPTION #2

The evacuation is triggered due to an emergency
somewhere within the building.
The three building exits modeled are the only exits
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used during an evacuation.
All evacuees will distance themselves from the
ASSUMPTION #3

building by crossing the nearby road and not in any
other direction.

ASSUMPTION #4

No evacuees will go to their parked vehicle to
evacuate; all will evacuate by foot.
The source of the emergency is not modeled. For

SIMPLIFICATION #1

example, a fire is not spread within the simulation
model. Therefore, the simulated entities have no sense
of their proximity to the source.

SIMPLIFICATION #2
SIMPLIFICATION #3
SIMPLIFICATION #4
SIMPLIFICATION #5

Simulated evacuees immediately begin to evacuate at
the start of the simulation run.
All groups are already formed; finding group
members is not incorporated.
Pedestrian walking and running gaits are not modeled.
The calming agents are stationary and do not move
with the simulated evacuees.
Approximated and scaled-down dimensions of the

SIMPLIFICATION #6

actual building, building exits, and sidewalk/road
dimensions are used.

Compared to the existing P-V evacuation model's conceptual model shown in Figure 5,
Figure 7 shows the newly proposed conceptual model for this project with added pedestrian groups
and groups with vulnerable members. The additions are highlighted.
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Figure 7 Conceptual Model
Furthermore, a Unified Modeling Language (UML) class diagram (see Figure 8) is
provided for further description of the conceptual model showing the relationships between the
major classes in the simulation model. Additional UML activity diagrams for each procedure in
the model are provided in Appendix B.
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Figure 8 UML Class Diagram
A flow chart of the pedestrian group leader activity is provided in Figure 9. All decision
points are based on the attributes of the group leader, risk level, and their propensity to change
their minds based on the group type. In addition, factors such as crowd density and vehicle
presence contribute to the group leaders’ decisions.
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Figure 9 Overview of SimPed Leader Movement Through SimEnv
Including pedestrian groups, group interactions, and the effects of vulnerable group
members to pedestrian evacuations with P-V interactions contributes to the pedestrian evacuation
community. In addition, the results offer improved accuracy on evacuation times.
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CHAPTER 4
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
This study developed a pedestrian evacuation simulation model that accounts for inter- and intrapedestrian group dynamics and decision-making based on group membership. The research
question is ‘Within the context of a pedestrian evacuation of a venue with vehicle presence, does
consideration of intra-group dynamics due to vulnerable pedestrians influence a group leader’s
decision-making, and do the collective decisions of the crowd affect evacuation clearance times?’
The primary rationale is to provide insight into how group membership types may cause
evacuation times to increase. With this knowledge, venues' emergency planners and event
managers can provide improved training and evacuation for unforeseen evacuation events.
The researcher implemented a case-study approach to develop this evacuation tool. Calvary
Revival Church (CRC) located in Norfolk, VA, is a mega-church with approximately 4,500 weekly
members and visitors (including children). This weekly total is split between two separate church
services that are conducted every Sunday. Instrumentational strategies are key to a successful
study; therefore, the best approach for data collection is to distribute survey questionnaires and
conduct phone interviews with volunteers associated with CRC. The questions evaluated the
participants’ tendencies when faced with decision-making scenarios pertaining to interactions
within a crowd and interactions while crossing the street with or without oncoming traffic.
Using an agent-based modeling approach as a medium to develop this evacuation model
provided an appropriate way of representing the necessary interactions during an evacuation. This
chapter discusses data collection, survey results, and analysis of the data variables.
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4.1

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

Methodological approaches for social and behavioral research adhere to quantitative and
qualitative methods. Quantitative methods allow for testing a hypothesis by systematically
collecting and analyzing data. Common techniques include experiments, observations recorded as
numbers, and surveys with closed-ended questions. Qualitative methods allow for exploring ideas
and experiences using interviews with open-ended questions, observations in words, and literature
reviews that examine concepts and theories [53]. The use of Likert-style questions on surveys that
present choices that attempt to capture a person’s feelings, thought processes, decisions, or
behaviors also fall under a qualitative approach.
Furthermore, two standardmethods within science are deduction and induction. Deduction
involves ‘specifying a set of axioms and proving consequences derived from the assumptions,’
while induction is the ‘discovery of patterns in empirical data’ [54]. ABM is akin to deduction by
starting with explicit assumptions or rules. The model then generates simulated data to be analyzed
inductively using quantitative and qualitative tools [54].
Agent-based modeling of human behavior, such as the P-V evacuation model developed in
this research, employs qualitative and quantitative approaches. Vuori states that “ABMs do not
necessarily have any global equations but only local rules and laws, the internal schema, whichan
agent follows.” Thus, modeling is neither clearly quantitative nor a qualitative method [55].
Qualitative methods encode the rules using narratives, quantitative methods work with numbers,
and ABMs define the rules using computer code [54]. The research in this study followed this
hybrid approach. Using a survey/questionnaire, Likert-scale questions are used to assess the
likelihood of respondents’ decisions within specific scenarios. These responses are qualitative;
however, the analysis of these data used quantitative methods. The survey input is used to develop
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the agent-based model that simulated decision-making during an evacuation. In addition,
qualitative data collected from the one-on-one interviews are used to obtain further insight into
respondents’ decisions during an evacuation. Sections 4.2 discuss the survey methods, and 4.3
discuss the interview methods used for this study.
4.2

SURVEY METHODS

CRC is a non-denominational church with a predominately African-American congregation and
low percentages of attendees of other ethnicities. The population at the time of the data collection
in 2015 was approximately 4,500 churchgoers over two services; this includes members and
visitors. Children are considered from ages 0 to 17 and make up 25% of the church population.
This project contains only adults ages 18 and older for survey and interview participation. The
decision to engage only with adult subjects avoided gathering parental consent for underage
children to join the study. However, the researcher asked questions of the participants about how
the presence of children would affect their decision-making. Cochran’s formulas [52] for
determining sample sizes for categorical variables are utilized from the attendance population for
one service. The formula uses two important factors: 1) the risk the researcher is willing to accept
in the study with the margin of error, and 2) the level of risk the researcher is willing to accept that
the true margin of error exceeds the acceptable margin of error, which is the alpha level (p.44).

(Eq. 1)

(Eq. 2)
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where:
•
•
•

𝑛𝑛0 is the required number of survey responses (sample size).

𝑛𝑛1 is the required sample size if the value of 𝑛𝑛0 is greater than 5% of the total

population.

𝑡𝑡 is the value for the selected alpha level of .05 in each tail.

The valid survey responses collected are 308 and 318 for the Vehicle Interaction and
Crowd Interaction categories, respectively, both exceeding the necessary minimum sample size of
243. Additionally, the researcher determined that a confidence level of 90% is an acceptable risk
for this data set.
Survey respondents participated by accessing a prepared survey using the online website
link http://www.surveymonkey.com or by obtaining a printed out hard copy of the survey. The
researcher collected the hard copies and manually entered them into Survey Monkey. Participants
are solicited by flyer distribution throughout the church building and the church parking lot, email
distribution, and word of mouth. In addition, specific groups are targeted by meeting with the
group leaders for further dissemination throughout their group. Respondents do not represent a
random sampling of the church population.
For ethical assurance, as per university protocol, when soliciting input from individuals for
research purposes, the researcher requested approval from the Institution Research Board (IRB) at
Old Dominion University. Subsequently, the board approved engaging in survey and interview
data collection. Strict confidentiality is adhered to; the researcher did not use the participants’ real
names or personally identifiable information in any reporting or publications derived from the
study results.
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4.2.1

Survey Development and Content

The formulation of questions is intended to gather information from the survey participants that
would inform the evacuation model. A key characteristic of the model is to allow the simulation
agents to make decisions based on evolving situations within the simulated environment (SimEnv).
Therefore, the researcher used the survey takers’ responses to build a core foundation of the
evacuation model.
The survey participants are given instructions to respond to the questions and scenarios
that reflect their choices as if they were in that situation. It is made clear that any use of the words
‘evacuation’, ‘evacuating,’ or ‘being evacuated’ referred to the mass removal of people from a
dangerous or potentially dangerous area. The scenario context is an evacuation due to an
emergency such as a fire or bomb threat. However, evacuees did not know the emergency details
except a present danger that required an expedited departure from the premises.
As the outline shows in Table 1, the questionnaire consists of three parts: Demographic
questions, Survey Part A scenario-based questions involving vehicle interaction, and Survey Part
B, scenario-based questions involving crowd interaction only. The scenario-based questions are
necessary to establish inter- and intra- group behavior during an evacuation, specifically, behavior
within ones’ group and reactions to pedestrians outside of ones’ group.
For the Demographic questions, the researcher gathered the participants’ descriptive
characteristics applicable to this study, age, gender, and walking speed preference. In addition, the
survey collected information on typical group size when attending church, age and number of
children in the group (if any), and types of physical disabilities (if any) among group members.
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Table 2 Questionnaire Outline

Demographic Questions

Survey Part A

General questions on gender, age,
walking speed, typical group size,
personal physical disabilities, physical
disabilities of any group members, the
typical number of children in the group,
and their ages.
Six scenario-based questions focusedon
pedestrian
decision-making
when
crossing a street with potential
vehicle interactions.

Survey Part B

Seven scenario-based questions focused
on pedestrian decision-making with
crowd interactions.

For Survey Part A, the study developed six scenarios that focused on decisions a person would
make when faced with crossing a street during an evacuation. In the scenarios, the participant is
told that any mention of an authoritative figure referred to police officers or firefighters stationed
to facilitate pedestrian evacuation. Likewise, for Survey Part B, scenarios are developed that focus
on decisions a person would make based on their observation of the surrounding crowd behavior
during an evacuation. Based on the scenario description, the survey taker is aware that an
evacuation is necessary due to imminent danger somewhere in the building or some outside area.
For both Survey Part A and Part B, survey participants are instructed to consider
themselves the ‘leader’ of the group in each scenario. As the leader, everyone in the group would
follow them. Each emergency scenario also assumed the group members were already together 2.

2

Group leaders finding their group members (i.e., parents locating their children) before evacuation is beyond the
scope of this study. Although this inclusion would add another layer of complexity, the focus of this study is mainly
on modeling decision-making among P-V interactions during evacuation.
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Using a 5-point Likert (1 – Very Unlikely to 5 – Very Likely), the survey participants indicated the
likelihood of their decisions if faced with each scenario described from four different perspectives,
as shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Group Type Designations
AL

When evacuating alone

AD

When evacuating with other
able-bodied adults

CH

When evacuating with children

DA

When evacuating with a person
who is disabled or elderly

At the end of both scenario-based sections, a general question is how closely their group
members would walk with each other when moving through a crowd and crossing a street. In
addition, follow-up questions asked if the distance would change if a group member is a child or
a mobility-challenged person.
4.2.2

Survey Scenario Based Likert Questions

The researcher asked the respondents two sections of scenario questions: one section for scenarios
about evacuating with vehicle interaction and the other for scenarios while evacuating within a
crowd having no vehicle presence.
For vehicle interaction, past studies centered on pedestrian and vehicle interactions at
crosswalks, intersections, and midblock locations for normal and emergency situations. A number
of these types of studies are discussed in the Literature Review chapter of this study. Therefore,
the six survey questions for vehicle interaction are related to these specific areas of conflict from
the pedestrian perspective to pinpoint the decisions one would make in certain situations. Table 4
below provides the exact wording of the survey for the vehicle interaction scenarios.
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Table 4 Survey Scenario Questions for Vehicle Interaction

Scenario Question 1

Scenario Question 2

Scenario Question 3

Scenario Question 4

Scenario Question 5

Scenario Question 6

You are one of the first pedestrians to reach the street. A distance
further down the road, you see a designated crosswalk/intersection;
however, NO authoritative figure is present to manage the traffic for
the crowd to cross. Where you are standing, no vehicles are
approaching. How likely are you to walk to the crosswalk or
intersection to cross the street in the following situations?
You see an authoritative figure stationed at a designated
crosswalk/intersection a distance down the street. You observe that
most of the crowd is walking to the designated crossing area, but no
vehicles are approaching where you are standing. How likely are
you to cross midblock and NOT at the designated area in the
following situations?
You see an authoritative figure stationed at a designated
crosswalk/intersection some distance down the street. You observe
that most of the crowd is walking to this designated crossing area.
Vehicles are approaching where you are standing, but you think you
can make it across if you jog. How likely are you to cross midblock
and NOT at the designated area in the following situation?
You see an authoritative figure stationed at a designated
crosswalk/intersection some distance down the street. You observe
that most of the crowd is crossing the street midblock and NOT
heading to the designated crossing area. How likely are you to NOT
follow the crowd and head to the designated crossing area in the
following situation?
You are one of the first pedestrians to reach the street; you decide
you want to cross midblock as a vehicle, such as a car or a pickup
truck, is slowly approaching. In the following situations, how likely
are you to cross the street in front of the oncoming vehicletrusting
that it will slow down or stop to allow you to cross?
You are one of the first pedestrians to reach the street. You decideto
cross midblock even though a vehicle, such as a car or a pickup
truck, is approaching at a high rate of speed. In the following
situations, how likely are you to cross the street in front of the
oncoming vehicle trusting that it will slow down or stop to allowyou
to cross?

Past studies concentrated on crowd movement and flow during normal egress or an
emergency evacuation of buildings and open venues for crowd interaction. These studies examine
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how to accurately depict and simulate pedestrian movements, group movements within the crowd,
resolving spatial conflict, maneuvering to avoid obstacles and other simulated entities, and some
form of decision-making in the models. For the survey questions for this study, the respondents
are presented with scenarios to gather information on decisions they would make within their
group and responses to others outside of their group. Table 5 lists the scenario questions submitted
to the survey takers.
Table 5 Survey Scenario Questions for Crowd Interaction

Scenario Question 1

Scenario Question 2

Scenario Question 3
Scenario Question 4

Scenario Question 5

Scenario Question 6

*

Scenario Question 7

You are in an UNFAMILIAR building. You do not know the
location of the emergency exits. You see people heading in one
particular direction. In the following situations, how likely are youto
follow these people?
You are in a FAMILIAR building or outside area. You see a large
group of people heading in one particular direction, but you were
heading in a different direction to exit. How likely are you to change
direction and follow this crowd of people in the following
situations?
You see a person needing assistance (e.g., an injured person, lost
child, immobile elderly person, etc.), and no one else is helping
them. How likely are you to help this person in the following
situations?
During the evacuation, you see a crowd of people that suddenly start
to run, but you do not know the reason for their behavior. How likely
are you to run away in the following situations as well?
The exit door closest to your vehicle/transportation is verycrowded,
and the people are slow-moving. You see another exit a long
distance away that is not as crowded but you do not knowwhere it
leads. How likely are you to change to the other exit in the following
situations?
During an evacuation, within the crowd, some people begin
bumping and pushing you and/or others around you to evacuate
first. How likely are you to also engage in bumping and pushing to
establish your position to evacuate in the following situations?
People are bumping and pushing others to evacuate morequickly.
You are among those bumping and pushing others. Howlikely are
you to become more at ease and evacuate more calmly (even if
others are not) if you saw the following authority figure in the
immediate area directing the crowd?

*Authority figures are emergency personnel (i.e., police officer), parking lot attendant/security, and pastor/minister
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Asking the respondents every question for different group types is essential for the proposed
evacuation model. As the model generates random groups within the simulation, implementing the
tendencies of the leader of the group based on who is evacuating with them provided a level of detail
not captured by past models.
Furthermore, the survey questions are intended to measure how much risk the respondent
is willing to take when faced with those scenarios. The risk assessment wouldbe analogous to the
likelihood scale. Thus, the survey's 5-point Likert Scale of likelihood would be comparable to a
risk scale of (1) being lower risk to (5) being higher risk. The risk assessment aspect of the study is
discussed later in this chapter.
4.2.3

Variables of Interest

Literature reviews identified several variables that are likely to influence an evacuee's decisions
specific to fleeing a dangerous area. The variables considered in the study are shown in Table 4
with their expected impact. Variables such as an individual’s gender and age could affect their
decision-making, risk-taking, and aggression levels. Group dynamics such as the group make-up
(who is in the group), number of group members, and evacuee’s mobility or the mobility of others
within their respective group would also affect decision-making, risk-taking, and aggressiveness.
The survey identifies the information necessary to depict an individual’s tendencies and how
decisions are made to develop the evacuation model from the pedestrian perspective.
Table 6 Variables Expected to Impact Emergency Evacuation Model
Variables
Gender

Expected Impact
Males expected to take more risks, be more
aggressive, and have closer proximity with
other group members.
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Age Group
Group member spacing (cohesion)

Decreasing risk taking and aggressiveness as
age increases
Expect to vary depending on the group
makeup. Closer spacing with children and
mobility-challenged group members was
anticipated

Group Affects in Evacuations
AL Group Type
AD Group Type
CH Group Type
DA Group Type

4.2.4

Expect group to take more risks and be more
aggressive
Expect group to take more risks, be more
aggressive, and have greater spacing within the
group
Expect group leader to take less risks, less
aggression, and closer group proximity
Expect group leader to take less risks, less
aggression, and closer group proximity

Demographic Breakdown

Table 7 shows the survey respondent demographic breakdown by gender and age groups as
compared to the church population based on numbers provided by CRC. Approximately 350
responses were received from the survey for the “Vehicle Interaction” category. After assessing
these responses, 308 are valid for the data analysis. Data is deemed invalid because of missing data
due to unanswered questions. For the “Crowd Interaction” category, 381 responses were received,
and 318 are valid for the data analysis.
Table 7 shows that female survey participation outnumbered male participation by over 3
to 1 (approximately 78% female to 22% male for vehicle interaction and about 77% female to 23%
male for crowd interaction). Unfortunately, the percentages obtained by CRC for the gender
percentage breakdown were unavailable for the church population. Speaking with the CRC
representative, the gender percentage breakdown is 60% female and 40% male unofficially.
Therefore, to obtain an official representative percentage of gender breakdown for the church
population, percentages from the 2014 Pew Research Report for gender composition among
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Evangelical Protestants are used at 55% female and 45% male, as shown in Table 7. The gender
participation from the CRC survey is overrepresented for females and underrepresented for males
when compared to the general church population for evangelical protestants. These percentage
differences are addressed later in this chapter.
Table 7 Survey Respondents' Demographics
Vehicle Interaction

Crowd Interaction

Gender

Female

Male

Female

Number in each gender group
Percent of total reporting
gender
Evangelical Protestant
Gender breakdown1

240

68

243

75

78%

22%

76%

24%

55%

45%

55%

45%

Age Groups Survey (Vehicle Interaction) Survey (Crowd Interaction)

Male

Church
Population2

18-24

2.9%

3.1%

8.1%

25-34

21.8%

20.8

12.3%

35-44

23.4%

24.2%

13.4%

45-54

27.6%

28.9%

18.4%

55-64

18.2%

17.6%

29.6%

65 and older

6.2%

5.3%

18.2%

Evangelical Protestant Gender Breakdown obtained from Pew Research Report, 2014.
Church Population values for age groups are obtained from Calvary Revival Church summary of
demographics, 2017.
1
2

Table 8 provides a percentage breakdown of groups with children, disabled members, and group
size. Percentage-wise, the values from both vehicle and crowd interaction are nearly identical. The
group size of 2 had the highest percentage of ≈37%, and a group size of 6 had the lowest percentage
of roughly 4%. The percentage of respondents who attended alone (group of 1) is 18%.
Approximately 42% of the respondents’ groups have one or more children from the data. Out of
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this 42%, the percentage breakdown of the number of children in a group is shown. In addition,
approximately 10% of survey respondents are disabled. Of the remaining respondents, about 6.0%
have a disabled member within their group. Disabilities listed by the respondents are under the
categories of mobility, visually, and hearing impaired, the higher percentage of which are mobilityimpaired requiring a wheelchair, cane/walker, or crutches.
Table 8 Survey Respondents' Statistical Breakdown
STATISTICS BREAKDOWN

% of groups with
children
% of respondents who
are disabled
% of groups with
disabled group members

Vehicle Interaction

Crowd Interaction

41.6%

42.8%

9.5%

9.6%

5.7%

6.3%

Percentage of Group Size
1 (alone)

17.6%

18.0%

2

35.9%

36.7%

3

19.9%

19.3%

4

14.1%

14.1%

5

8.3%

8.3%

6

4.2%

3.7%

Percentage of Groups with Children
1 Child

50.8%

53.5%

2 Children

28.0%

25.4%

3 Children

17.4%

16.9%

4 Children

3.0%

3.5%

5 Children

0.8%

0.7%
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4.3

INTERVIEW METHODS

Twenty-seven one-on-one interviews are conducted to dig deeper into a respondents’ experience, or
lack thereof, with emergency evacuations. At the end of the survey, each respondent is asked to
check ‘yes’ or ‘no’ if they are willing to participate in a one-on-one interview. If the respondents
checked ‘yes,’ they are then asked to provide further information about their name, email address,
and telephone number. On the electronic form of the survey, the researcher disconnected this
personal information from the answers provided on the actual survey to ensure no personally
identifiable information was linked to their responses. In addition, the computer IPs addresses are
not recorded or saved. For this paper version of the survey, if the respondent checked ‘yes’ to
participate in the one-on-one interview, once the completed survey is collected, the researcher
immediately detached the sheet with the personal information from the survey responses, so
identifiable traits are not connected to the survey responses.
Seventy survey takers responded in the affirmative to participate in the phone interviews,
and 36 interviews (51.4%) were scheduled and conducted either in person or by phone. The lack of
follow-up with the interviews was due to incorrect contact information, unresolved scheduling
conflicts, or loss of interest by the participant (i.e., never responded to the initial email to schedule
the interview). The researcher conducted approximately 3% of the interviews in person at
Calvary Revival Church.
The researcher asked ten questions of the participants. Depending on the response given,
some answers led to more in-depth questioning on the topic via the sub-questions. The interviewer
saved the list of questions in a Microsoft Word document. The interviewer used a laptop to
transcribe the responses as the interviewee answered the questions. The interviewer attempted to
type the answers word for word, ensuring that the overall thought was conveyed and recorded. The
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typed answers are read back tothe interviewee for accuracy. The purpose of conducting one-onone interviews is to use the insights from the interviews to support the research goal of
implementing decision-making and behavior during an emergency evacuation.
4.4

DISCUSSION OF SURVEY DATA

The following sections discuss the preparation and analysis of the survey datasets. First, a few
challenges are addressed, such as deriving a variable, handling an imbalanced dataset, and the
familywise statistical issue. Finally, the statistical test used for the hypothesis tests are reviewed,
and steps toward determining the distributions for the input variables are presented.
4.4.1

Derivation of Risk-Taking Variable

In social science research, Likert-type items and scales are commonly used to measure character,
attitudes, and personality traits developed by Rensis Likert [56]. However, differences exist between
Likert items and Likert scales and how the two distinctions are treated in data analysis. Likert item
data follow the characteristics of an ordinal data type, ordering and ranking of data; however, no
distance measurement is possible. The descriptive statistics for Likert items include mode or
median for central tendency and frequencies for variability. In contrast, Likert scales are combined
Likert-type items that form a single score or variable, representing a character or personality trait.
In social sciences, the data can follow the characteristics of an interval data type. However,
researchers may also prefer to treat Likert scales as ordinal data. For interval data, ordering and
distance measurements are possible among the integer data, and the descriptive statistics include
the mean for central tendencyand standard deviation for variability. However, all Likert scale data
are treated as ordinal data using median for central tendency and frequencies for variability for this
study.
The intention of the survey questions is to measure the level of risk-taking the respondent
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is willing to take when faced with those scenarios. The risk assessment would be analogous to the
likelihood scale. Thus, the survey's 5-point Likert Scale of likelihood would be comparable to a
risk scale of (1) being lower risk to (5) being higher risk. For the vehicle interaction scenarios, a
respondent more likely to go to the crosswalk or intersection is considered a lower risk-taker. In
contrast, those whose likelihood is to cross midblock (jaywalk) are considered a higher risk-taker.
Those who would likely follow the crowd are considered low-risk takers for the crowd interaction
scenarios, following the ‘rule of thumb’ of being safer in numbers. Higher risk-takers are regarded
as more likely to go in a direction away from the crowd or to an unfamiliar exit. The study showed
that the respondents’ tendencies would change as the group type changed.
Each scenario-based Likert-item question is listed in Table 4 and Table 5. By combining
responses from the questionnaire for each group type category, each respondent's overall
composited score for risk-taking is obtained by averaging the values across specified questions.
To ensure that the combined questions are measuring the same underlying traits of risk,
determining the reliability or internal consistency of the combined Likert item questions is
necessary. An objective way to measure reliability is to calculate the omega coefficient (-1 >=
omega <= 1). The reliability omega coefficient computed for this analysis indicates how strongly
(or not) the combined questions are when aggregated together and if they are reliable enough to use
in the data analysis as an acceptable variable for risk-taking. Tavakol and Dennick state that
“internal consistency described the extent to which all the items in a test measure the same concept
or construct and hence it is connected to the inter-relatedness of the items within the test” [57]. A
consensus among researchers has determined that an omega coefficient ranging between 0.7 and
0.95 is acceptable. George and Mallory provided a scale for interpreting omega coefficients: “>
0.9 – Excellent, > 0.8 – Good, > 0.7 – Acceptable, > 0.6 – Questionable, > 0.5 – Poor, and < 0.5 –
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Unacceptable.” [58] on page 231. The researcher employed the JASP 3 software (Version 0.11.1.0)
to calculate the omega coefficient.
For the Vehicle Interaction scenarios, the researcher combined questions 1 through 6 to
create a scale for risk-taking of evacuees when vehicles are present. After several iterations of
running JASP, questions 1 and 4 are removed because the inclusion of these two questions dropped
the coefficient to questionable values. With their removal, the reliability increased to ‘acceptable’
values for each group type, all greater than 70%. Thus, the internal consistency allows for using the
risk-taking variable for the vehicle interaction scenarios in the data analysis. For the Crowd
Interaction scenarios, the researcher combined questions 1 through 5 to create a scalefor risk-taking
during evacuation among a crowd. After running JASP, it is found that poor levels of reliability
are calculated, and the removal of any of the questions would not improve the omega coefficient to
acceptable levels. Therefore, there is no internal consistency among the questions for the risktaking variable for crowd interaction, and not used in the data analysis.
4.4.2

Balancing Survey Dataset Using Stratified Random Sampling

The disproportionate percentages for both gender and age groups from the survey data, as shown
in Table 9, indicate the lack of random sampling from the population. For gender, females are
over-represented while males are under-represented. In addition, the youngest and oldest age
groups are under-represented for age groups, while the age groups ranging from 25-54 are overrepresented. Therefore, to address sampling bias in the dataset, a stratified random sampling
technique is conducted to obtain a more accurate representation of the church population by gender
and age.

JASP 0.11.10 software is an open-source project with structural support from the University ofAmsterdam. It is
developed by the JASP Team in 2019. https://jasp-stats.org/
3
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Stratified random sampling is a type of probability sampling where the sample dataset is
divided into groups (or strata) representing the population. The stratum is mutually exclusive
groups, and random sampling with replacement is done to choose members from each group. For
example, for the survey dataset, males and females are divided into six strata representing the six
age groups shown in Table 9. The proportions used are based on the population percentages shown
in Table 7.
Table 9 Stratified Groups
VEHICLE INTERACTION
Female Strata by
Male Strata by Age
Age
Age
Number
Age
Number
Groups
Needed
Groups
Needed
1
14
1
11
2
20
2
18
3
21
3
20
4
29
4
28
5
49
5
42
6
36
6
20
169
139
Total = 308

CROWD INTERACTION
Female Strata by
Male Strata by Age
Age
Age
Number
Age
Number
Groups
Needed
Groups
Needed
1
14
1
12
2
20
2
19
3
23
3
19
4
33
4
26
5
54
5
40
6
31
6
27
175
143
Total = 318

The researcher used Microsoft Excel to perform the stratified random sampling technique with
replacement. The number needed is achieved using random sampling to obtain the desired
percentage breakdown for each category. Once complete, all random samples are combined to
form the new stratified dataset that successfully represents the church population.
The researcher conducted a Pearson’s Chi-square goodness of fit (GOF) test 4 to
validate that the stratified datasets are appropriate for analysis by comparing the stratified dataset
to the original dataset. This step is done to ensure that the overall frequencies of the scenario-based

4

More detail on the Chi-Square Goodness of Fit test is given later in this chapter.
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question responses are the same. The null hypothesis (Ho) states that the original and stratified
datasets have the same frequency distributions analyzed at the 95% confidence level. From the
analysis, the researcher found that the frequencies for all scenario-based questions showed the pvalues from the test statistics are greater than 0.05. Therefore, we fail to reject the null hypothesis
and determine that the frequencies are similar. The p-values are shown in Table 10.
Table 10 Goodness of Fit Test Results

VEH-1
VEH-2
VEH-3
VEH-4
VEH-5
VEH-6

CRD-1
CRD-2
CRD-3
CRD-4
CRD-5
CRD-6

CRD-7

VEHICLE INTERACTION
Chi-Square GOF Test (p-values)*
AL
AD
CH
DA
0.089
0.077
0.075
0.676
0.063
0.074
0.704
0.257
0.879
0.989
0.139
0.142
0.137
0.085
0.245
0.200
0.522
0.662
0.625
0.558
0.947
0.784
0.551
0.519
CROWD INTERACTION
Chi-Square GOF Test (p-values)*
AL
AD
CH
DA
0.211
0.117
0.386
0.386
0.387
0.292
0.294
0.367
0.081
0.132
0.091
0.059
0.052
0.061
0.053
0.169
0.582
0.152
0.780
0.234
0.884
0.887
0.836
0.798
Chi-Square GOF Test (p-values)
Parking
Emergency
Pastors/
Lot
Ministers
Personnel
Attendants
0.065
0.067
0.092

From these results, the stratified datasets will be used for the remainder of the data analysis in this
chapter.
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4.4.3

Statistical Test Used

Table 11 provides a breakdown of the relevant statistical tests performed on the survey data. The
independent variable is group type. The dependent variables are risk level and group spacing. The
data collected for this study are nominal and ordinal; therefore, the researcher used nonparametric
approaches. A description of each statistical test is provided in the following sections.
Table 11 Statistical Tests
DEPENDENT VARIABLE (Y)
INDEPENDENT
VARIABLE (X)

Risk Level
(Ordinal)

Group Spacing
(Ordinal)

Group Type
(Nominal)

Friedman Test (Repeated
Measures) w/ Wilcoxon
Post Hoc Test

Friedman Test (Repeated
Measures) w/ Wilcoxon
Post Hoc Test

Freidman Test for Repeated Measures
The Friedman test [59, 60] is a non-parametric alternative to the one-way ANOVA test for repeated
measures. It uses the rank ordering of data and evaluates the differences between three or more
groups when the dependent variable is measured in ordinal. The following assumptions must be
met:
1.

One variable that is measured on three or more different occasions (or
perspectives).

2.

Variable is a random sample from the population.

3.

Dependent variable is measured at the ordinal or continuous level.

4.

Samples do not need to be normally distributed.

(Eq. 3) shows the test statistic formula as follows:
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(Eq. 3)
where:
Fr = Freidman Test Statistic
n = Sample Size
k = Number of groups (or perspectives)
𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗 = Rank totals

DF = Degrees of Freedom; Number of groups minus 1 (k – 1)

The null hypothesis (Ho) asserts that the medians for all groups are equal. The statistical
significance of the F test statistic is determined by comparing it to the Chi-Square distribution
critical value (Cr = χ2𝛼𝛼,𝑘𝑘−1 ).

If F ≤ Cr then Do not reject Ho
Else F > Cr then Do not accept Ho

For this project, the null hypothesis is when the group type does not affect the group
leaders’ risk level or desired group spacing. The Freidman test determines if an overall difference
between the groups exists. However, it does not distinguish which pairs of groups have differences.
Therefore, the Wilcoxon post hoc test is utilized.
Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test
If the Friedman test finds statistically significant differences among the groups, the Wilcoxon ranksum test [61] is utilized as a pairwise comparison post hoc test to determine precisely which two
group types have differences in their medians. The null hypothesis, Ho, for the Wilcoxon test
asserts that the medians of the two groups are equal.
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To calculate each group’s ranks, all values from both groups are first ranked as one; tied
ranks are averaged. Once ranked separately, the ranked numbers for each group are summed, T.
Using the T for the group with the larger sample size, the test statistic for the z-distribution is
calculated in (Eq. 4) below.

(Eq. 4)

where:
Z = Test Statistic for the z-distribution
T = Ranked Sum
n1 = Sample Size of group 1
n2 = Sample Size of group 2

The critical value from the z-distribution table is used to test for statistical significance.
If Z ≤ Cr then Do not reject Ho
Else Z > Cr then Do not accept Ho
Kruskal-Wallis H Test
The Kruskal-Wallis H (K-W H) [62] test is an alternative to the one-way ANOVA test for the
independent measure. It uses the rank ordering of data rather than the mean and variances. This
test evaluates the differences in mean ranks between three or more independent samples within a
variable when the dependent variable is either ordinal or not normally distributed. The null
hypothesis for the K-W H test asserts that the medians of the populations are the same. For this
project, the K-W H test is used to compare the output results in the Simulation Model Results
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chapter using SPSS [63]. The equation for the test statistic is shown in (Eq. 5).

(Eq. 5)
where:
N = the total number of observations across the groups
g = the number of groups
𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 = the number of observations in group i

𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = the rank among the observations of observations j from group i

𝑟𝑟̅𝑖𝑖 =

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖 𝑟𝑟
∑𝑗𝑗=1
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

1

𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

is the average rank of all observations in group i

𝑟𝑟̅ = 2(N + 1) is the average of all the 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
If the test statistic is significant at the 95% confidence level (for this project), at least one group's
mean rank is different from another group. A post hoc test is necessary to determine which groups
differ when this is the case. SPSS uses the Dunn’s Test for the pairwise comparisons as described
in the next section.
Dunn’s Test
Suppose the K-W H test finds statistically significant differences among the data. In that case, the
Dunn’s test [64] is utilized as a pairwise comparison post hoc test to determine precisely which
two groups have differences in their means. The Dunn’s z-test statistic approximates exact ranksum test statistics by using the mean rankings of the outcome in each group from the K-W test
[65]. The null hypothesis for this test states no difference between the two groups. The test statistic
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is as follows:

(Eq. 6)
where:

(Eq. 7)

is the standard deviation of yi (Eq. 8)

is the standard deviations for ties (Eq. 9)
where
Ri = the sum of ranks
ni = the sample size of the ith group
N = the total number of observations across all groups
s = the number of ties
fs = number of observations tied at the sth specific tied value
4.5

HYPOTHESIS TESTING ANALYSIS

In statistics, hypothesis testing is a way of analyzing assumptions about a population parameter.
Using the sample data collected from the population, hypothesis testing determines how true the
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assumption is for the entire population. For this project, all statistical tests assume the null
hypothesis (Ho) shows no differences in the groups being compared, whereas the alternative
hypothesis (Ha) states differences exist. Therefore, a significance level (α) of 0.05 is used, which
means the researcher accepts a 5% chance of committing a Type I error if the null hypothesis is
true (rejecting a true Ho), as shown in Table 12. On the other hand, a Type II error is committed
when a false Ho is accepted. Note: consideration of the familywise error rate (FWER) that affects
the significance level is further discussed below.
Table 12 Type I and Type II Errors
Ho = True

Ho = False

Fail to Reject Ho

Correct

Type II Error

Reject Ho

Type I Error

Correct

The probability that we observe a test statistic is the p-value. If the p-value from the test statistic
is less than the significance level (α), we reject the null hypothesis of having no difference.
However, if the p-value is greater than α, we fail to reject the Ho.
Conducting multiple statistical tests on the same data sample presents a familywise
statistics problem that should be addressed. The familywise error rate is the probability of
committing at least one Type I error among two or more statistical tests. As mentioned above, the
significance level of 0.05 is chosen for all tests conducted. At this 95% confidence level, the FWER
is determined using the following formula: FWER = 1 – (1 – α)n, where n is the total number of
statistical tests conducted on the data sample.
The Bonferroni Correction is one way to protect against Type I errors due to familywise
issues or for conducting multiple comparisons during a post hoc analysis. In the study, the
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Bonferroni correction is used to adjust the alpha (α) level to account for the number of pairwise
comparisons while conducting the post hoc tests from the Wilcoxon and Dunn’s tests as described
in the above section. The simple formula for the Bonferroni correction is:

(Eq. 10)

where:
∝𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨 = the original alpha level

n = total number of comparisons or test being performed

4.5.1

Dependent vs. Independent Variables

This section provides a statistical analysis of the dependent variables of risk level and group
spacing for vehicle and crowd interaction related to the independent variable of group type. The
overall results are shown in Table 13.
Table 13 Analysis Results for Vehicle and Crowd Interaction
DEPENDENT VARIABLE (Y)
Vehicle Interaction

Crowd Interaction

INDEPENDENT
VARIABLE (X)

Risk Level
(Ordinal)

Group Spacing
(Ordinal)

Group Spacing
(Ordinal)

Group Type
(Nominal)

Significance

Significance

Significance

Dependent Variable – Risk Level
A Friedman test is conducted to ascertain if the four group types have similar risk levels. The
Friedman test showed a statistically significant difference in risk-taking among the group types,
X2(3) = 207.496, p < 0.001. Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests is conducted with
a Bonferroni correction applied, resulting in a significance level set at p = 0.05 / 6 = 0.008. All
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pairwise comparisons showed in Table 14.

Table 14 Wilcoxon Pairwise Comparison Results – Risk-Level
AL vs AD

AL vs CH

AL vs DA

AD vs CH

AD vs DA

CH vs DA

Z

-1.140

-7.442

-8.490

-9.751

-10.073

-3.856

Asymp
Sig

1.000

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

From the pairwise comparison results, group leaders of AL and AD group types will take
more risks than CH and DA. Group leaders with children will take more risks than with
disabled/elderly members. AL and AD groups tend to take the average risk (risk = 3) while CH
and DA groups take low risks (risk = 2) on the risk scale.
Dependent Variable – Group Spacing
A Friedman test is conducted to ascertain if the three group types prefer similar group spacing using
the Vehicle Interaction dataset. The analysis proved that differences in group spacing are evident
among the group types, X2(2) = 166.21, p < 0.001. Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests is conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied, resulting in a significance level set at p =
0.05 / 3 = 0.017. From the pairwise comparison results, AD vs CH showed statistical significance
at z = -9.194, p < 0.001 and AD vs DA at z = -10.417, p < 0.001. The CH and DA group leaders
prefer closer cohesion than leading an AD group. There is no significant difference in spacing
between CH and DA group types. From the data, both CH and DA groups prefer staying between
shoulder-to-shoulder distance and within arms’ length apart during an evacuation when vehicles
are present.
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A Friedman test is conducted to ascertain if the three group types prefer similar group spacing
using the Crowd Interaction dataset. The analysis proved that differences in group spacing are
evident among the group types, X2(2) = 107.738, p < 0.001. From the pairwise comparison results,
AD vs CH showed statistical significance at z = -7.054, p < 0.001 and AD vs DA at z = -8.202, p
< 0.001. The CH and DA group leaders prefer closer cohesion than leading an AD group. There is
no significant difference in spacing between CH and DA group types. Both CH and DA groups
prefer staying between shoulder-to-shoulder distance and within arms’ length apart during an
evacuation among a crowd and no vehicle presence.
4.5.2

Analysis of Scenario-Based Questions

The following sections provide an assessment of each scenario-based survey question. In addition,
the descriptive statistics of the stratified dataset and the statistically significant associations
between the group types are provided. The survey respondents are prompted to answer each
question from four different standpoints: when alone (AL),with other able-bodied adults (AD), with
children (CH), and with a disabled or slow-moving elderly person (DA). The scenario-based
questions used in the simulation model are the focus of this data analysis, specifically, VEH-1,
VEH-2, CRD-5, CRD-6, and CRD-7. Questions VEH-1 and VEH-2 are concerned with the group
leader deciding to jaywalk or use the crosswalk when a calming agent is not present and present,
respectively. Question CRD-5 is concerned with the group leader's decision to change direction or
exit when an area is blocked or too congested. CRD-6 speaks to a group leader's level of aggression
when observing the crowd's aggression in the immediate area. Lastly, CRD-7 addressed the change
in aggressive behavior a group leader makes if specific calming agents/authoritative figures are
present during the evacuation.
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Vehicle Interaction – Scenario Question 1
The respondents are asked the likelihood of walking to a designated crosswalk to cross the street
instead of jaywalking. This question explores the likelihood that the respondents will change their
minds at the road and use the crosswalk instead of crossing midblock when no authority figure is
present at the designated crossing area. Figure 10 illustrates the percentage breakdown of the
likelihood for this scenario comparing group types. The Friedman Repeated Measures test and the
subsequent Wilcoxon Post Hoc test determine if the differences in percentages are statistically
significant.

Figure 10 Percentage Breakdown of Likelihood per Group Type – VEH_1
From the Friedman Test, there is a statistically significant difference in this scenario among
the group types about whether to jaywalk or use the crosswalk when no authoritative figure is
present, X2(3) = 9.150, p = 0.027. Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests is conducted
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with a Bonferroni correction applied, resulting in a significance level set at α = 0.05 / 6 = 0.008.
There are no significant differences between group types AD vs CH (Z = -2.059, p = 0.039), AD
vs DA (Z = -0.677, p = 0.499), and CH vs DA (Z = -1.477, p = 0.140). However, there are
statistically significant differences in likelihood to use the crosswalk in lieu of jaywalking between
the AL vs DA group types (Z = -2.155, p = 0.031), the AL vs AD group types (Z = -3.991, p <
0.001), and group types AL vs CH (Z = -3.675, p < 0.001). These results show that when the group
leader is with other adults, children, or disabled/elderly members, they will more likely choose the
safer option and proceed to the crosswalk than when evacuating alone.
Vehicle Interaction – Scenario Question 2
The respondents are asked the likelihood of crossing the street midblock with no approaching
vehicle instead of heading to the designated crossing area. Figure 11 provides a percentage
breakdown of likelihood per group type. For this scenario question, each group type shows a higher
percentage of unlikelihood than the likelihood to jaywalk.

Figure 11 Percentage Breakdown of Likelihood per Group Type – VEH_2
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The Friedman Test showed a statistically significant difference in this scenario among the
group types about whether to jaywalk or use the crosswalk when an authoritative figure is stationed
at the crosswalk, X2(3) = 181.728 p = < 0.001. The Wilcoxon post hoc analysis showed no
statistically significant differences between group types AL vs AD (Z = -1.677, p = 0.094) and CH
vs DA (Z = -2.252, p = 0.024). However, there are statistically significant differences in likelihood
of jaywalking in lieu of using the crosswalk between the AL vs CH group types (Z = -7.692, p <
0.001), AL vs DA (Z = -7.759, p < 0.001), AD vs CH (Z = -7.665, p < 0.001), and AD vs DA (7.556, p < 0.001). These results show that when the group leader is alone or with other adults, they
will more likely choose to jaywalk than when children or disabled/elderly members are in the
group.
Crowd Interaction – Scenario Question 5
The respondents are asked about the likelihood of changing to a different exit away from a crowded
area. Figure 12 provides a percentage breakdown of likelihood per group type. AL and AD group
types have a higher percentage of likely/very likely responses, while group types CH and DA have
a higher rate of unlikely/very unlikely responses.
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Figure 12 Percentage Breakdown of Likelihood per Group Type – CRD_5
From the Friedman Test, there is a statistically significant difference in this scenario among
the group types about whether to move away from a crowded area to a less dense area, X2(3) =
138.654, p = < 0.001. The Wilcoxon post hoc analysis showed no statistically significant
differences between group types AL vs. AD (Z = -1.849, p = 0.064). However, all other
comparison resulted in statistically significant differences; group types AL vs CH (Z = -4.366, p
< 0.001), AL vs DA (Z = -7.281, p < 0.001), AD vs CH (Z = -7.235, p < 0.001), AD vs DA (Z = 9.170, p < 0.001) and CH vs DA (Z = -6.344, p < 0.001). From these results, lone evacuees or
evacuees with other adults will more likely change to a less crowded area than when children or
disabled/elderly members are in the group. In addition, groups with children are more likely to
move away from a crowded area than groups with disabled/elderly members.
Crowd Interaction – Scenario Question 6
The respondents are asked about the likelihood of engaging in aggressive behavior. Figure 13
shows a higher percentage of unlikely responses than likely for each group type. The statistical
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analysis revealed no difference between group types in this scenario, as discussed below.

Figure 13 Percentage Breakdown of Likelihood per Group Type – CRD_6
From the Friedman Test, there is no statistically significant difference among the group
types in this scenario, X2(3) = 2.125, p = 0.547. This result shows that all group types are less
inclined to engage in bumping or pushing during an evacuation. All show a below-average
likelihood of engaging in this aggressive behavior.
Crowd Interaction – Scenario Question 7
If the respondent is already engaged in aggressive behavior, this scenario asked about the
likelihood of calming down when authoritative figures are present. Figure 14 shows a higher
percentage of unlikely/very unlikely responses to calm down than likely/very likely responses for
each authoritative figure.
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Figure 14 Percentage Breakdown of Likelihood per Group Type – CRD_7
From the Friedman Test, there is a statistically significant difference in ones’ response to
the three different calming agent types, X2(2) = 92.704, p = < 0.001. The Wilcoxon post hoc
analysis showed no statistically significant difference in the evacuee’s behavior when event
parking lot attendants or church leadership are present (Z = -2.159, p = 0.031). However, there are
statistically significant differences comparing police/firefighters vs. event parking lot attendants
(Z = -8.281, p < 0.001) and comparing police/firefighters vs. church leadership (Z = -6.633, p <
0.001). From these results, evacuees are less likely to calm their behavior when police or
firefighters are present than when event parking lot attendants or church leadership are present.
4.6

DISTRIBUTION DETERMINATION

A goodness of fit test is performed to statistically test the hypothesis that a data set does or does
not differ significantly from a theoretical distribution. The researcher selected the Pearson’s Chi-
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square Goodness of Fit test since the data is discrete. The chi-square statistic (χ2) determines
discrepancies between an observed/actual frequency and an expected frequency. This test is
performed on scenario-based questions VEH-1, VEH-2, CRD-5, CRD-6, and CRD-7, the risk
variable, and the group spacing variable as listed and described in Table 15.
Table 15 Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Test Performed on Listed Variables
Variables used in Simulation Model*

Description

VEH_1

Group leaders’ likeliness of deciding to
use the crosswalk ILO jaywalking when
an authoritative figure is not present

VEH_2

Group leaders’ likeliness of deciding to
use the crosswalk ILO jaywalking when
an authoritative figure is present

CRD_5

Group leaders’ likeliness of changing
exits or directions to avoid congestion

CRD_6

Group leaders’ likeliness of displaying
aggressive behavior during an
evacuation.

CRD_7

Group leaders’ likeliness to calm
aggressive behavior when authoritative
figures are present.

Risk-Level
Group Spacing

Group leaders’ level of risk-taking while
evacuating.
Group leaders’ preferred group spacing
when not alone.

* GOF test performed on all each variable for all group types
4.6.1

Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Test

The following equation gives the chi-square test statistic [66]:
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(Eq. 11)
where:
𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜 = observed frequency for each class

𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒 = expected frequency for each class predicted by the theoretical
distribution

∑𝑘𝑘 = sum over all k classes

If 𝜒𝜒 2 = 0, then the observed and the theoretical frequencies are an exact match; however, if 𝜒𝜒 2 >
0, the frequencies are not exact. As the 𝜒𝜒 2 statistic becomes larger, the greater the discrepancy

between the observed and expected frequency distributions. In addition, the 𝜒𝜒 2 statistic is
determined by degrees of freedom (DF) based on the number of classes (DF = k – 1) and is
evaluated at a 95% significance level. For the following goodness of fit tests, the null hypothesis
(Ho) states there is no difference between the observed and expected frequency distributions;
therefore, if:
p-value < 0.05, Reject Ho of no difference
p-value > 0.05, Fail to reject Ho of no difference
The results from the GOF tests are shown in the following tables: Vehicle Interaction variables in
Table 16, Crowd Interaction variables in Table 17, and risk and spacing variables in Table 18.
Table 16 Chi-Square GOF Results for Vehicle Interaction Variables
Variable
VEH1_AL

Theoretical
Distribution Tested

GOF Test Result

Uniform

Reject Ho

Geometric

Reject Ho
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Uniform

Reject Ho

Geometric

Reject Ho

Poisson

Fail to reject Ho

Exponential

Reject Ho

Geometric

Reject Ho

VEH2_AL

Uniform

Reject Ho

VEH2_AD

Uniform

Reject Ho

Exponential

Reject Ho

Geometric

Reject Ho

Exponential

Reject Ho

Geometric

Reject Ho

VEH1_AD
VEH1_CH
VEH1_DA

VEH2_CH

VEH2_DA

Table 17 Chi-Square GOF Results for Crowd Interaction Variables
Variable

Theoretical
Distribution
Tested

GOF Test
Result

CRD5_AL

Poisson

Reject Ho

CRD5_AD

Poisson

Reject Ho

Uniform

Reject Ho

Poisson

Reject Ho

CRD5_DA

Poisson

Reject Ho

CRD6_AL

Poisson

Reject Ho

CRD6_AD

Poisson

Reject Ho

CRD6_CH

Poisson

Reject Ho

CRD6_DA

Poisson

Reject Ho

CRD5_CH
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CRD7_Emergency
Personnel
CRD7_Parking
Lot Attendants
CRD7_Church
Leadership

Exponential

Reject Ho

Exponential

Reject Ho

Geometric

Reject Ho

Poisson

Reject Ho

Poisson

Reject Ho

Table 18 Chi-Square GOF Results for Risk and Spacing Variables
Variable

Theoretical
Distribution
Tested

RISK_AL

Poisson

Fail to
reject Ho

RISK_AD

Poisson

Reject Ho

RISK _CH

Geometric

RISK _DA

Geometric

SPACING_AD

Poisson

Reject Ho

Poisson

Reject Ho

Poisson

Reject Ho

SPACING
_CH
SPACING
_DA

GOF Test
Result

Fail to
reject Ho
Fail to
reject Ho

Most GOF tests did not result in the variable data frequencies coming from the theoretical
frequencies. However, four tests failed to reject the null hypothesis. It cannot be stated that
Variable VEH1_CH and the risk variable RISK_AL do not have a Poisson frequency distribution,
nor do variables RISK_CH and RISK_DA have a Geometric frequency distribution.
The theoretical distributions used for the GOF tests are strictly chosen based on the shape
of the variables’ frequency distribution shapes. However, upon further investigation of the Poisson
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and Geometric distributions, it would be difficult to justify their usage in the context of how the
data variables are obtained. The Poisson distribution is a discrete probability distribution that
expresses the probability of a given number of events occurring in a fixed interval of time. The
Geometric distribution is either the probability of the number X of Bernoulli trials needed to get
one success or the number of failures before the first success. In the context of this study, the data
points that proved to have a Poisson frequency distribution are not obtained based on the number
of occurrences in a fixed time interval.
Similarly, the variables that proved to have a Geometric frequency distribution are not
Bernoulli trials. Therefore, it is determined that implementing these theoretical distributions would
be inappropriate. Considering the rejection of the null hypothesis for all other GOF tests, the
acceptable way forward is to use empirical distributions for all input variables used in the
simulation model. The theoretical frequency distributions determine a data point based on logic
and mathematical formulas, whereas the sample data itself determine the empirical frequency
distributions. Further discussion of empirical distributions and their use in the simulation model is
below.
4.6.2

Empirical Distribution

The empirical distribution describes a data sample of observations of a given variable. Its value at
a given point is equal to the proportion of sample observations less than or equal to that point. The
formal definition of an empirical distribution function is as follows:
Let ξn = [ X1, …, Xn ] be a sample of size n, where X1,
…, Xn are the n number of observations from the sample.
The empirical distribution function of the sample ξn is
the function Fn : R  [ 0 1 ] defined as Fn(X) =
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1

𝑛𝑛

∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖= 1 1{𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑋𝑋} , where 1{𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑋𝑋} is an indication

function; �

1, 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑋𝑋
.
0, 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

In other words, the value of the empirical distribution function at a given point X is obtained by:
1. Counting the number of observations that are less than or
equal to X.
2. Dividing the obtained number by the total number of
observations to get the proportion of observations less than
or equal to X.
The empirical distribution is the distribution function of a discrete variable. A discrete variable has
a probability mass function (PMF) of:

(Eq. 12)
The empirical distribution function is cumulative (eCDF) and uses a step function that jumps up
by 1/n at each n data point. It is an empirical distribution function of a discrete random variable
that can take any of the values X1, …, Xn with probability 1/n. The empirical cumulative
distribution function can be written as:
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(Eq. 13)
For each variable used in the simulation model, the eCDF is obtained and implemented.
Using the risk variable, RISK_AL, an example of how the empirical distribution is determined and
utilized in the simulation model is explained. Using Microsoft Excel, the following steps are
completed:
1. The frequency counts are obtained
2. The probability mass function calculated
3. The empirical cumulative distribution function calculated
Table 19 Example RISK_AL – Calculating eCDF
Risk
Levels

Counts
(n)

PMF

eCDF

1

92

0.299

0.299

2

126

0.409

0.708

3a

27

0.088

0.795

3b

27

0.088

0.883

4

28

0.091

0.974

5

8

0.026

1

Total (N)

308

In the simulation model, each group leader is assigned a risk level (based on their group
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type), a random number (RN) between 0 < RN ≤ 1 is obtained. From the random number, the risk
level is determined using the eCDF shown in Table 19. Finally, the risk level ranging from 1 to 6
is selected using the eCDF values displayed in Table 20.
Table 20 Level Selection using eCDF
If:

Risk Level
Selected:

RN ≤ 0.299

1

0.299 < RN ≤ 0.708

2

0.708 < RN ≤ 0.795

3

0.795 < RN ≤ 0.883

4

0.883 < RN ≤ 0.974

5

RN > 0.974

6

This process is done for all variables used in the simulation model.
4.7

SURVEY LIMITATIONS and ANALYSIS DISCUSSION

The survey and interview processes have notable limitations that would yield a higher quality
dataset that informs the evacuation simulation model if improved upon. Limitations are listed
below:
•

The input used is from nearly all African-American participants.
The data will be enriched if multicultural viewpoints are obtained.
However, this detail could not be avoided as a predominately black
church was chosen as the case study.

•

The information gleaned from the one-on-one interviews would
have better supported the overall study if more interviews were
successfully followed up.

•

Increased participation and representation of gender and age groups
would improve the dataset and eliminate the need for stratifying the
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data.
•

Survey takers are not in an actual emergency. Participants may
respond differently if experiencing the proposed scenarios in realtime. The assumption is made that the survey answers reflect the
person’s behavior in real-life scenarios.

Inherent in using Likert style questions in the survey, the ordinal data type required nonparametric
approaches to analyzing the data. Nonparametric tests do not assume that the data is normally
distributed or that the data comes from a probability distribution based on a fixed set of parameters
as with parametric statistical tests. However, this leads to less efficient test results. Parametric
tests have higher statistical power than nonparametric tests, which leads to a greater chance of
correctly detecting statistical significance if one exists.
Using ordinal data and nonparametric testing leads to the decision to use empirical
distributions instead of theoretical distributions for the input variables since the dataset did not fit
a parametric distribution. Using the empirical distributions makes no judgments about the
distribution because the data itself is used. However, values outside of the range of data can not be
sampled. This is an acceptable risk for this project since the dataset range is only from one to six
or one to four.
The hypothesis testing showed significant differences in risk levels, with lone evacuees
and leaders of adult groups showing higher risk levels than leaders of vulnerable groups. The
results also showed that when faced with jaywalking or deciding to proceed to the crosswalk,
leaders of vulnerable groups are more likely to change to the crosswalk than lone evacuees and
leaders of adult groups. Additionally, lone evacuees and leaders of adult groups are more likely to
move away from an overcrowded building exit or congested area.
Overall, the data collection and analysis choices yield relevant results that inform the
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evacuation model appropriately.
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CHAPTER 5
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The agent-based simulation model is developed using NetLogo 6.2.2 [51]. A description of the
simulated environment (SimEnv) is presented. For the model description, the Overview, Design
Concepts, and Details document protocol (ODD) [67] is followed to allow for clear
communication, replication, and comprehension of this agent-based model. After completing the
ODD process, the ‘Simulation Experiments’ section details the simulation runs.
Figure 15 shows a conceptual map of the simulation model. The model has five main
modules that consist of the objects implemented in the simulation model: 1) Simulation
Environment Creation, 2) Setup Initialization, 3) Pedestrian Movement, 4) Pedestrian DecisionMaking, and 5) Vehicle Movement.

Figure 15 Detailed Conceptual Map
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5.1

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL ENVIRONMENT

Figure 16 depicts an ariel view of Calvary Revival Church along Poplar Hall Drive and the
surrounding area using Google Earth. The SimEnv) for the evacuation model represents this area
and is shown in Figure 17. The roads, designated crossing area, sidewalks, parking lot, building,
and building exits are represented in the SimEnv. In addition, the figure shows the passing vehicles
and the calming agents in place.
The simulated pedestrians (SimPeds) are randomly dispersed inside the building upon
simulation setup. During the simulation, individual and grouped agents navigate to avoid collisions
with other agents while moving toward the safe zone. Once the final destination is reached, the
SimPeds are removed from the simulation. The building exits, sidewalk locations (entry points to
jaywalk), and crosswalk are intermittent destination points as the SimPeds navigate through the
SimEnv.

Figure 16 Ariel View of CRC and Surrounding Area
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Figure 17 Simulated Environment
5.2

ODD PROTOCOL FOR MODEL DESCRIPTION

The seven elements of the ODD protocol are covered in the following section: 1) Purpose, 2)
Entities, State Variables, Scales, 3) Process overview and scheduling, 4) Design concepts, 5)
Initialization, 6) Input data, and 7) Submodels.
5.2.1

Purpose

The purpose of the model is to study how group membership type influences the group leader’s
decision-making during a pedestrian evacuation and how the collective changes in these decisions
can affect the overall evacuation time. In addition, it explores how the aggressive behavior of
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other group leaders and the presence of calming agents factor into the decision-making and actions
of the group leader. The central idea of the study is group leaders who evacuate with vulnerable
group members take fewer risks at road decision points, engage in less aggressive behavior, or avoid
other aggressive evacuees as opposed to leaders with able-bodied members or individuals. Finally,
the overall clearance times are compared by varying the percentage of vulnerable groups in the
crowd at varying crowd sizes.
5.2.2

Entities, State Variables, and Scales

The model is made up of 3 entities: pedestrian entities/agents (group leader and group members),
calming agents, and vehicles. The group leaders are the decision-makers in the simulation. These
agents determine the group speed, group spacing, make decisions at all decision points, and display
aggressive behavior. All the group leader’s decisions are influenced by their group member
characteristic and other group leaders’ aggression levels.The group members are characterized by
type (adult, child, or disabled/elderly), group walking speed and group spacing. Group members
only follow the group leader and are of spatial importance throughout the simulation as they
contribute to the crowd's density. In addition, group member characteristics establish the group
type of AD (groups of adults), CH (groups with children), or DA (groups with disabled/elderly).
Calming agents are stationary entities whose presence may or may not affect the group leaders’
aggressive behavior during the simulation. The types of pedestrian agents are shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18 Model Pedestrian Types

Figure 19 Model Agents and their Characteristics
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The vehicle agents are moving on the road lanes. The vehicles are characterized by
maximum speed and have three functions: stop at the crosswalk if pedestrian entities are present,
stop for jaywalking SimPeds, or stop if a leading vehicle has stopped. Once all pedestrian entities
are cleared, the cars proceed, or vehicles ahead are moving. In addition, moving cars have passing
capability. Therefore, if a leading vehicle has a slower speed, faster vehicles can pass to reach their
maximum speed if the adjacent lane is clear. If cars on the road are within a SimPed’s vision, they
are accounted for during decision-making.
5.2.3

Process Overview and Scheduling

At each time step, all group leaders move towards a predefined destination taking the ‘best’ step
(to avoid obstacles) towards its goal. Also, during each time step, the pedestrian group leader
assesses its immediate surroundings by observing the behavior of its neighboring group leaders
and the presence of a calming agent. The group members follow the group leader at every time
step. All group leader SimPed movements and aggression levels are updated synchronously and
with the movements of the group members. After all pedestrian entities have exited the simulation,
all specified output data are saved for analysis.
5.2.4

Design Concepts

Basic Principle: The model utilizes basic modeling principles such as leader-follower, shortest
route concept, obstacle avoidance, and car-following.
Emergence: Crowd behavior emerges from the behaviors of individual group leader decisions.
Sensing: Group leaders know whether their group members are children, disabled/elderly, or
another able-bodied adult, and each group is categorized as such. The walking speeds of each of
their group members are known. Group leaders are also aware of the aggression levels of other
group leaders and the movement of road vehicles in their field of view.
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Adaptation: Group leaders can change from the designated exit due to overcrowding, change
direction to avoid a crowded crosswalk and jaywalk instead, or change at the road and proceed to
the crosswalk. In addition, the group leader controls the group walking speed which is adjusted
based on the level of aggression of other group leaders.
Interaction: Two types of interaction are modeled explicitly: intra-group interactions and intergroup interactions. SimPed decisions are made based on interactions within and external to the
group. SimPeds interactions with vehicles occur when the agent is about to jaywalk. The agent
stops until the car(s) in its vision stop before crossing the road. Cars stop when a SimPed is near
or on the road and continues when the SimPed is across. The vehicles also stop when SimPeds are
on the crosswalk.
Stochasticity: The interactions between group members and outside group leaders are stochastic
because each group leader has varying thresholds and random levels of propensity to change their
actions and aggression level based on their group type.
Observation: Collected data are as follows: percentage of changing at decision points per group
type, rate of crosswalk usage, percentage of time SimPeds are in aggression mode per group type,
and evacuation times.
5.2.5

Initialization

The setup and go procedures are required for every NetLogo model for the simulation to work
correctly. The setup procedure defines all variables needed for displaying any output results. In
addition, it calls all procedures necessary to display the SimEnv, as is discussed in the subsequent
sections. The go procedure activates the simulation and sets the parameters for ending the
simulation run. This procedure also utilizes the defined variables in the setup procedure and
displays the output results. Table 21 shows the variables that establish the pedestrian agents and
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groups once the model is initialized with the input parameters.
Table 21 Initialized Model Setup
N
L
Lrisk
GAL
GAD
GCH
GDA
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

Number of pedestrian entities in population
Number of group leaders
Number of group leaders with riskLevel >= 4
Number of AL groups
Number of AD groups
Number of CH groups
Number of DA groups
Number of groups of size = 1
Number of groups of size = 2
Number of groups of size = 3
Number of groups of size = 4
Number of groups of size = 5

Additionally, simulations are run with crowd sizes of 400, 700, 1000. For each crowd size,
simulations are run with incrementally increasing percentages of groups with children and
disabled/elderly groups, as shown in Table 22. Groups of one (AL) have a constant percentage for
all configurations based on the crowd size and distribute the remaining percentage between the
AD and CH/DA groups. The AD groups gradually decrease as the CH and DA group percentages
increase.
Table 22 Defining Crowd Population by Group Type Percentages
Percent Combinations:
% CH-%DA

Incrementally
adding Groups with
Children

10-0
30-0
60-0
90-0
100-0

Description
Five
separate combinations of
representing CH groups. The first
number represents the percentage of CH
groups in the evacuating crowds, and
the zero signifies no DA groups are
represented in these configurations.
The remaining percentage of the
crowd is made up of AL group. No
AD groups are represented.
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Incrementally
adding Groups with
Disabled/Elderly
Members

Incrementally mixed
Crowd

0-10
0-30
0-60
0-90
0-100

Five
separate combinations of
representing DA groups. The first
number represents the percentage of DA
groups in the evacuating crowds, and the
zero signifies no CH groups are
represented in these configurations. The
remaining percentage of the crowd is
made up of AL group. No AD groups
are represented.

10-10
15-15
20-20
25-25
30-30

Five separate combinations of a mixed
crowd with all group types represented.
The representation of CH and DAgroups
decrease as the AD group increases.

The baseline simulation runs consisting of only AL and AD groups (% CH-%DA = 0-0) are used
to compare results with the simulation runs shown in Table 22.
Once the percentage of group types and group sizes are established, the groups are
randomly placed in the building of the SimEnv. Group members are initially together; searching
for group members during the evacuation is beyond this project's scope.
5.2.6

Data Input

The four procedures in the code for creating the SimPeds and placing them in the SimEnv are
setup-pedestrians, make-groups, group-meetup, and place-calming-agents. To create the SimPeds,
the setup-pedestrians procedure is utilized. Every individual SimPed is assigned the individual
characteristics as listed in Figure 19. The name of each SimPed is initialized as ‘pedestrian’. As
assignments continue, the names are changed to ‘child’ or ‘disabled/elderly’ when the groups are
formed. For assigning gender, age group, and walking speed, the code randomly selects the
SimPeds at specified percentages obtained from the survey data information. For gender, 55% of
the population are female, while 45% are male. The breakdown for the age groups are (1) 18-24:
:8.1%, (2) 25-34: 12.3%, (3) 35-44: 13.4%, (4) 45-54: 18.4%, (5) 55-64, 29.6%, and (6) 65 and
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Older: 18.2%. Lastly, the percentage of walking speed breakdown is slow-moving at 14.6%,
medium-pace at 55.2%, and fast-paced at 30.2%. However, the walking speeds are initial values
as the speed adjusts as the SimPeds navigate the SimEnv. Once the SimPed characteristics are
assigned, the pedestrian groups are then created using the make-groups procedure. For groups
greater than one, the group sizes range from 2 to 5 (based on survey data information) and are
randomly assigned.
Forming the groups is one of the longer subroutines in this model. This procedure used a
while loop to cycle through all the SimPeds not yet assigned to a group. Once all the groups are
established, a SimPed group leader is selected based on which SimPed within the group has the
higher walking speed. Also, within this procedure, the group leaders are assigned a destination to
navigate toward within the SimEnv. The destination points are building exit, jaywalking entry
point, crosswalk entry point, and ultimately, the final destination point to exit the SimEnv.
Although these locations are predetermined, the SimPeds adaptive characteristic of ‘changing their
minds’ during the evacuation can transpire. The decision-making procedures are discussed in the
Submodel section.
In addition, the group types are established using the make-groups procedure. The
percentage of CH and DA group types represented within the population is based on the userdefined variable ‘Percent-Group-Combos’ as previously described in Table 22. Thus, depending
on the desired percentage of CH and DA group types, the name of a group member (not a leader)
for the specified percentage of groups will change to ‘child’ or ‘disabled/elderly,’ and the group
designation will appropriately change to CH or DA, respectively. Groups whose group members’
name stays as ‘pedestrian,’ denoting a able-bodied adult, are designated as group type AD. And
finally, groups of only one SimPed are defined as group type AL. Next, the intra-group spacing
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between the group leader and its members is assigned using the empirical cumulative distribution
frequencies (eCDF) from the survey data discussed in the Data Collection and Analysis chapter.
Table 23 shows the eCDF ranges for each spacing level per group type and gender. However,
group spacing dynamically changes as the SimPeds navigate through the SimEnv.
Table 23 Empirical CDF of Intra-Group Spacing per Group Type

AD

CH

DA

2
(Within Arm’s
Length)

3
(Several Feet
Apart)

4
(Five Feet
Apart or
More

Gender?
F/M

(Shoulder
to
Shoulder)

F

≤ 0.15

0.15 > Spacing ≤ 0.63 0.63 > Spacing ≤ 0.94

> 0.94

M

≤ 0.07

0.07 > Spacing ≤ 0.64 0.64 > Spacing ≤ 0.98

> 0.98

F

≤ 0.42

0.42 > Spacing ≤ 0.71 0.71 > Spacing ≤ 0.88

> 0.88

M

≤ 0.41

0.41 > Spacing ≤ 0.67 0.67 > Spacing ≤ 0.95

> 0.95

F

≤ 0.42

0.42 > Spacing ≤ 0.71 0.71 > Spacing ≤ 0.89

> 0.89

M

≤ 0.46

0.46 > Spacing ≤ 0.71 0.71 > Spacing ≤ 0.95

> 0.95

Furthermore, the risk levels for each SimPed group leader are assigned using the empirical CDFs
for each group type. The risk levels are set as shown in Table 24.
Table 24 Empirical CDF of Group Leader Risk Levels per GroupType
1
Very Low

2
Med Low

3
Low

4
High

5
Med High

6
Very High

AL

0 ≤ RiskLevel ≤ 0.80

0.80 < RiskLevel ≤ 1

AD

0 ≤ RiskLevel ≤ 0.82

0.82 < RiskLevel ≤ 1

CH

0 ≤ RiskLevel ≤ 0.92

0.92 < RiskLevel ≤ 1

DA

0 ≤ RiskLevel ≤ 0.94

0.94 < RiskLevel ≤ 1

The initial aggression levels are assigned as shown in Table 25. However, due to the group leaders’
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adaptation throughout the SimEnv, the aggression level fluctuates throughout the simulation.
Table 25 Empirical CDF of Group Leader Aggression Levels per Group Type
1
Very Low

2
Med Low

3
Low

4
High

5
Med High

6
Very High

AL

0 ≤ Aggression ≤ 0.69

0.69 < Aggression ≤ 1

AD

0 ≤ Aggression ≤ 0.68

0.68 < Aggression ≤ 1

CH

0 ≤ Aggression ≤ 0.69

0.69 < Aggression ≤ 1

DA

0 ≤ Aggression ≤ 0.71

0.71 < Aggression ≤ 1

Once all SimPed groups are established and categorized, the group-meetup procedure places all
groups in an unoccupied building space of the SimEnv (See Figure 20). Each group member is
linked to their group leader and other group members with the designated group spacing. Lastly,
stationary calming agents are placed at predetermined locations within the SimEnv.
The group leaders’ propensity to change building exits, change from jaywalking, or change
from using the crosswalk is based on specific scenario-based questions. The assigned propensity
to change action for each group type is determined using the empirical cumulative distribution
frequencies from the data. Table 26, Table 27, and Table 28 show the breakdown between low and
high propensities for exit change, road change, and crosswalk change, respectively.
Table 26 Group Leaders’ Propensity to Change Exit
1
Very Low

2
Med Low

3
Low

4
High

5
Med High

6
Very High

AL

0 ≤ PropensityExit ≤ 0.43

0.43 < PropensityExit ≤ 1

AD

0 ≤ PropensityExit ≤ 0.38

0.38 < PropensityExit ≤ 1

CH

0 ≤ PropensityExit ≤ 0.49

0.49 < PropensityExit ≤ 1
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DA

0 ≤ PropensityExit ≤ 0.61

0.61 < PropensityExit ≤ 1

Table 27 Group Leaders’ Propensity to Change Mind at Road
1
Very Low

2
Med Low

3
Low

5
Med High

4
High

6
Very High

AL

0 ≤ PropensityRoad ≤ 0.41

0.41 < PropensityRoad ≤ 1

AD

0 ≤ PropensityRoad ≤ 0.43

0.43 < PropensityRoad ≤ 1

CH

0 ≤ PropensityRoad ≤ 0.23

0.23 < PropensityRoad ≤ 1

DA

0 ≤ PropensityRoad ≤ 0.20

0.20 < PropensityRoad ≤ 1

Table 28 Group Leaders’ Propensity to Change Mind at Crosswalk
1
Very Low

2
Med Low

3
Low

4
High

5
Med High

6
Very High

AL

0 ≤ PropensityCross ≤ 0.43

0.43 < PropensityCross ≤ 1

AD

0 ≤ PropensityCross ≤ 0.38

0.38 < PropensityCross ≤ 1

CH

0 ≤ PropensityCross ≤ 0.49

0.49 < PropensityCross ≤ 1

DA

0 ≤ PropensityCross ≤ 0.61

0.61 < PropensityCross ≤ 1

5.2.7

Submodels

The following sections detail the submodels used for navigation and decision-making. The
navigational submodel consists of six procedures, and the decision-making submodel consists of
three procedures, as listed in Table 29.
Table 29 List of Navigation and Decision-Making Sub Procedures
Navigation

Decision-Making

Move-Leader

EvaluateExits

Navigate

EvaluateRoad
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Go-to-Crosswalk

EvaluateCrosswalk

Jaywalk
Cross-the-Road
5.2.8

SimPed Navigation

The move-leader, navigate, go-to-crosswalk, use-the-crosswalk, jaywalk, and cross-the-road
procedures collectively move the SimPeds through the SimEnv. The move-leader procedure is the
heart of the SimPed navigational system. This procedure calls the other five procedures when the
SimPed is in specified areas in the SimEnv. The navigation procedure houses the code to allow
the SimPeds to avoid obstacles such as walls, vehicles, trees, and other SimPeds as they move to
the final destinations. This procedure chooses the ‘best step’ for the SimPed to maneuver around
an obstacle while still heading to their destination. The cross-the-road procedure moves the
SimPeds across the road using logic to avoid moving vehicles, and the SimPeds navigate the
crosswalk using the use-the-crosswalk procedure. The go-to-crosswalk and jaywalk procedures lie
within the decision-making procedure, evaluateRoad, and evaluateCrosswalk, respectively, and
are discussed in the next section.
5.2.9

SimPed Decision-Making

The evaluateExits, evaluateRoad, and evaluateCrosswalk procedures contain the main code for
SimPed decision-making throughout the SimEnv. This set of procedures provides further
heterogeneity and autonomy among the SimPed group leaders. Although final destinations are
predetermined and fixed for each SimPed, the SimPeds do not have fixed intermittent destinations
as they navigate. These procedures allow the SimPeds to independently adapt their course
depending on their group type, risk level, and propensity to change their minds as scenarios arise.
Probability decision trees are used to model the group leaders’ decision-making.
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Using these decision trees, a probability choice is made considering the propensity level to
change ones’ mind (Table 26 through Table 28) and risk-taking level (Table 24) of each group
leader at three major decision points: 1) at the building exits, 2) at the crosswalk entrance, and 3)
at the sidewalk to jaywalk.
The SimPeds can change building exits if the preferred exit is congested. The probability
of either switching to a different exit or staying at the assigned exit is shown in Figure 20. This
decision-making code is contained in the evaluateExits procedure.

Figure 20 Probability Tree for Changing Exits
Once the SimPed groups exit the building, each has a predetermined destination heading to the
road or crosswalk. Once within the crosswalk range, the group leader uses the evaluateCrosswalk
procedure to assess the congestion, if any. Then, using the decision trees shown in Figure 21, the
group leader decides to either wait to use the crosswalk or change direction to jaywalk (jaywalk
procedure) to avoid the crowd.
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Figure 21 Probability Tree for Changing from Congested Crosswalk
Similarly, the evaluateRoad procedure allows the SimPed to evaluate the road before jaywalking
based on the presence of vehicles on the road. The SimPed can decide not to jaywalk and head to
the crosswalk (at which point the go-to-crosswalk procedure is called) or proceed to jaywalk
utilizing the cross-the-road procedure. The following decision trees in Figure 22 and Figure 23
provide the probability of changing or staying to jaywalk.
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Figure 22 Probability Tree for Changing from Road with No Vehicles

Figure 23 Probability Tree for Changing from Road with Vehicles
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5.3

SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

All model parameters are listed in Table 30.
Table 30 Model Parameters
Parameters

Range/Options
for Input

Description

Crowd Size

400 to 1000

Crowd size during evacuation

Evacuation-Type

Normal-Egress or
Emergency-Evac

Determines the type of egress. In
Normal-Egress mode, aggressive
behavior is turned off.

1 or 2

Determines the group sizes in the
simulation. If 1 is selected, all groups
will be AL having no group sizes greater
than 1. If 2 is selected, group sizes range
from 1 to 5 based on data input.

Average-Group-Size

Combinations
Percent_Combos_CH-DA
shown in Table 22

Determines the crowd composition with
varying percentages for each group
types.

Vision-Length

1 to 5

Determines how far a SimPed leader can
see straight ahead within the SimEnv.
This variable increments by 1.

Num-of-Cars

0 to 50

Determines the number of cars on the
roads. This variable increments by 1.

Table 31 lists the various configurations for each simulation run. Each configuration is run 30
times each, and the average is taken as the final output result. In total, 4,230 simulation runs are
completed.
Table 31 Number of Simulation Runs
ConfigTypes

Combinations

AL - AD
(Baseline)

1

Crowd Number of Number of
Sizes
Vehicles Simulation
Runs
10
30
400
25

Runs per
Config Type

Total
Runs

270

4,320
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700
1000

50

AL - CH
(No AD)

5

AL - DA
(No AD)

5

1,350

AL-AD-CH-DA
(Mixed)

5

1,350

1,350

To complete the experiment runs, the NetLogo BehaviorSpace software tool [68]. BehaviorSpace
allows for running models systematically while varying the input setting. It saves the results in a
common separated values (CSV) file. This tool also completes parallel model runs when the
computer has a multiple-core processor. For this project, an HP Victus 16 laptop is used. It has an
AMD Ryzen 7 5800H processor with Radeon Graphics @ 3.20 GHz (8 CPU cores and 16 threads).
Therefore, BehaviorSpace can run 16 models in parallel.
NetLogo tracks the number of ticks it takes for every SimPed to exit the SimEnv. Once all
have left the SimEnv, the final number of ticks represents the evacuation clearance time. The code
included a stopping condition if an agent ‘gets stuck’ in the SimEnv. If the simulation time reaches
2800 ticks, then the model run stops and records the results. If the model run reaches 2800 ticks,
thus representing the evacuation time for that run, it is considered an outlier and not included in
the average time. This is done to avoid skewing the average evacuation times of the 30 model runs
for the configurations. After each simulation run, observable variables are outputted in a CSV file.
These variables are listed in Table 32 below. All results are compiled using Microsoft Excel and
prepared for analysis.
Table 32 Output Variables
OUTPUT
Percentage of each Group Type
(AL-AD-CH-DA)
Changed Mind at Exit
Changed Mind at Crosswalk
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Changed Mind at Road
Crosswalk Usage
Time in Aggressive Mode
Overall Variables
Overall Evacuation Time (in seconds)
Overall Percentage of Crosswalk Usage
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CHAPTER 6
VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION
Verification and validation are essential prerequisites to the credibility and reliability of a model
and its results. Petty [69] provided definitions of relevant terms within modeling and simulation
necessary to explain verification and validation effectively.
1. Simuland is the real-world system of interest and may be understood to
include the specific object of interest and any other aspects of the real world
that affect the object of interest in a significant way.
2. Model is a representation of a simuland and developed with an intended
application in mind. It emphasizes characteristics of the simuland that are
important for the application while other characteristics are deemphasized
or omitted. Models are broadly grouped into two types: conceptual and
executable. The conceptual model documents the aspects of the simuland
that are to be represented, while the executable model is, intuitively, the
model to be executed.
3. Simulation is the process of executing a model over time.
4. Results are the output produced by a model during a simulation.
Specific to this project, the simuland is the Calvary Revival Church churchgoers evacuating
the building and surrounding area among nearby vehicles, focusing on inter- and intra- group
dynamics affecting the evacuation time as the specific objects of interest. The executable model
represents this simuland and emphasizes how crowd size, pedestrian groups’ make-up, the group
leaders’ decision-making, and the presence of vehicles or calming agents can affect the overall
outcome of an evacuation. Examples of deemphasized characteristics of the simuland are exact
building and road dimensions, precise scale size between pedestrians and vehicles, and the
pedestrians’ gait, as these are not as important to the intended application. The conceptual model
lists these simuland characteristics' requirements and respective flow charts. “Execution of the
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executable model is intended to simulate the simuland as detailed in the conceptual model, so the
conceptual model is thereby a design specification for the executable model [69]”. The simulation
executes the model over the time period from when the SimPed groups begin evacuation of the
building to the safe zone across the road to the mall parking lot where the SimPeds exit the
simulation. Finally, the simulation results produce the output variable.
In modeling and simulation, verification is concerned with whether the executable model
will satisfy the requirements of the intended application. As such, it is the process of determining
if an implemented model is consistent with its specifications [70]. Validation determines the
degree to which the model accurately represents the simuland [70]. While verification is concerned
with transformational accuracy, validation is concerned with representational accuracy.
Transformational accuracy transforms the model requirements into a conceptual model and the
conceptual model into an executable model. Representational accuracy represents the simuland in
the conceptual model and the results produced by the executable model [69]. The difference
between the two is commonly summarized as verification asks, “Was the model made right?”
whereas validation asks, “Was the right model made?” [71, 72]. Verification and validation
opportunities are available at different stages during a project. Comparison of the executable model
to the conceptual model is reserved primarily for verification purposes. And the simulation
model’s results are important as the primary object of validation.
With V&V, three types of errors and the subsequent risks can occur if improperly applied.
Table 33 summarizes the types of V&V errors that are possible.
Table 33 Verification and Validation Error Types
Model Valid

Model Not Valid

Model Not
Relevant
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Results Accepted
Model Used

Correct

Type II Error

Type III Error

Results not
Accepted Model
not Used

Type I Error

Correct

Correct

Type I errors occur when a valid model is not used because of the rejected results. The
likelihood of this type of error is referred to as model builder’s risk [69][p. 135]. Although Type
I errors are less severe, not using a valid model could result in wasted developmental costs, and
the potential benefits of using such a model would be lost. Type II errors occur when a model that
is not valid is used because the results are accepted. Using an invalid model could result in
disastrous consequences depending on its application purposes or at least inaccurate results and
conclusions presented to the user. The likelihood of a Type II error is termed model user’s risk.
Lastly, Type III errors occur when a model is inappropriate and irrelevant for the intended
application is used. This type of error is called the model accreditor’s risk.
6.1

VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION TECHNIQUES

Balci [71] discusses more than 75 V&V techniques classified into four primary categories:
informal, static, dynamic, and formal. Each technique's mathematical and logic formulation in
these categories increases from informal to formal. Informal techniques rely on human reasoning
and subjectivity without mathematical formalism. Static methods do not require model execution
and are concerned with accurately assessing the static model’s characteristics and source code.
Dynamic techniques, however, do require model execution and are intended for evaluation of the
model based on its execution behavior. Lastly, formal methods are based on mathematical proof
of correctness. Balci [65] outlines the taxonomy of each categories’ techniques. For this project,
the V&V techniques employed fall in the dynamic category and are discussed in the following
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sections.
6.1.1

Dynamic Technique Implementation

Dynamic verification and validation methods assess a model’s accuracy by running the executable
model and evaluating the results. Most dynamic techniques require model instrumentation, where
the insertion of additional code into the executable model is necessary to collect information about
the model behavior. These techniques follow three steps [71]:
1. The executable model is instrumented;
2. The instrumented model is executed;
3. The model output is analyzed, and dynamic model behavior is
evaluated.
The dynamic techniques implemented for this project are: structural testing, functional testing,
object-flow testing, and sensitivity analysis.
6.1.1.1 Structural Testing
Structural testing, also known as white-box testing, is used to evaluate the model based on its
internal structure, employing data flow and control flow diagrams. Code coverage is one form of
white-box testing that examines the model codes of elements such as statements, branches,
conditions, loops, internal logic, internal data representation, submodel interfaces, and model
execution paths [71]. Code coverage provides a quantitative measure of which the source code has
been tested. For this project, activity diagrams are developed for each procedure in the model code,
and code coverage is conducted using the branch method to identify and correct any errors in the
source code.
Branch coverage ensures that each decision condition from every branch is executed at
least once. It uncovers branches in the source code that are unused during execution. The formula
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to calculate Branch Coverage is:

(Eq. 14)
Using the UML activity diagrams in Appendix B for each procedure for the SimPeds and the
SimVehs, the branch coverage results for the evacuation model are shown in Table 34.
Table 34 Branch Coverage Results
Procedure

No. of
Branches

83

Evaluate
Crosswalk

Branch
Coverage
(%)

9

100

20

90

Evaluate Exits

27

100

1

100

Become
Aggressive

6

83

6

100

Place Cars

4

100

Jaywalk

2

100

Move Cars

2

100

Cross-the-Road

2

100

Control Speed

7

100

Evaluate Crowd

7

100

Check Crossing

5

100

Evaluate Road

16

100

Check Road

12

100

Procedure

No. of
Branches

Branch
Coverage (%)

Move Leader

23

Navigate
Got-toCrosswalk
Use-theCrosswalk

Total Branch Coverage: 97.25%
In addition to the branch coverage, code instrumentation is used to verify that the code
properly tallies the variables within the simulation run for the output analysis. The output variables
are listed in Table 32. The ‘moveLeader’ procedure contains code for computing the crosswalk
usage and jaywalkers for each group type and each group type by gender. The ‘evaluateExit’,
‘evaluateRoad’, and ‘evaluateCrosswalk’ procedures house the code for tallying the variables for
decisions at the exits, road decisions, and crosswalk decisions, respectively, for each group type.
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Lastly, the ‘become-aggressive’ procedure tallies the aggression time for each group type and each
group type by gender. The ten test cases and results are listed in Table 35 below.
Table 35 Test Cases to Verify Correct Output Tallies
Test
Case
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Output
Variable(s)*

Test Case Scenario**

All group leaders use the crosswalk
by setting variable faceDirection =
1. Turn off evaluateCrossing, so no
% Crosswalk Usage leaders change their mind.
% Jaywalkers
All group leaders jaywalk by setting
variable faceDirection = 4. Turn off
evaluateRoad so no leaders change
their mind.
All group leaders initially head
toward the crosswalk by setting
variable
faceDirection
=
1.
However, all leaders change their
mind and jaywalk by setting the
% Crosswalk Usage
variable changeMind? = true in the
% Jaywalkers
evaluateCrossing procedure.
% Changed Mind at
All group leaders initially head
Crosswalk
toward the crosswalk by setting
variable faceDirection = 1. No
leaders change their mind by setting
the variable changeMind? = false in
the evaluateCrossing procedure.
All group leaders initially head
toward the crosswalk by setting
variable
faceDirection
=
4.
However, all leaders change their
mind and use the crosswalk by
% Crosswalk Usage
setting the variable changeMind? =
% Jaywalkers
true in the evaluateRoad procedure.
% Changed Mind at
All group leaders initially head
Road
toward the road by setting variable
faceDirection = 4. No leaders
change their mind by setting the
variable changeMind? = false in the
evaluateRoad procedure.
All group leaders use their own exit
and do not change by setting
variable changeMind? = false in the
evaluateExit procedure.
% Changed Exits
All group leaders change to a
different exit by setting variable
changeMind? = true in the

Expected Output

P/F

% Crosswalk Usage =
100
% Jaywalkers = 0

Pass

% Crosswalk Usage = 0
% Jaywalkers = 100

Pass

% Crosswalk Usage = 0
% Jaywalkers = 100
% Changed Mind at
Crosswalk = 100

Pass w/
corrections

% Crosswalk Usage =
100
% Jaywalkers = 0
% Changed Mind at
Crosswalk = 0

Pass w/
corrections

% Crosswalk Usage =
100
% Jaywalkers = 0
% Changed Mind at
Road = 100

Pass w/
corrections

% Crosswalk Usage = 0
% Jaywalkers = 100
% Changed Mind at
Road = 0

Pass w/
corrections

% Change Exits = 0

Pass

% Change Exits = 100

Pass
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evaluateExit procedure.
9

Total Aggression
Time
% Aggression Time

All group leaders stay in aggressive
mode by setting variable aggression
= 6 in the becomeAggressive
procedure.

Expect overall
aggression time to
equal sum of each
group type aggression
times
Expect overall
aggression time and all
group type aggression
times to equal zero.

Pass w/
corrections

All group leaders are never in
aggressive mode by setting variable
10
Pass
aggression = 3 in the
becomeAggressive procedure.
* Outputs verified for each group type
**The input for all test cases is set to crowd size 100 and crowd consistency to 30-30 (all group types
are represented)

6.1.1.2 Functional Testing
Functional testing, also known as black-box testing, is used to assess the accuracy of the model’s
input-output transformations. The focus is on how accurately the model transforms a given set of
input data into a set of output data. This testing method is coined ‘black-box’ because internal code
structure is not of concern. Instead, the output produced an expected outcome provided the input
given. Black box testing is based on the model requirements or specifications. For this project, the
requirements topics are provided in Table 36 below. The list with details of each requirement is
provided in Appendix A.
Table 36 List of Model Requirement Topics
1. User Interface
2. Pedestrian Setup

7. Group Leader Movement
8. Group Leader Crosswalk
Evaluation

13. Vehicle Placement
14. Vehicle Speed Control
15. Vehicle Check
Crossing
16. Vehicle Check Road

3. Group Creation

9. Group Leader Road Evaluation

4. SimPeds Navigation

10. Group Leader Exit Evaluation

5. SimPed Use of Crosswalk
6. SimPeds Crossing the
Road

11. Group Leader Aggression Mode 17. Output Collection
12. Vehicle Setup
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For the black box testing:
1. Valid inputs (positive test scenarios) is chosen to check the
correctness of the model.
2. The expected outputs for the inputs in step 1 are determined.
3. Test cases are created using the selected inputs.
4. The test cases are executed, and output results compared to the
expected output.
5. Errors or defects in the code are corrected, and the test case is
repeated.
Most test cases are completed via observation of the model execution. However, the
instrumentation is utilized for the pedestrian and group set up test cases. A call to specified ‘Check’
procedures is inserted within the Setup procedure. The test cases in Table 37 used code
instrumentation for crowd sizes of 400, 700, and 1000:
Table 37 Code Instrumentation for SimPed Group Setup
Requirement
No.

2.2

2.2

Test Case Instrumentation*
to check-gender-proportions
if pedestrians = 400
[
let proportion_F ( precision ( groupFemale / numLeaders) 2)
let proportion_M ( precision ( groupMale / numLeaders) 2)
ifelse proportion_F = 0.55 [ print “Female: Pass”][ print “Female: Fail”]
ifelse proportion_M = 0.45 [ print “Male: Pass”][ print “Male: Fail”]
]
End
to check-age-proportions
if pedestrians = 400
[
let proportion_1 ( precision ( groupAge1 / numLeaders) 2)
let proportion_2 ( precision ( groupAge2 / numLeaders) 2)
let proportion_3 ( precision ( groupAge3 / numLeaders) 2)
let proportion_4 ( precision ( groupAge4 / numLeaders) 2)
let proportion_5 ( precision ( groupAge5 / numLeaders) 2)
let proportion_6 ( precision ( groupAge6 / numLeaders) 2)
ifelse proportion_1 = 0.08 [ print “Age 1: Pass”][ print “Age 1: Fail”]
ifelse proportion_2 = 0.12 [ print “Age 2: Pass”][ print “Age 2: Fail”]
ifelse proportion_3 = 0.13 [ print “Age 3: Pass”][ print “Age 3: Fail”]
ifelse proportion_4 = 0.18 [ print “Age 4: Pass”][ print “Age 4: Fail”]
ifelse proportion_5 = 0.30 [ print “Age 5: Pass”][ print “Age 5: Fail”]
ifelse proportion_6 = 0.18 [ print “Age 6: Pass”][ print “Age 6: Fail”]
]

Pass/Fail

Pass

Pass
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2.3

2.3

3.2

End
to check-risk-proportions
if pedestrians = 400
[
let risk_1 ( precision ( count persons with [ riskLevel = 1 and leader? = true
and groupType? = “AD”] / numLeaders) 2)
let risk_2 ( precision ( count persons with [ riskLevel = 2 and leader? = true
and groupType? = “AD”] / numLeaders) 2)
let risk_3 ( precision ( count persons with [ riskLevel = 3 and leader? = true
and groupType? = “AD”] / numLeaders) 2)
let risk_4 ( precision ( count persons with [ riskLevel = 4 and leader? = true
and groupType? = “AD”] / numLeaders) 2)
let risk_5 ( precision ( count persons with [ riskLevel = 5 and leader? = true
and groupType? = “AD”] / numLeaders) 2)
let risk_6 ( precision ( count persons with [ riskLevel = 6 and leader? = true
and groupType? = “AD”] / numLeaders) 2)
ifelse risk_1 <= 0.32 [ print “risk 1: Pass”][ print “risk 1: Fail”]
ifelse risk_2 <= 0.44 [ print “risk 2: Pass”][ print “risk 2: Fail”]
ifelse risk_3 <= 0.07 [ print “risk 3: Pass”][ print “risk 3: Fail”]
ifelse risk_4 <= 0.07 [ print “risk 4: Pass”][ print “risk 4: Fail”]
ifelse risk_5 <= 0.10 [ print “risk 5: Pass”][ print “risk 5: Fail”]
ifelse risk_6 <= 0.01 [ print “risk 6: Pass”][ print “risk 6: Fail”]
]
End
to check-aggression-proportions
if pedestrians = 400
[
let aggr_1 ( precision ( count persons with [ aggr = 1 and leader? = true and
groupType? = “DA”] / numLeaders) 2)
let aggr_2 ( precision ( count persons with [ aggr = 2 and leader? = true and
groupType? = “DA”] / numLeaders) 2)
let aggr_3 ( precision ( count persons with [ aggr = 3 and leader? = true and
groupType? = “DA”] / numLeaders) 2)
let aggr_4 ( precision ( count persons with [ aggr = 4 and leader? = true and
groupType? = “DA”] / numLeaders) 2)
let aggr_5 ( precision ( count persons with [ aggr = 5 and leader? = true and
groupType? = “DA”] / numLeaders) 2)
let aggr_6 ( precision ( count persons with [ aggr = 6 and leader? = true and
groupType? = “DA”] / numLeaders) 2)
ifelse aggr_1 <= 0.23 [ print “aggr 1: Pass”][ print “aggr 1: Fail”]
ifelse aggr_2 <= 0.50 [ print “aggr 2: Pass”][ print “aggr 2: Fail”]
ifelse aggr_3 <= 0.19 [ print “aggr 3: Pass”][ print “aggr 3: Fail”]
ifelse aggr_4 <= 0.09 [ print “aggr 4: Pass”][ print “aggr 4: Fail”]
ifelse aggr_5 <= 0.09 [ print “aggr 5: Pass”][ print “aggr 5: Fail”]
ifelse aggr_6 <= 0.003 [ print “aggr 6: Pass”][ print “aggr 6: Fail”]
]
End
to check-grouptype-proportions
if pedestrians = 400
[
let proportion_100-0 (precision ((count persons with [leader? = true and
groupType? = “CH”]) / numLeaders) 2)
ifelse proportion_100-0 = 0.85 [ print “Pass”][ print “Fail”]
]
if pedestrians = 400
[

Pass

Pass

Pass
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let proportion_30-30-CH (precision ((count persons with [leader? = true and
groupType? = “CH”]) / (numLeaders – groupAL)) 2)
let proportion_30-30-DA (precision ((count persons with [leader? = true and
groupType? = “DA”]) / (numLeaders – groupAL)) 2)
ifelse proportion_30-30-CH = 0.30 [ print “CH: Pass”][ print “CH: Fail”]
ifelse proportion_30-30-DA = 0.30 [ print “DA: Pass”][ print “DA: Fail”]
ifelse proportion_30-30-CH = proportion_30-30-DA [ print “Equal: Pass”][
print “Equal: Fail”]

]
End
to check-grouptype-names
if pedestrians = 400
[
let groupname-CH count persons with [name = “kid”]
print “Number of kids: “ print groupname-CH
print “Number of CH Groups: “ print groupCH
ifelse groupname-CH = groupCH [ print “CH: Pass”][ print “CH: Fail”]
]
End

3.4-3.6

Pass

* This table shows code instrumentation for crowd size = 400 not for crowd sizes 700 and 1,000

Code instrumentation is also used for the group leaders’ evaluation of the building exits,
road, and crosswalk to determine if the leader evaluates at the proper time and for the right reason
(e.g., crowded building exit, crowded crosswalk, or presence of vehicles on the road). Table 38
shows

partial

code that

is

embedded

in

the ‘evaluateExits’,

evaluateRoad’,

and

‘evaluateCrosswalk’ procedures. A randomly selected group leader is tagged (marked? = true),
and messages print to show its x and y coordinate location, the location of its destination, and
whether the leader changed their mind. Corrections are implemented in the code from these test
cases, and the expected results are achieved.
Table 38 Code Instrumentation for SimPed Leader Evaluations
Requirement
No.

4.2.1

Test Case Instrumentation*

Pass/Fail

Embedded in ‘evaluateExits’ procedure
if marked? = true [ask persons with [marked? = true]
[
print pxcor print pycor print bldgExit print "Mark is at exit"]
print "Number of people at exit1:" print count persons-on patches with
[doorthreshold1? = true ]
print "Number of people at exit2:" print count persons-on patches with
[doorthreshold2? = true ]
print "Number of people at exit3:" print count persons-on patches with

Pass with
corrections
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4.2.2

4.2.3

[doorthreshold3? = true ]
]
If agent changed to a different exit:
If changedMind? = true [
if marked? = true [ask persons with [marked? = true] [print "Mark
changed his mind and used a different exit"]
]
Embedded in ‘evaluateRoad’ procedure
if marked? = true [ask persons with [marked? = true ] [print pxcor print
pycor print "Road pxcor: 75 " print "Mark is at road with cars"]]
if changedMind? = true [
if marked? = true [ask persons with [marked? = true ] [print "Mark
changed his mind and used the crosswalk1"]]
Else
[ if marked? = true [ask persons with [marked? = true ] [print "Mark
jaywalked1"]]]
Embedded in ‘evaluateCrosswalk’ procedure
if marked? = true [ask persons with [marked? = true ] [print pxcor print
pycor print waitStart print "Mark is at crosswalk"]]
if changedMinde? = true [
if marked? = true [ask persons with [marked? = true ] [print "Mark
changed his mind and jaywalked"]]]
else
if marked? = true [ask persons with [marked? = true ] [print "Mark used
the crosswalk"]]

Pass with
corrections

Pass with
corrections

Sixty-eight positive test scenarios are completed from the black box testing, and errors
uncovered for approximately 47% of the test cases. The researcher corrected the mistakes and
repeated the test cases with passing or acceptable results. The test cases and results are listed in
Appendix C. Corrections in the code are made to the highlighted test cases.
6.1.1.3 Object-Flow Testing
Object-flow testing assesses the model accuracy by exploring the life cycle of an object during
model execution. Examining how a dynamic object flows through an environment and highlighting
all interactions aids in identifying errors in the model behavior. Therefore, to track an agent, a
group leader is tagged and followed during their lifetime in the SimEnv.
The leader is observed with all four group types and over multiple simulation runs to ensure
proper navigation around stationary obstacles such as the building walls, stopped vehicles, and
bushes. Upon observation, periodically, agents will ‘go through’ the wall when cutting corners.
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However, this anomaly is rare and does not affect the agent's behavior or the group. Agents
properly navigate around stopped vehicles and the bushes as they proceed to exit the SimEnv.
Additionally, when a group member is beyond the group spacing, the group leader stops, and the
group members move back toward the leader. Once back within the assigned group spacing, the
group continues toward the exit.
6.1.1.4 Validation of Simulated Pedestrians and Pedestrian Groups
Model comparison testing is employed when the outputs of two simulation models representing
the same system are compared when the same input data is used. Although an exact simulation
model is not found to compare to the simulation model of this project, the researcher found two
models to compare the performance of the SimPeds to ensure the accuracy of their behavior. The
first model utilized was previously introduced in the Conceptual Model chapter of this report.
Lawrence et al. [46] conducted the study. As a refresher, the main objective of this study is “to
model people evacuating to a place of safety outside a building in an urban setting, where this
place of safety is remote from the building itself. In these situations, people can come into contact
with traffic and cross a road to leave the current area to reach the place of safety”. This scenario is
very similar to the objective of this project. Therefore, a test model is developed to closely match
the SimEnv of Lawrence’s model, however, using the code and procedures from the simulation
model of this project.
Lawrence compared three scenarios: 1) base model with no road, 2) model with road and
an unsignalized pedestrian (zebra) crossing, and 3) model with road and a signalized pedestrian
crossing. Of interest for this project is comparison to scenario number 2. Lawrence et al. described
his SimEnv and input variables as follows:
1. 2-lane road with 29 vehicles,
2. Pedestrians are gathered inside the building – crowd size of 2,098,
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3. The distance from the building exit to the pedestrian crossing is 35.5 meters,
4. The distance from the pedestrian crossing to the assembly gathering (safe
zone) is 29.5 meters.
Lawrence et al. ran the model 50 times, and the mean evacuation time and percent pedestrian
crossing usage with a 95% confidence interval is outputted. From this description, a SimEnv is
developed with approximate dimensions and exact parameters, with the replicated SimEnv rotated
90O counterclockwise, as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24 SimEnv Comparison
The replicated SimEnv used a 1-meter x 1-meter grid (1 x 1 patches in NetLogo) to produce
the distance from the building exit to the pedestrian crossing and from the crossing to the exit.
Staying similar to Lawrence’s model, the agents in the replicated model exited the SimEnv instead
of having an assembly area as with Lawrence’s model. This difference does not affect the outcome
as the evacuation time is output.
After running the replicated model 50 times, the evacuation times and percentage of
crosswalk usage are averaged and compared to Lawrence’s results, as displayed in Table 39.
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Table 39 Results Comparison
Lawrence’s Results

Assembly Time (Evacuation Time)
280.1 ± 4.1 (278.9 to 281.2)
Mean ± SD (95% CI)
Percentage Using Crossing
91.29% [90.3, 92.5]
Mean [Range]

Replica Results
278 ± 2.4 (275 to 280)
86.73% [84.32, 88.32]

From the comparison results, the SimPeds of this project perform similarly to the SimPeds
in Lawrence’s model for evacuation time as the confidence intervals overlap. However, the replica
results for percentage using the crossing showed lower crosswalk usage. This outcome is due to
the different decision-making logic of the agents in both models. To achieve similar evacuation
times to Lawrence’s model, the group speed of the SimPeds is repeatedly adjusted. In the
replicated model, group speeds for all SimPeds are divided by an n value (groupSpeed / n) to allow
for smoothness during navigation through the SimEnv. The final value for n is 3.2 yielding the
acceptable mean evacuation time for the replicated model. From this result, the simulation model
for this project is adjusted to divide the group speed by 3.2.
These comparable results are one aspect of validating the SimPed behavior of navigating
through a SimEnv by exiting a building, decision-making at the road, then exiting the SimEnv.
However, Lawrence’s model does not incorporate groups. Therefore, as mentioned in the literature
review section of this report, a study conducted by Turgut and Bozdag [37] that modeled pedestrian
group behavior in a crowd evacuation is used to validate the group behavior for this project. Turgut
and Bozdag compared group behavior between leader-centered and group-centered groups using
different test cases. Two test cases of interest for comparison to this project are 1) group behavior
at varying group sizes exiting a room with one exit and 2) group behavior when exiting a room
with multiple exits. For both test cases, the room is 10 x 10 m2 with 100 pedestrians. Figure 25
shows the Turgut and Bozdag simulated environment and the replicated SimEnv.
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Figure 25 Turgut Model (Top) and Replicated Model (Bottom)
Since the SimPeds groups for this project are leader-centered, the leader-centered results
of Turgut and Bozdag’s model are the focus. The researcher ran each configuration 30 times and
recorded the mean evacuation times shown in Table 40 and Table 41.
Table 40 Group Size Comparison

2

Turgut and Bozdag’s Results
(Evacuation Times, s) [p. 434]
42

Replica Results
(Evacuation Times, s)
49 ± 2.1 (47 to 51)

3

50

52 ± 1.9 (50 to 54)

4

58

60 ± 3.8 (56 to 64)

5

60

58 ± 3.1 (55 to 61)

Group Size

Table 41 Number of Exits Comparison
Number of
Exits
2

Turgut and Bozdag’s Results
(Evacuation Times, s) [p. 436]
47

Replica Results
(Evacuation Times, s)
46 ± 2.0 (44 to 48)

3

46

48 ± 2.8 (45 to 51)

4

45

47 ± 3.1 (44 to 50)
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The results show the group behavior in the replicated model performs similarly to Turgut
and Bozdag’s SimPeds, thus providing a degree of validation to the group behavior of the SimPeds
for this project.
6.1.1.5 Sensitivity Analysis
With the implementation of the corrections and modifications gleaned from the above verification
and validation sections, a sensitivity analysis is performed by systematically changing a model’s
input variables and parameters over a range of interests and observing the effect on the model
behavior [71]. It identifies which input variables and parameters influence the results and reveals
the input values where the model behavior is very sensitive. Then, using the parameter sweeping
feature within NetLogo, the input parameters are identified that would produce the best output
results to calibrate the model for the baseline runs.
A variable within the code had an unexpected influence on the simulation results. As the
agents exit the building, the next intermediate destination of heading to the road or the crosswalk
is randomly assigned to each group leader within the code and not an input variable. Initially, this
variable, perc-cross-jay, is randomly assigned as approximately 50% of the SimPeds would head
toward the crosswalk, and 50% would head toward the road (50-50). Accordingly, the output
produced a percentage of crosswalk usage lower than expected. In addition, the overall percentage
of crosswalk usage changed noticeably by adjusting the percentage split, for example, to 80-20 or
30-70. Thus, the simulation model is sensitive to this variable, as shown in Graph 1. Intuitively,
like the assignment to initially head toward the crosswalk increases, the percent of crosswalk usage
increases for a crowd size of 400, 700, and 1000.
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Graph 1 Percent of Agents Assigned to Crosswalk vs. Percent Crosswalk Usage
In addition, the researcher checked if the percentage of initial crosswalk/road assignment
and the traffic level impact the decisions of the SimPeds. Therefore, a parameter sweep is
conducted to see the effects of these two variables on the percentage of crosswalk usage output,
using a crowd size of 500.
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Graph 2 Relationship Between Initial Assigned Direction and Crosswalk Usage
The results show in Graph 2 that no matter how many vehicles are on the road, the
percentage of initial crosswalk users is a dominant factor. The correlation remains between the
perc-cross-jay variable and the percent of crosswalk usage. Therefore, the researcher modified the
simulation model to increase crosswalk usage with higher traffic volume. The following change is
made to account for this relationship, as shown in Table 42.
Table 42 Account for Vehicular Traffic Volume
Percent of Initial Crosswalk
Assignment

Vehicle Traffic

≤ 20%

≤ 15 (Light Traffic)

≤ 50%

16 ≤ x ≤ 30 (Medium Traffic)

≤ 90%

31 ≤ x ≤ 50 (Heavy Traffic)

The final sensitivity analysis determines the baseline model's most effective input variable
parameters, with the implemented corrections and modifications. As crowd sizes are an essential
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variable for the simulation and having established that different traffic volume levels are
significant, the distance a SimPed can see (vision length) is varied to observe the effects on the
evacuation time output. A parameter sweep is conducted for the input variables at varying ranges,
as shown in Table 43.
Table 43 Parameter Sweep of Input Parameters
Crowd Size 400

Crowd Size 700

Crowd Size 1000

No. of

Vision

No. of

Vision

No. of

Vision

Vehicles

Length

Vehicles

Length

Vehicles

Length

1
10 (Low)

25 (Med)

50 (High)

3
5

1
10 (Low)

3
5

1
10 (Low)

3
5

10

10

10

1

1

1

3
5

25 (Med)

3
5

25 (Med)

3
5

10

10

10

1

1

1

3
5
10

50 (High)

3
5

50 (High)

10

3
5
10

For crowd sizes of 400, 700, and 1000, simulation runs are conducted for low, medium,
and high vehicular traffic, for a vision length of 1, 3, 5, and 10. The researcher ran each
configuration ten times for a total of 360 simulation runs. Observing the graphical representation
of the results for each crowd size and comparing the evacuation times per vision length, the vision
length of 3 produced lower evacuation times more frequently.
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Graph 3 Parameter Sweep Graphical Results
From the parameter sweep results in Graph 3, the evacuation times are compared by vision
length for crowd sizes of 400, 700, and 1000 and low, medium, and high traffic volume. Nonparametric ANOVA tests for each configuration showed that none of the configurations showed
statistically significant differences in the evacuation times. Therefore, for vision length of 3 is
selected arbitrarily for all simulation runs moving forward.
6.2

DISCUSSION

An overview of the corrections and modifications gleaned from the verification and validation
analysis are listed below:
•

Proper output collected
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•

Corrected tallies of all output sums and percentages

•

Modified decision-making procedures

•

Adjusted walking speed of SimPeds global variable

•

Determination of vision length

•

Improved group movement throughout the SimEnv

•

Code to include consideration for traffic volume

Many errors were uncovered in the evacuation model using test cases and model instrumentation.
An iterative process of finding the mistakes, correcting them, and rerunning the test cases
addressed issues to improve the model's performance. This process is done to verify that the
evacuation model is developed, coded, and functions correctly to meet the expectations of the
initial conceptual model and model requirements. As a result, the simulation model is better
positioned to produce more credible and reliable output results with these improvements and
modifications.
A significant issue this project constantly faced is actual data from the simuland itself to
validate the evacuation model output. Unfortunately, no evacuation drills were ever conducted by
Calvary Revival Church. Thus, there is no information on evacuation clearance times or how and
where evacuating pedestrians would navigate to the safe zone across the road. One compromise is
made to at least validate the behavior of the SimPeds using existing and validated evacuation
models. Using the Lawrence model and the Turgut and Bozdag model, this project's SimPed and
SimPed group behavior is comparable to these existing simulated agents. From this standpoint,
the proper functioning of the SimPeds within the SimEnv would provide a degree of validity to
the output results.
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CHAPTER 7
SIMULATION MODEL RESULTS
Using the evacuation simulation model, the researcher executed the configurations listed in Table
22. The output results answer the research question: ‘Within the context of a pedestrian evacuation
of a venue with vehicle presence, does consideration of intra-group dynamics due to vulnerable
pedestrians influence a group leader’s decision-making, and do the collective decisions of the
crowd affect evacuation clearance times?’ The simulation output is analyzed using the one-way
non-parametric ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis H test to check differences between AL, AD, CH,
and DA groups. These statistical tests compare the medians for the evacuation times, percent of
crosswalk usage, and the percentage of the group leader changing direction at the road, crosswalk,
and building exit based on the group type. Due to the violation of the normality assumption for the
simulation observations, the non-parametric option is chosen. The researcher executed thirty runs
for each configuration and the averages were taken for all the output. The research uses a 95%
confidence level for all statistical tests.
7.1

OVERALL EVACUATION TIME

The evacuation times are the first output results to analyze using the statistical test mentioned
above. Based on the research question, the goal is to determine if having vulnerable group
members causes delays in the overall evacuation resulting in increased evacuation times. Table 44
lists the configurations and the percentage crowd makeup for each configuration considered for
analysis for crowd sizes of 400, 700, and 1000, light traffic of 10 cars, medium traffic of 25 cars,
and heavy traffic with 50 cars. Table 46 lists the combinations of crowd size and level of traffic
for each configuration that showed statistical significance in the evacuation times using the
Kruskal-Wallis statistical test.
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Table 44 Configurations for Comparison
Mixed
Configuration
0-0 (Baseline)
10-10
15-15
20-20
25-25
30-30

CH Only
Configuration
0-0 (Baseline)
0-10
0-30
0-60
0-90
0-100

DA Only
Configuration
0-0 (Baseline)
10-0
30-0
60-0
90-0
100-0

Table 45 Combinations with Statistical Significance for Evacuation Time

Combinations

Mixed Configurations

CH (No AD)
Configurations

Crowd
Size

Number of
Vehicles

Crowd Size

700
1000

10
50

400
700
1000

Number of
Vehicles
10
25
10
25
50

DA (No AD)
Configurations
Crowd Size
400
700
1000

Number of
Vehicles
10
25
10
50
10
50

As a representative example for each configuration in Table 46, the graphics in Graph 4
show the evacuation times for: 1) CH configuration for a crowd size of 400 with medium traffic,
2) DA configuration for a crowd size of 700 with heavy traffic, and 3) mixed configuration for a
crowd of 1000 with heavy traffic. Table 46 lists the descriptive statistics for the mixed
configuration.
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Graph 4 Evacuation Times for CH, DA, and Mixed Configuration
Table 46 Descriptive Statistics for Mixed Configuration
(Evacuation Time: Crowd Size 1000, Heavy Traffic)

0-0
10-10
15-15
20-20
25-25
30-30

N

Mean

27
26
25
24
25
26

281
321
330
314
336
334

Standard
Deviation
41.47
67.44
72.25
71.60
65.06
61.14

95% Confidence
Interval
16.41
27.24
29.82
30.23
26.85
24.69

Table 48 and Table 49 show the Kruskal-Wallis and the post hoc tests' statistical results,
respectively. The baseline crowd with no vulnerable groups showed faster evacuation times when
compared to the 25-25 and 30-30 crowd. Although the baseline (0-0) numerically shows shorter
times than the 10-10, 15-15, and 30-30 crowds, the difference is statistically insignificant.
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Table 47 Kruskal-Wallis Test Summary for Mixed Configuration
(Evacuation Time: Crowd Size 1000, Heavy Traffic)
N
Test Statistic

153
18.244

Degrees of Freedom
p-value

5
0.003

Table 48 Post Hoc Pairwise Test Results for Mixed Configuration
(Evacuation Time: Crowd Size 1000, Heavy Traffic)

Baseline – 25-25

Test
Statistic
44.50

Standard
Error
12.298

Standard
Test Statistic
3.618

Baseline – 30-30

43.308

12.175

3.557

< 0.001

Adjusted
Significance*
0.004

< 0.001

0.006

Significance

* Adjusted significance using the Bonferroni Correction.

7.2

OVERALL PERCENTAGE OF CROSSWALK USAGE

The goal is to determine if having vulnerable group members influences the group leader’s
decision-making. One way to measure this aspect of the research question is to consider the overall
percentage of crosswalk usage. Therefore, the exact crowd make-up comparisons for the three
configurations listed in Table 44 are analyzed for percent of crosswalk usage at crowd sizes of
400, 700, and 1000 and light traffic of 10 vehicles, medium traffic of 25 vehicles, and heavy traffic
with 50 vehicles.
Table 49 lists the crowd size and number of vehicle combinations that showed statistical
significance in the overall crosswalk usage using the Kruskal-Wallis statistical test. In all cases,
the baseline crowd used the crosswalk less than the crowds with vulnerable group members.
Table 49 Combinations with Statistical Significance for Overall Crosswalk Usage
Mixed Configurations

CH (No AD) Configurations DA (No AD) Configurations
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Crowd Size
400
700
1000

Number of
Vehicles
25
10
25
50
10
25

Crowd Size
400
700
1000

Number of
Vehicles
10
25
50
10
25
10
25

Crowd Size

Number of
Vehicles

400
700
1000

10
25
50
10
25
10
25
50

As a representative example of the CH, DA, and mixed configurations in Table 49, the
graphics in Graph 5 show the overall crosswalk usage: 1) CH configuration for a crowd size of
1000 with light traffic, 2) DA configuration for a crowd size of 1000 with medium traffic, and 3)
mixed configuration for a crowd of 1000 with medium traffic.

Graph 5 Overall Crosswalk Usage for CH, DA, and Mixed Configuration
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The descriptive statistics specifically for the mixed configuration are shown in Table 50.
Table 51 and Table 52 show the Kruskal-Wallis and the post hoc tests' statistical results,
respectively.
Table 50 Descriptive Statistics for Mixed Configuration
(Crosswalk Usage: Crowd Size 1000, Medium Traffic)

0-0
10-10
15-15
20-20
25-25
30-30

N

Mean

30
30
30
30
30
30

49.84
51.05
51.95
51.12
52.56
53.36

Standard
Deviation
2.34
1.94
2.34
2.55
2.04
2.35

95% Confidence
Interval
0.87
0.72
0.88
0.95
0.76
0.88

The results show that the lower percentage of crosswalk usage for the baseline crowd is
statistically significant for the mixed configuration compared to the 15-15, 25-25, and 30-30 crowd
makeup. In addition, the lower percentage of crosswalk usage for the 10-10 and 20-20 crowd is
statistically significant compared to the 30-30 crowd.
Table 51 Kruskal-Wallis Test Summary for Mixed Configuration
(Crosswalk Usage: Crowd Size 1000, Medium Traffic)
N
Test Statistic

180
33.176

Degrees of Freedom
p-value

5
< 0.001

Table 52 Post Hoc Pairwise Test Results for Mixed Configuration
(Crosswalk Usage: Crowd Size 1000, Medium Traffic)

Baseline – 15-15

Test
Statistic

Standard
Error

Standard Test
Statistic

Significance

Adjusted
Significance*

42.533

13.453

3.162

0.002

0.024
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Baseline – 25-25

54.533

13.453

4.054

< 0.001

0.001

Baseline – 30-30

67.300

13.453

5.002

< 0.001

< 0.001

10-10 – 30-30

-45.233

13.453

-3.362

< 0.001

0.012

20-20 – 30-30

-43.633

13.453

-3.243

0.001

0.018

7.3

DECISION-MAKING PER GROUP TYPE

The following three sections discuss the results from the group leader’s decision-making
standpoint. The research questions also ask is the group leader’s decision-making is affected by
the presence of vulnerable group members. In other words, will the group leader make different
decisions or take fewer risks when in a vulnerable group. In the case of this study, having a higher
percentage of crosswalk usage, deciding to use the crosswalk at the road decision (instead of
jaywalking), or using the assigned building exit (instead of changing exits) signifies lower risktaking
7.3.1

Road Decision Comparisons

The road decision from the simulation run is when the group leader is faced with crossing the road
away from the crosswalk. The decision to be made is to continue to jaywalk or change direction
and use the crosswalk. The output collected is the percentage of the group leaders per group type
changing course to use the crosswalk. Before comparing the road decisions between the group
types, a comparison is made between the percentage of crowd make-up for each configuration to
check if increasing the number of vulnerable groups in the crowd affects the percentage at the road
decision. The researcher compared the CH configurations to one another, the DA configurations
to one another, and the Mixed configurations, as shown in Table 53. Graph 6 displays these
comparisons for the mixed configuration with a crowd size of 700 and medium traffic. The analysis
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results showed no statistical differences in the road decisions among the CH or DA groups when
comparing the different percentages of crowd make-up. This outcome is true for the mixed, CH,
and DA configurations.
Table 53 Comparison of Configurations for Road Decision
CH
Configurations

DA
Configurations

Mixed
Configurations

10-0
30-0
60-0
90-0
100-0

0-10
0-30
0-60
0-90
0-100

10-10
15-15
20-20
25-25
30-30

In addition, this is a consistent outcome for all crowd size and traffic level combinations for CH,
DA, and mixed configurations that resulted in no statistical significance. Therefore, when
comparing the AL and AD groups from the baseline crowd (0-0) to the CH and DA group type,
the 60-0 and 0-60 crowd percentages are arbitrarily selected. The 30-30 is arbitrarily chosen for
the mixed configurations for analysis comparisons. Similar results are evident for the crosswalk
and building exit decisions, the crosswalk usage, and aggression time by group type. Therefore,
only the 60-0, 0-60, and 30-30 are compared to the baseline crowd.
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Percent of Changing Mind at Road

% Road Decision (Crowd Size = 700, 25 Vehicles)
25.00
20.00
10-10

15.00

15-15
10.00

20-20
25-25

5.00
0.00

30-30
AL

AD

CH

DA

Group Types

Graph 6 Road Decision Comparison between Mixed Configurations
(Crowd Size 700, Medium Traffic)
Comparing the group types for differences in the road decisions, Table 54 lists the combinations
that showed statistical significance in the road decision output using the Kruskal-Wallis statistical
test.
Table 54 Combinations with Statistical Significance at Road Decision
Mixed Configurations
Crowd Size
400
700
Combinations

1000

Number of
Vehicles
25
10
25
10
25

CH & DA Only Configurations
Crowd Size
400
700
1000

Number of
Vehicles
10
25
10
25
10
25
50

As a representative example of the combinations in Table 54, the crowd size of 700 and medium
traffic scenario is shown graphically for the 30-30 mixed configuration and for the 60-0 CH and
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0-60 DA configurations in Graph 7. The descriptive statistics are shown in Table 56.

Graph 7 Road Decision for Mixed, CH, and DA Configuration
(Crowd Size 700, Medium Traffic)
Table 55 Descriptive Statistics for Mixed, CH, and DA Configurations
(Road Decision: Crowd Size 700, Medium Traffic)
N
AL
AD
CH
DA
AL
AD
CH
DA

Standard
Deviation
Mixed Configurations (30-30)
Mean

95% Confidence
Interval

30
16.15
5.62
30
16.90
2.04
30
19.81
5.10
30
20.58
4.71
CH & DA Only Configurations (60-0 and 0-60)
30
30
30
30

16.99
16.90
20.64
21.06

1.01
0.37
0.73
0.54

2.10
0.76
1.91
1.76
2.09
0.76
1.49
1.10

Table 57 and Table 58 show the Kruskal-Wallis and the post hoc tests' statistical results,
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respectively. For the mixed configuration, the leaders of the AD group type changed at the road to
use the crosswalk significantly less than the leaders of the DA group type. For the CH only and
DA only configurations, both the AL and AD group types changed at the road to use the crosswalk
significantly less than both the CH and DA group types.
Table 56 Kruskal-Wallis Test Summary for Mixed, CH, and DA Configurations
(Road Decision: Crowd Size 700, Medium Traffic)
Mixed Configuration

N
114
Test Statistic
12.790
DF
3
p-value
0.005
CH and DA Configurations
N
117
Test Statistic
31.439
DF
3
p-value
< 0.001
Table 57 Post Hoc Pairwise Test Results for Mixed, CH, and DA Configurations
(Road Decision: Crowd Size 700, Medium Traffic)
Test
Statistic
AD - DA

-26.467

Standard
Standard
Significance
Error
Test Statistic
Mixed Configuration
8.533

-3.102

Adjusted
Significance*

0.002

0.012

CH and DA Configurations
AL – CH

-30.283

8.997

-3.366

< 0.001

0.005

AL - DA

-36.017

8.997

-4.003

< 0.001

< 0.001

AD – CH

-33.533

8.997

-3.829

< 0.001

0.001

AD - DA

-39.267

8.997

-4.484

< 0.001

< 0.001

* Adjusted significance using the Bonferroni Correction.

7.3.2

Comparison at the Crosswalk Decision

The crosswalk decision from the simulation run is when the group leader is approaching the
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crosswalk and decides to use the crosswalk or jaywalk based on the crowd's density blocking the
crosswalk entrance. The output collected is the percentage of the group leaders changing course to
jaywalk for each group type. Table 59 lists the combinations that showed statistical significance
in the crosswalk decision output using the Kruskal-Wallis statistical test.
Table 58 Combinations with Statistical Significance at Crosswalk Decision
Mixed Configurations
Crowd Size
700
Combinations

1000

Number of
Vehicles
50
25
50

CH & DA Only Configurations
Crowd Size

Number of
Vehicles

700
1000

50
25
50

As a representative example of the combinations in Table 58, the crowd size of 700 and heavy
traffic scenario is shown graphically for the 30-30 mixed configuration and the 60-0 CH and 0-60
DA configurations in Graph 8. The descriptive statistics are shown in Table 60.
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Graph 8 Crosswalk Decision for Mixed, CH, and DA Configurations
(Crowd Size 700, Heavy Traffic)
Table 59 Descriptive Statistics for Mixed, CH, and DA Configurations
(Crosswalk Decision: Crowd Size 700, Heavy Traffic)
N
AL
AD
CH
DA

24
30
30
30

Standard
Deviation
Mixed Configurations (30-30)
9.42
4.20
14.92
3.00
14.37
4.14
13.95
3.50
Mean

95% Confidence
Interval
1.77
1.12
1.55
1.31

CH & DA Only Configurations (60-0 and 0-60)
AL
AD
CH
DA

24
30
30
30

9.42
14.92
14.92
14.68

4.20
3.00
2.93
3.46

1.77
1.12
1.09
1.29

Table 60 and Table 61 show the Kruskal-Wallis and the post hoc tests' statistical results,
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respectively. In all cases, the AL group type from the baseline crowd had a lower percentage of
changing from the crosswalk to jaywalk than all other group types. However, the AD group leaders
showed a similar percentage of changing at the crosswalk to the CH and DA group types with no
significant difference.
Table 60 Kruskal-Wallis Test Summary for Mixed, CH, and DA Configurations
(Crosswalk Decision: Crowd Size 700, Heavy Traffic)
Mixed Configuration

N
114
Test Statistic
26.006
DF
3
p-value
< 0.001
CH and DA Configurations
N
114
Test Statistic
29.949
DF
3
p-value
< 0.001
Table 61 Hoc Pairwise Test Results for Mixed, CH, and DA Configurations
(Crosswalk Decision: Crowd Size 700, Heavy Traffic)
Test
Statistic

Standard
Standard
Significance
Error
Test Statistic
Mixed Configuration

Adjusted
Significance*

AL - AD

42.917

9.051

4.742

< 0.001

< 0.001

AL – CH

-36.383

9.051

-4.020

< 0.001

< 0.001

AL - DA

-34.383

9.051

-3.799

< 0.001

0.001

CH and DA Configurations
AL - AD

43.054

9.052

4.756

< 0.001

< 0.001

AL – CH

-41.954

9.052

-4.635

< 0.001

< 0.001

AL - DA

-39.204

9.052

-4.331

< 0.001

< 0.001

* Adjusted significance using the Bonferroni Correction.
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7.3.3

Comparison at the Building Exit Decision

The building exit decision from the simulation run is when the group leader decides to use the
assigned exit or change to another exit because of the high crowd density around the designated
exit. The output collected is the percentage of group leaders changing to a different building exit
for each group type. Since the decision-making inside the building is not affected by the traffic
volume, the analysis combines the exit decision output for all three traffic volumes of 10, 25, and
50. Table 63 lists the combinations that showed statistical significance for the exit decision output
using the Kruskal-Wallis statistical test.
Table 62 Combinations with Statistical Significance at Exit Decision
Mixed Configurations
Crowd Size
Combinations

Number of
Vehicles

CH & DA Only Configurations
Crowd Size

Number of
Vehicles

700

Combined

700

All

1000

Combined

1000

All

The crowd size of 1000 and heavy traffic scenario is shown graphically for the 30-30 mixed
configuration and the 60-0 CH and 0-60 DA configurations in Graph 9. This graphic provides a
representative example of the combinations in Table 62. The descriptive statistics are shown in
Table 64.
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Graph 9 Exit Decision for Mixed, CH, and DA Configurations
(Crowd Size 1000, Combined Traffic)
Table 63 Descriptive Statistics for Mixed, CH, and DA Configurations
(Exit Decision: Crowd Size 1000, Combined Traffic)
N
AL
AD
CH
DA
AL
AD
CH
DA

Standard
Deviation
Mixed Configurations (30-30)
Mean

81
33.89
6.02
90
36.29
3.12
90
33.06
5.25
90
29.51
4.49
CH & DA Only Configurations (60-0 and 0-60)
81
90
90
90

33.89
36.29
32.68
30.15

6.02
3.12
3.56
3.30

95% Confidence
Interval
1.33
0.65
1.10
0.94
1.33
0.65
0.75
0.69

Table 64 and Table 65 show the Kruskal-Wallis and the post hoc tests' statistical results,
respectively. For the mixed configuration, the AL group changed building exits significantly more
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than the leaders of the DA group type, while the leaders of the AD group type changed building
exits more than all other group types, AL, CH, and DA. In addition, the leaders of the CH group
type changed exits more than the DA group types. Similar statistically significant results are shown
for the CH only and DA only configurations.
Table 64 Kruskal-Wallis Test Summary for Mixed, CH, and DA Configuration
(Exit Decision: Crowd Size 1000, Combined Traffic)
Mixed Configuration

N
351
Test Statistic
80.639
DF
3
p-value
< 0.001
CH and DA Configurations
N
351
Test Statistic
93.353
DF
3
p-value
< 0.001
Table 65 Hoc Pairwise Test Results for Mixed, CH, and DA Configuration
(Exit Decision: Crowd Size 1000, Combined Traffic)
Test
Statistic

Standard
Standard
Significance
Error
Test Statistic
Mixed Configuration

Adjusted
Significance*

AL - AD

52.130

15.540

3.355

< 0.001

0.005

AL - DA

82.386

15.540

5.302

< 0.001

< 0.001

AD - CH

69.444

15.126

4.591

< 0.001

< 0.001

AD - DA

134.517

15.126

8.893

< 0.001

< 0.001

CH - DA

65.071

15.126

4.302

< 0.001

< 0.001

CH and DA Configurations
AL - AD

62.087

15.540

3.995

< 0.001

< 0.001

AL - DA

82.735

15.540

5.324

< 0.001

< 0.001
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AD - CH

82.244

15.126

5.437

< 0.001

< 0.001

AD - DA

144.822

15.126

9.574

< 0.001

< 0.001

CH - DA

62.578

15.126

4.137

< 0.001

< 0.001

* Adjusted significance using the Bonferroni Correction.

7.3.4

Crosswalk Usage per Group Type

Section 7.2 discussed the overall percentage of crosswalk usage for all group types combined. This
section discusses the percentage of crosswalk usage, comparing each group type to determine any
difference when using the crosswalk. Table 66 lists the combinations that showed statistical
significance for this output variable using the Kruskal-Wallis statistical test.
Table 66 Combinations with Statistical Significance for
Crosswalk Usage per Group
Mixed Configurations
Crowd Size
400
700
Combinations
1000

Number of
Vehicles
25
10
50
10
25
50

CH & DA Only Configurations
Crowd Size

Number of
Vehicles

400
700
1000

10
10
25
50
10
25
50

As a representative example of the combinations in Table 66, the crowd size of 700 and light traffic
scenario is shown graphically for the 30-30 mixed configuration and for the 60-0 CH and 0-60 DA
configurations in Graph 10. The descriptive statistics are shown in Table 68.
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Graph 10 Crosswalk Usage per Group for Mixed, CH, and DA Configurations
(Crowd Size 700, Light Traffic)
Table 67 Descriptive Statistics for Mixed, CH, and DA Configurations
(Crosswalk Usage by Group: Crowd Size 700, Light Traffic)
N
AL
AD
CH
DA

25
30
30
30

Standard
Deviation
Mixed Configurations (30-30)
36.36
5.44
35.13
3.56
38.45
5.27
39.72
5.77
Mean

95% Confidence
Interval
2.25
1.38
1.97
2.16

CH & DA Only Configurations (60-0 and 0-60)
AL
AD
CH
DA

25
28
30
30

36.36
35.13
38.78
38.88

5.44
3.56
3.48
4.34

2.25
1.38
1.30
1.62

Table 68 and Table 69 show the Kruskal-Wallis and the post hoc tests' statistical results,
respectively. For the mixed configurations, only the leaders of the AD group type from the baseline
crowd used the crosswalk significantly less than the leaders of the DA group type. Even though
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the AL group types numerically show less crosswalk usage, the difference is statistically
insignificant. For the CH only and DA only configurations, the leaders of the AD group type from
the baseline configuration used the crosswalk significantly less than the leaders of both the CH
and DA group types. Again, although the AL group type showed less crosswalk usage, the
difference is statistically insignificant.
Table 68 Kruskal-Wallis Test Summary for Mixed, CH, and DA Configurations
(Crosswalk Usage by Group: Crowd Size 700, Light Traffic)
Mixed Configuration

N
113
Test Statistic
12.950
DF
3
p-value
0.005
CH and DA Configurations
N
113
Test Statistic
15.984
DF
3
p-value
0.001
Table 69 Pairwise Test Results for CH, DA, and Mixed Configurations
(Crosswalk Usage by Group: Crowd Size 700, Light Traffic)
Test
Statistic
AD - DA

-28.511

Standard
Standard
Significance
Error
Test Statistic
Mixed Configuration
8.608

-3.312

Adjusted
Significance*

< 0.001

0.006

CH and DA Configurations
AD - CH

-29.579

8.609

-3.436

< 0.001

0.004

AD - DA

-28.495

8. 609

-3.310

< 0.001

0.006

* Adjusted significance using the Bonferroni Correction.

7.3.5

Aggression Mode per Group Type

The percentage of aggression time from the simulation run is when the group leader is in aggressive
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mode during the evacuation. The output is given per group type. Table 70 lists the combinations
that showed statistical significance for the exit decision output using the Kruskal-Wallis statistical
test.
Table 70 Combinations with Statistical Significance for
Percentage of Aggression Time
Mixed Configurations
Crowd Size
Combinations

1000

CH & DA Only Configurations

Number of
Vehicles

Crowd Size

Number of
Vehicles

10

700

25

25
50

1000

25
50

As a representative example of the combinations in Table 70, the scenario for crowd size of 1000
with heavy traffic is shown graphically for the 30-30 mixed configuration and the 60-0 CH and 060 DA configurations in Graph 11. The descriptive statistics are shown in Table 71.

Graph 11 Aggression Time Comparison between Mixed Configurations
(Crowd Size 1000, Heavy Traffic)
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Table 71 Descriptive Statistics for Mixed, CH, and DA Configurations
(Aggression Time: Crowd Size 1000, Heavy Traffic)
N
AL
AD
CH
DA

22
30
26
24

Standard
Deviation
Mixed Configurations (30-30)
24.16
3.03
21.59
2.64
21.35
3.43
22.13
3.32
Mean

95% Confidence
Interval
1.34
0.98
1.39
1.40

CH & DA Only Configurations (60-0 and 0-60)
AL
AD
CH
DA

22
30
30
27

24.16
21.59
19.05
18.86

3.03
2.64
3.06
2.98

1.66
0.98
1.14
1.18

Table 72 and Table 73 show the Kruskal-Wallis and the post hoc tests' statistical results,
respectively. For the mixed configuration, the AL group from the baseline crowd behaved with a
longer time of aggression than the AD and CH group types. There is no statistically significant
difference between the AL and DA group types or between the AD versus the groups with
vulnerable members. However, both the AL and AD group types showed significantly longer time
periods in aggression mode than the vulnerable groups for the CH only and DA only
configurations.
Table 72 Kruskal-Wallis Test Summary for Mixed, CH, and DA Configurations
(Aggression Time: Crowd Size 1000, Heavy Traffic)
Mixed Configuration

N
102
Test Statistic
9.667
DF
3
p-value
0.022
CH and DA Configurations
N
109
Test Statistic
35.437
DF
3
p-value
< 0.001
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Table 73 Post Hoc Pairwise Test Results for CH, DA, and Mixed Configurations
(Aggression Time: Crowd Size 1000, Heavy Traffic)
Test
Statistic

Standard
Standard
Significance
Error
Test Statistic
Mixed Configuration

Adjusted
Significance*

AL - AD

-22.988

8.305

2.768

0.006

0.034

AL – CH

23.320

8.571

2.721

0.007

0.039

CH and DA Configurations
AL – CH

44.541

8.872

5.020

< 0.001

< 0.001

AL - DA

46.508

9.079

5.123

< 0.001

< 0.001

AD – CH

22.517

8.161

2.759

0.006

0.035

AD – DA

24.483

8.385

2.920

0.004

0.021

* Adjusted significance using the Bonferroni Correction.

7.4

DISCUSSION

The results from the statistical analysis show proof that when evacuating crowds have a higher
percentage of groups with vulnerable members, the overall evacuation time increases. In addition,
the group leaders of vulnerable groups will tend to take fewer risks by using the crosswalk more,
jaywalking less, and changing to different building exits less often.
As previously mentioned, a significant issue facing this project is the lack of actual data
from the simuland itself to validate the evacuation model output. However, using the validated
agents from Lawrence’s and Turgut and Bozdag’s model, the SimPed and SimPed groups for this
project behaved comparably to their simulated agents regarding walking speed and group exiting
and crosswalk usage. As such, the comparisons analyzed are relative to the group types within the
evacuation model itself. Without the real-world data, the relative comparisons explicitly address
the research question of increased evacuation times with increased vulnerable group presence and
differences in the group leader’s decision-making when leading different group types.
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The mixed configurations consisted of crowds with an equal percentage of groups with
children (CH) and with disabled/elderly members (DA), having lone evacuees (AL), and groups
with only able-bodied adults (AD) making up the remainder of the crowd. The CH configuration
consisted of only AL and CH group types, with increasing percentages of CH group. Similarly,
the DA configurations consisted of only AL and DA group types, with increasing percentages of
DA group types. The output variables are analyzed for three levels of crowd size (small crowd 400, medium crowd - 700, and large crowd - 1000) and three levels of vehicle traffic (light traffic
– 10 cars, medium traffic – 25 cars, and heavy traffic – 50 cars). The model produced nine different
outcomes for each variable for the nine crowd size/traffic level combinations. The analysis shows
the percentage of statistically significant results in Table 74 and Table 75.
Table 74 Percentage of Statistically Significant Results
for Overall Output Variables
Evacuation Times

Percentage Crosswalk Usage

Mixed

22%

67%

CH Only

56%

78%

DA Only

67%

89%

Table 75 Percentage of Statistically Significant Results
for Output Variables per Group Type
Crosswalk
Usage

Aggression
Time

Road
Decision

Crosswalk
Decision

Exit
Decision

Mixed

100%

11%

56%

33%

67%

CH - DA

89%

33%

78%

33%

67%

For the overall output variables of evacuation time and percentage of crosswalk used, the
significant results showed that as the percentage of vulnerable groups within the crowd increased,
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the evacuation time and crosswalk usage increased. These results indicate that groups with
vulnerable members will negatively impact evacuation times.
The road decision variable resulted in the lone evacuee and the leader of groups with ablebodied adults changing their minds to use the crosswalk less often than the leaders of the two
vulnerable group types. This result is an expected outcome since the leaders of the non-vulnerable
groups have a higher risk level on average and are more willing to jaywalk, consistent with the
hypothesis test when comparing risk levels among the group types in Chapter 4.5.1.
For the percent of crosswalk usage output variable that compares the group types to one
another, the significant results showed the lone evacuees and leaders of adult groups used the
crosswalk less often than the leaders of the groups with vulnerable members. This result is
consistent with the hypothesis test results in Chapter 4.5.2, which proposed that the lone evacuee
and adults groups are more likely to jaywalk than the groups with children or disabled/elderly
members. However, the lone evacuee changed their minds less often at the crosswalk to jaywalk
than the leaders of both vulnerable groups. This result is surprising since pedestrians evacuating
alone take more risks by jaywalking than leaders with children or disabled members. Although,
when considering that the overall speed of the individual evacuee is faster than the overall speed
of the vulnerable groups, they encountered less congestion at the crosswalk; thus, they were more
willing to use the crosswalk since the potential slowdown from congestion was not present.
For the building exit decision, the individual evacuee and the leader of the adult groups
changed to a different building exit more often than the leaders of the vulnerable groups. This
result is expected as groups with vulnerable members tend to stay at familiar building exits. This
is consistent with the hypothesis results in Chapter 4.5.2 that individual and adult groups will
change building exits due to congestion more often than groups with children and disabled
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members. Lastly, the leader of both vulnerable groups showed less aggression than the leaders of
the non-vulnerable groups. Although the individual and adult groups had higher aggression levels
numerically, the hypothesis test results in Chapter 4.5.2 showed these differences are not
statistically significant.
Overall, the simulation model performed as expected and provided evidence that
accounting for vulnerable groups in an evacuating crowd impacts an evacuation.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
8.1

SUMMARY

This research explored how vulnerable evacuees influence the intra-group dynamics within a
crowd and the impact of their presence on the evacuation clearance times. This study focused on
the decision-making from the perspective of the group leader and behavior displayed by internal
and external influences. These areas are explored for pedestrian interactions and interactions with
vehicles and the decision-making that comes with that added dynamic. The two key questions
answered in this project are: ‘Within the context of a pedestrian evacuation of a venue with vehicle
presence, does consideration of intra-group dynamics due to vulnerable membership influence
group leader decision-making, and does the collective decisions of the crowd affect evacuation
clearance times?’ Overall, this study shows evidence that the presence of vulnerable members
impacts the decision-making of group leaders. In addition, this project showed evidence that the
presence of children and pedestrians with disabilities in an evacuating crowd affects an evacuation,
as the clearance times are longer when compared to evacuating groups with no vulnerable
pedestrians.
8.2

APPLICATION

This study can benefit emergency planners and event managers of venues in private or city/local
government buildings, hospitals, nursing homes, churches, and schools. Venue managers are aware
of the demographics of the patrons who would attend future events and have knowledge of
approximate crowd sizes. In addition, in the unfortunate event that a controlled emergency
evacuation is necessary, this study shows that slower evacuations may ensue the higher the
percentage of children, disabled, or elderly attendees at the venue.
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Armed with the knowledge of potential delays and lengthened evacuation times,
emergency planners and event coordinators can adjust plans according to the make-up of the
attending patrons in case of an emergency. Preplanning ideas to improve the evacuation process
are increased exit options, increased venue staff to provide directions for unfamiliar evacuees,
emergency personnel strategically stationed at the venue, and evacuation routes void of roads or
vehicle interaction, if possible. In addition, incorporating training procedures on protocols for
dealing with high percentages of children, disabled, and elderly patrons would improve emergency
preparedness for a venue.
8.3

FUTURE WORK
•

Develop a functioning pedestrian evacuation simulation model as a tool for
investigative and exploratory purposes for end users. The software would
allow the user to create their own simulation environment to match the layout
of their venue, place building exits, position roads, and vehicles, and set the
crowd size and crowd make-up. With the ability to adjust all parameters, the
tool can be used exploratively to obtain evacuation times for varying
scenarios. Further detail of this potential software is shown in Appendix D.

•

Develop an evacuation time adjustment formula or time delay coefficient to
be applied to evacuation times of current or future evacuation models that do
not consider the impact of children, disabled, and elderly evacuees. The
formula or table of coefficients can account for ranging percentages of
vulnerable patrons within a crowd population, adjust known evacuation times
accounting for delays, and offer improved accuracy.
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APPENDIX A
MODEL REQUIREMENTS
1.

User interface: User must be able to set desired parameters and start the simulation.
1.1. User interface sliders work properly.
1.2. User interface switches work properly.
1.3. User interface drop-down menus work properly.
1.4. ‘Setup’ button is functional - when user clicks button, the simulation window
populates.
1.5. ‘Go’ button is functional - when user clicks button the simulation begins.

2.

Setup pedestrian: Characteristics must be assigned to each pedestrian entity.
2.1. Initially, assign the name ‘pedestrian’ to all pedestrian entities.
2.2. Each pedestrian is assigned Gender, Age, Walking Speed.
2.3. Initial characteristics are assigned: Risk Level, Aggression Level and Group
Spacing.
2.4. Global characteristics determined by user: Vision Length, Vision angle,
memory size.
2.5. Randomly assign intermediate destinations (building exit, crosswalk location,
jaywalk road location, through bushes location) and final destinations (exit).

3.

Make Groups: The number of groups and the number of pedestrians in each group
(group size) must be properly coded based on user input of number of pedestrians in
the simEnv and average group size parameters.
3.1. If group size is greater than one, select the pedestrian entity in the group with
the highest walking speed to be the group leader. If group size is one, that
pedestrian entity is considered the group leader.
3.2. The population make-up is based on the user-selected parameter (PercentCombos_CH_DA). Assign pedestrian group members a name based on the
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Percent_Combos_CH_DA parameter. Randomly select a group member to be
named a ‘kid’ or ‘disabled’.
3.3. Pedestrian groups with only one pedestrian are labeled with groupType? = AL.
3.4. Pedestrian groups with a group member named ‘pedestrian’ are labeled with
groupType? = AD.
3.5. Pedestrian groups with a group member named ‘kid’ are labeled with
groupType? = CH.
3.6. Pedestrian groups with a group member named ‘disabled’ OR group has both
‘kid’ and disabled’ members are labeled with groupType? = DA.
3.7. Assign each group leaders’ risk and aggression level based on the group type
(AL, AD, CH, DA).
3.7.1. AL and AD group types: risk levels assigned between 1 and 4 (randomly
selected).
3.7.2. AL and AD group types: aggression levels initialized between 1 and 4
(randomly selected).
3.7.3. CH and DA group types: risk levels assigned between 1 and 4 (randomly
selected).
3.7.4. CH and DA group types: aggression levels initialized between 1 and 3
(randomly selected).
3.8. When ‘Setup’ button is clicked by user, all pedestrian entities/groups are
randomly placed in the simEnv only on the patches labeled ‘building’. No
entities are placed on the same patch.
4.

Navigate Pedestrian: Pedestrian group leaders must navigate through the simEnv
choosing the ‘preferred’ step moving toward an intermediate or final destination. A
‘preferred’ step is an obstacle-free patch closest to the destination.
4.1. Group leader takes best step toward the destination.
4.2. The followers follow group leader staying within the assigned group spacing.

5.

Use-the-Crosswalk: Pedestrian group leaders must successfully use the crosswalk at
assigned location.
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5.1. The leader reaches the beginning of the crosswalk (assigned patch), crosses the
road along the crosswalk (avoiding potential obstacles), and reaches end of
crosswalk onto the sidewalk (the followers follow group leader staying within
the assigned group spacing).
5.2. If the leader uses the crosswalk, the ‘usedcrosswalk’ property changes to true
and the ‘pedsCrosswalked’ variable should be tallied.
6.

Cross-the-Road: Pedestrian group leaders must successfully cross the road at assigned
locations.
6.1. The leader reaches the end of sidewalk (and assigned patch not at the
crosswalk). If any cars within the leader’s vision, the leader stops, else the leader
crosses the road.
6.2. If the leader crosses the road (jaywalks), the ‘jaywalked’ property changes to
true and the ‘pedsJaywalked’ property is tallied.

7.

Move Leader: Pedestrian group leaders must navigate through the SimEnv toward
intermediate and final destinations, avoiding stationary and moving obstacles.
7.1. If any group member is outside of the assigned group spacing range, the group
leader stops and that group members move to toward the leader. When all group
members are within group spacing range, the group leader proceeds toward
destinations.
7.2. Group leader can change their mind:
7.2.1. When within range of the designated building exit, the group leader
evaluates the exit to determine to use it or change to a different exit.
7.2.2. When within range of the road, the group leader evaluates the road to
decide to jaywalk or use the crosswalk.
7.2.3. When within range of the crosswalk, the group leader evaluates the
crosswalk to decide to use the crosswalk or jaywalk.
7.3. When group leader reaches its final destination, the entire group exits
(disappears) the simEnv.
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8.

Evaluate Crosswalk: Pedestrian group leaders must evaluate the crosswalk before
crossing to determine whether to use the crosswalk or change mind and jaywalk.
8.1. When evaluating the crosswalk, if within the leader’s vision range there is a
crowd greater than 15 pedestrians crowding the crosswalk, the leader follows a
decision tree based on propensity to change at the crosswalk and risk level,
about whether to change their mind and jaywalk or use the crosswalk.
8.2. When evaluating the crosswalk, if within the leader’s vision range there is no
crowding at the crosswalk, the leader uses the crosswalk.
8.3. If the leader changes his mind and jaywalks instead of using the crosswalk, the
‘changeMindatCrosswalk’ variable is tallied and the leader’s shape changes to
a ‘leaf’.

9.

Evaluate Road: Pedestrian group leaders must evaluate the road before crossing to
determine whether to jaywalk or change mind and move to the crosswalk.
9.1. When evaluating the road, if there are any cars within the leader’s vision range,
the leader follows a decision tree based on propensity to change at the road and
risk level, of changing their mind and head to the crosswalk (using the go-tocrosswalk procedure) or jaywalking.
9.2. When evaluating the road, if there are no cars within the leader’s vision range,
the leader follows a decision tree based on propensity to change at the road and
risk level, of changing their mind and head to the crosswalk (using the go-tocrosswalk procedure) or jaywalking.
9.3. If the leader changes his mind and uses the crosswalk instead of jaywalking, the
‘changeMindatRoad’ variable is tallied and the leader’s shape changes to a
‘flag’.

10.

Evaluate Exits: Pedestrian group leaders must evaluate their assigned building exit to
determine if an exit change is preferred.
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10.1.

When evaluating the exit, if the assigned exit location is crowded (>= 15
pedestrians), the leader follows a decision tree based on propensity to change
exits and risk level, of choosing another less dense exit.

10.2.

When evaluating the exit, if the assigned exit location is not crowded (< 15
pedestrians), the leader will exit at the assigned building exit.

10.3.

If the leader changes exits, the ‘changeBldgExit’ variable is tallied and the
leader’s shape changes to an ‘X’.

11.

Become Aggressive: Pedestrian group leaders’ must be able to adjust behavior based
on their aggression mode (aggressive or not aggressive).
11.1.

When a calming agent is within the group leader’s vision range, the leader’s
aggression level decreases by 0.1.

11.2.

When no other pedestrian and no calming agents are within the group leader’s
vision range (when pedestrian group is all alone), the leader’s aggression level
decreases by 0.1.

11.3.

The leader’s aggression level increases by 0.1 if the following is true:
11.3.1.

No calming agents are within a leader’s vision range and 70% of the
surrounding leaders have an aggression level of greater than 3, or

11.3.2.

No calming agents are within a leader’s vision range and the number
of people within the leader’s vision range is greater than 20.

11.4.

If leader is in aggression mode (aggression level is greater than 3), the
following should happen:

11.5.

11.4.1.

The leader’s color changes to red.

11.4.2.

The group speed changes to either 3.

11.4.3.

The ‘aggression-time’ is tallied.

11.4.4.

The ‘aggressive?’ attribute is marked to TRUE.

If leader is NOT in aggression mode (aggression level is greater than 4), the
following should happen:
11.5.1.

The leader’s color changes to yellow.

11.5.2.

The group speed changes to either 2 or 3.

11.5.3.

The ‘aggressive?’ attribute is marked to FALSE.
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12.

Car Setup: Speed characteristics of each vehicle must be properly defined.
12.1.

The user defines the global speed limit (0 to 45).

12.2.

User defines the global acceleration and deceleration of all cars.

12.3.

Each cars’ max speed is equal to the global speed limit.

12.4.

Each cars’ current speed is randomly assigned based on the max speed.
Random cars selected for fast, medium and slow speeds.

13.

Place Cars: Each moving vehicle must be properly placed within SimEnv.
13.1.

Cars randomly placed on the road (main westbound lane, main eastbound lane,
mall westbound lane, and mall eastbound lane).
13.1.1.

Set parameters for each car (heading, max speed, and current speed).

13.1.2.

The number of cars in the main westbound and east bound lanes
equals the number of cars selected by the user.

13.1.3.

The number of cars in the mall westbound and east bound lanes
equals 25% of the number of cars selected by the user.

13.1.4.
14.

Initial placement of cars is not on the crosswalk.

Control Speed: The speed of each vehicle must be properly controlled.
14.1.

If no cars ahead, the cars accelerate, at the rate defined by the user, to its max
speed.

14.2.

If car ahead, the cars decelerate at the rate defined by the user.

14.3.

If car ahead and max speed is greater than max speed of car ahead, the car will
change lanes if no car is in lane and pass slower car.

14.4.
15.

If car ahead is stopped, the car will stop.

Check Crossing: Moving vehicles must properly evaluate the pedestrian crosswalk
before proceeding.
15.1.

If pedestrians are in crosswalk, car will stop before reaching crosswalk.

15.2.

If no pedestrians are in crosswalk, cars will continue through crosswalk.
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16.

Check Road: Moving vehicles must properly evaluate the road for jaywalking
pedestrians.
16.1.

For each lane (main westbound lane, main eastbound lane, mall westbound
lane, and mall eastbound lane), if pedestrian is within range of the front of the
car, it stops.

16.2.

For each lane (main westbound lane, main eastbound lane, mall westbound
lane, and mall eastbound lane), if no pedestrian is within range of the front of
the car, it continues moving forward.

17.

Output Collection: All relevant output must be properly collected and saved for
simulation results analysis.
17.1.

All desired output variables properly tallied, displayed, and available for
analysis.

Figure B-1 Setup Initialization
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APPENDIX B

UML DIAGRAMS

Figure B-2 Move-Leader Procedure
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Figure B-3 Move-Leader Procedure Continued
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Figure B-4 Navigation Procedure
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Figure B-5 Evaluate Exit Procedure Diagram 1
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Figure B-6 Evaluate Exit Procedure Diagram 2
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Figure B-7 Evaluate Exit Procedure Diagram 3
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Figure B-8 Road Decision Procedure Diagram 1
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Figure B-9 Road Decision Procedure Diagram 2
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Figure B-10 Crosswalk Decision Procedure
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Figure B-11 Use the Crosswalk Procedure
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Figure B-12 Jaywalk Procedure
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Figure B-13 Go-to-Crosswalk Procedure (A) and
Cross-the-Road Procedure (B)
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Figure B-14 Become Aggressive Procedure
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Figure B-15 Place Vehicles on Road Procedure
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Figure B-16 Move Vehicles Procedure (A) and
Control Vehicle Speed Procedure (B)
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Figure B-17 Vehicles Check Crosswalk for
Pedestrians Procedure
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Figure B-18 Vehicles Check Road for
Jaywalking Pedestrians Procedure
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Input

Switch in ‘On’ position

Percent_Combons_CH-DA =
0-0

Defined by Code

Defined by Code

User adjusts input
parameters for the cars

Switch for CalmingAgents

User selects from
drop-down menu –
Percent-Combos_CHDA
User clicks ‘Setup’
button
User clicks ‘Go’
button

Sliders work properly
for assigning global
characteristic to vehicles

Switches work properly
for adding and
removing calming
agents to the simEnv

Drop-Down menus
work properly

Setup button is
functional

Go button is functional

1.1.c

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

2.4

Num-of-Cars = 15

Vision-length = 5

User adjusts input
parameters for the
pedestrians

Sliders work properly
for assigning global
characteristics to
pedestrians

1.1.b

Pedestrians = 50

User adjusts the input
for the number of
pedestrians to
evacuate

1.1.a

Expected Output

Simulation window
(SimEnv) populates
with all expected
simulation entities

Simulation window
(SimEnv) populates
with all expected
simulation entities

‘Go’ button works
properly

Pass

No groups have
children or disabled
members. Drop
down menu works
properly
With this setting,
expect no groups with
children or disabled
members

Simulation begins
without error at startup

Pass

Calming agents are
placed correctly in
predetermined
locations in simEnv

Calming agents are
placed throughout the
simEnv at
predetermined
locations

Pass

Pass

Acceptable

Cars places on
eastbound and
westbound lanes are
less than 15 in both
lanes. Mall lanes
place expected
number of cars in
each lane.

15 cars in eastbound
lane, 15 cars in
westbound lane,
approx. 3-4 cars in
mall eastbound lane,
and approx. 3-4 cars in
the mall westbound
land.

Pass

Pass

Pass/Fail/
Acceptable

All peds visionlength = 5.

Initial crowd size
was 50

Actual Output

Every pedestrian is
assigned a visionlength

Initial evacuating
crowd size is 50

1 User interface: User must be able to set desired parameters and start simulation

Positive Test
Scenario

Sliders work properly
for assigning number of
pedestrians and average
group size

Requirements

Table C-1 Black Box Test Case Scenarios
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APPENDIX C

BLACK BOX TEST CASES

Input

Expected Output

See 1.1.b

User clicks ‘Setup’
button

Global characteristic
assigned to pedestrians:
Vision Length

Randomly assign
intermediate and final
destinations

2.3

2.4

2.5

User clicks ‘Setup’
button

Initial characteristics are
assigned: Risk Level,
Aggression Level and
Group Spacing.
Proportions are based
on empirical
distribution.

User clicks ‘Setup’
button

2.2

Defined by code

-

Defined by empirical
distribution in code

Defined by empirical
distribution in code

-

All simPeds (leaders
and followers)
assigned an
intermediate and
final destination

Expect every group
leader assigned an
intermediate
destination ((building
exit, crosswalk
location, jaywalk road
location, through
bushes location) and a
final destination to exit
the simEnv. Expect the
group followers are
assigned the same
destinations as the
group leader

(Checked with code
instrumentation)

All simPeds
assigned a risk level,
aggression level,
and group spacing in
the proper ranges as
per empirical
distribution

(Checked with code
instrumentation)

All peds assigned a
gender, age, and
walking speed.

Actual Output

-

Every pedestrian is
assigned a Risk Level
(range: 1-6),
Aggression Level
(range: 1-6), and
Group Spacing (1-4)

Every pedestrian is
assigned a Gender
(Female – 0, Male –
1), Age (range: 18 and
older), and Walking
speed (range: 1-3)

2 Setup pedestrian: Characteristics must be assigned to each pedestrian entity.

Positive Test
Scenario

Each pedestrian is
assigned Gender, Age,
Walking Speed.
Proportions are based
on empirical
distribution.

Requirements

Table C-1 Black Box Test Case Scenarios

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass/Fail/
Acceptable
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Positive Test
Scenario
Input

Expected Output

Actual Output

Pass/Fail/
Acceptable

User selects
parameters and clicks
the SetUp button
User selects
parameters and clicks
the SetUp button

The population make-up
is based on the userselected parameter
(PercentCombos_CH_DA)

Pedestrian groups with
only one pedestrian are
labeled with
groupType? = AL
Pedestrian groups with a
group member named
‘pedestrian’ are labeled
with groupType? = AD

3.3

3.4

3.5

User adjusts input
parameters for
Percent_Combos_CHDA

Correct crowd makeup

Determine which entity
is the group leader

3.2

If group size is greater
than one, select the
pedestrian entity in the
group with the highest
walking speed to be
the group leader. If
group size is one, that
pedestrian entity is
considered the group
leader.

Percent_Combos_CH-DA
= 0-0

Average_Group_Size = 1

Set Population = 400, 700,
1000 for each above setup

= 30-30

3. Percent_Combos_CH_DA

= 0-40

2. Percent_Combos_CH_DA

= 100-0

1. Percent_Combos_CH_DA

3. Percent_Combos_CH-DA
= 30-30

1. Percent_Combos_CH-DA
= 100-0
2. Percent_Combos_CH_DA
= 0-100

All simPeds with name
= “pedestrian” are
labeled groupType? =
‘AD’

‘groupType?’ should
be labeled as ‘AL’

1.Expect all groups to
be AL and CH
2.Expect crowd to
consist of 40% CH
groups and
remainder AL and
AD groups
3.Expect crowd to
consist of 30% CH
groups, 30% DA
groups and
remainder AL and
AD groups
No groups with more
than 1 simPed.

Expect observed group
leaders to not be kids
and have the highest
(or equal) walking
speed of the group

(Checked with code

All simPeds with
name = “pedestrian”
are labeled
groupType? = ‘AD’

All groups have
only one simPed and
are labeled ‘AL’ for
groupType?

1. All groups are
AL and CH
2. All groups are
AL, AD, and CH
3. All groups are
AL, AD, CH, and
DA
(Checked with code
instrumentation)

For each input, no
observed group
leaders were kids
and have the highest
(or equal) walking
speed of the group

Pass

Pass

1. Pass
2. Pass
3. Pass

1. Pass
2. Pass
3. Pass

3 Make Groups: The number of groups and the number of pedestrians in each group (group size) must be properly coded based on user input of
number of pedestrians in the simEnv and average group size parameters.

Requirements

Table C-1 Black Box Test Case Scenarios
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Positive Test
Scenario
Input

Expected Output

Actual Output

Pass/Fail/
Acceptable

User selects
parameters and clicks
the SetUp button

Pedestrian groups with a
group member named
‘disabled’ OR group has
both ‘kid’ and disabled’
members are labeled
with groupType? = DA

Initially placing
evacuating pedestrians
inside ‘building’ in the
simEnv. No ped entities
on top of each other.

3.7

3.8
User adjusts input
parameters for
population

SimPeds initial
placement in SimBldg

User selects
parameters and clicks
the SetUp button

Pedestrian groups with a
group member named
‘kid’ are labeled with
groupType? = CH

3.6

1. Population = 400
2. Population = 700

1. Percent_Combos_CH-DA =
100-0
2. Percent_Combos_CH_DA
= 30-30

1. Percent_Combos_CH-DA
= 100-0
2. Percent_Combos_CH_DA
= 30-30

Initial placement of all
simPeds are located on
individual patches
inside simBldg

All simPeds in the
groups with name =
“disabled” are labeled
groupType? = ‘DA’.
Groups with both kids
and disabled members
are labeled with
groupType? = DA

All simPeds in the
groups with name =
“kid” are labeled
groupType? = ‘CH’

Some group
members overlap
each other for
denser crowd sizes

(Checked with code
instrumentation)

All simPeds in the
groups with name =
“disabled” are
labeled groupType?
= ‘DA’ as expected

(Checked with code
instrumentation)

All simPeds in the
groups with name =
“kid” are labeled
groupType? = ‘CH’
as expected

1. Pass
2. Acceptable

1.Pass
2.Pass

1. Pass
2. Pass

3 Make Groups: The number of groups and the number of pedestrians in each group (group size) must be properly coded based on user input of
number of pedestrians in the simEnv and average group size parameters.

Requirements

Table C-1 Black Box Test Case Scenarios
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Positive Test
Scenario
Input

Expected Output

Actual Output

Pass/Fail/
Acceptable

4.2

4.1

The group members
follow group leader
staying within the
assigned group spacing.
If spacing is greater than
group spacing, leader
moves toward

Group leader takes best
step toward the
destination.
Observation

Defined by Code

Defined by Code

When group members
are beyond the group
spacing, the leader and
furthest member move
toward each other.

Agents avoid
stationary and moving
obstacles and advance
toward destinations

Acceptable

Acceptable

Group leader and
group member move
toward each other
when beyond group
spacing. Sometimes,
the groups of size 4
and 5 get stagnant
when trying to
remain within the
group spacing.
Group leader and
group member move
toward each other
when beyond group
spacing. Sometimes,
the groups of size 4
and 5 get stagnant
when trying to
remain within the
group spacing.

4 Navigate Pedestrian: Pedestrian group leaders must navigate through the simEnv choosing the ‘preferred’ step moving toward an intermediate or
final destination. A ‘preferred’ step is an obstacle-free patch closest to the destination.

Requirements

Table C-1 Black Box Test Case Scenarios
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5.2b

5.2a

5.1

Positive Test
Scenario
Input

Expected Output

Actual Output

Track number of
simGroups that use the
crosswalk

SimPeds behavior when
car is stopped on
crosswalk

SimPeds behavior when
reaching the crosswalk

Tally crosswalk usage

Use of crosswalk

Use of crosswalk

Population = 50

Num-of-cars = 15

Population = 100

Defined by Code

Num-of-cars = 0

Population = 100

Defined by Code

simPeds navigate
around cars.
By visual
inspection, the
number of groups
that used the
crosswalk was the
same as the tallied
variable
‘pedsCrosswalked’

Expected the number
of groups that use the
crosswalk is the same
as ‘pedsCrosswalked’
variable

simPeds/simGroups
start at crosswalk
and exit on the other
side of crosswalk

simPeds/simGroups
navigate around cars

Expect
simPeds/simGroups
start at crosswalk and
exit on the other side
of crosswalk

5 Use-the-Crosswalk: Pedestrian group leaders must successfully use the crosswalk at assigned location.

Requirements

Table C-1 Black Box Test Case Scenarios

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass/Fail/
Acceptable
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6.2b

6.2a

6.1

Positive Test
Scenario
Input

Expected Output

Actual Output

Successfully cross the
road (jaywalk)

Successfully cross the
road (jaywalk)

Tally jaywalkers

SimPeds behavior when
crossing the road when
no cars nearby

SimPeds behavior when
crossing the road with
cars in nearby

Track the number of
simGroups that jaywalk

Population = 50

Num-of-cars = 15

Population = 100

Defined by Code

Num-of-cars = 15

Population = 100

Defined by Code

simPeds/simGroups
cross the road to the
other sides
simPeds/simGroups
stop if moving cars
are in leader’s
vision, and continue
when no cars are
present, or car is
stopped
By visual
inspection, the
number of groups
that used the
crosswalk was the
same as the tallied
variable
‘pedsJaywalked’

simPeds/simGroups
cross the road to the
other sides
simPeds/simGroups
stop walking if cars
are moving. When cars
stop,
simPeds/simGroups
proceed to cross

Expected the number
of groups that jaywalk
is the same as
‘pedsJayalked’
variable

6 Cross-the-Road: Pedestrian group leaders must successfully cross the road at assigned locations.

Requirements

Table C-1 Black Box Test Case Scenarios

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass/Fail/
Acceptable
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Positive Test
Scenario
Input

Expected Output

Actual Output

Pass/Fail/
Acceptable

When to evaluate
crosswalk

7.2.3

7.3

When to evaluate road

7.2.2

When group leader
reaches its final
destination, the entire
group exits
(disappears) the
simEnv.

When to evaluate
building exit

7.2.1

7.1

If any group member
is outside of the
assigned group
spacing range, the
group leader faces the
group member
furthest away and
moves toward that
group member. When
all group members are
within group spacing
range, the group
leader proceeds
toward destinations

SimPeds exiting the
simEnv

Group leader begins
evaluation at the
correct location

Group leader begins
evaluation at the
correct location

Group leader begins
evaluation at the
correct location

Group leader’s
interaction with group
followers

Population = 100

Population = 100

Num-of-cars = 10

Population = 100

Num-of-cars = 10

Population = 100

Num-of-cars = 10

Num-of-cars = 10

Population = 50

evaluateCrosswalk
procedure
successfully called
when leader is 3 to 4
patches from the
crosswalk
Expect the
‘evaluateCrosswalk’
procedure to be called
within 3 to 4 patches
from the crosswalk

When group leader
exited, all group
followers exited

Pass

evaluateRoad
procedure successful
called when leader
is within 2 patches
of the road

Expect the
‘evaluateRoad’
procedure to be called
when within 2 patches
of the road

Expect all simPeds
followers to exit
simEnv when the
group leader exits

Pass

evaluateExits
procedure successful
called when leader
is within 4 to 5
patches of the exit

Expect the
‘evaluateExits’
procedure to be called
when within 4 to 5
patches away from the
exit

Pass

Pass

SimPed leader stops
to wait for followers
when outside of
specified group
spacing

Expect the group
leader to stop if any
follower is beyond the
assigned group
spacing (simPed gets
stuck). Once all
followers within group
spacing range, leader
proceeds

Pass

7 Move Leader: Pedestrian group leaders must navigate through the SimEnv toward intermediate and final destinations, avoiding stationary and
moving obstacles.

Requirements

Table C-1 Black Box Test Case Scenarios
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Positive Test
Scenario
Input

Expected Output

Actual Output

Pass/Fail/
Acceptable

8.3

8.2

8.1

If the leader changes his
mind and jaywalks instead
of using the crosswalk, the
‘tallyCrosswalk’ variable
is tallied and the leader’s
shape changes to a ‘leaf’

As the leader approaches
the crosswalk, an
evaluation is done to
assess whether to cross at
the crosswalk or change to
jaywalk when the
crosswalk is NOT
congested. Based on the
leaders’ risk and
propensity level, they will
either wait to use the
crosswalk or change to
jaywalk.

As the leader approaches
the crosswalk, an
evaluation is done to
assess whether to cross at
the crosswalk or change to
jaywalk when the
crosswalk is congested.
Based on the leaders’ risk
and propensity level, they
will either wait to use the
crosswalk or change to
jaywalk.

Observe group leaders
that change their minds
at crosswalk

Observe simPeds
adaptive behavior

Observe simPeds
adaptive behavior

Observe simPeds
adaptive behavior

Population = 100

Defined by Code

Num-of-cars = 10

Percent_Combos_CH-DA = 3030

Population = 100

Defined by Code

Num-of-cars = 10

Percent_Combos_CH-DA = 3030

Population = 100

Defined by Code

Group leaders that
change their mind turn to
a ‘leaf’ shape. The
number of leaf shapes
should equal the
‘tallyCrosswalk’ variable

2. Observing the DA
group leader’s
propensity and risk
levels, and the
probability to change,
expect group to use the
crosswalk

1. Observing the AD
group leader’s
propensity and risk
levels, and the
probability to change,
expect group to use the
crosswalk

2. Observing the CH
group leader’s
propensity and risk
levels, and the
probability to change,
expect group to use the
crosswalk

1. Observing the AL
group leader’s
propensity and risk
levels, and the
probability to change,
expect group to
change mind and
jaywalk

Group leaders that
change their mind turn
to a ‘leaf’ shape. The
number of leaf shapes
should equal the
‘tallyCrosswalk’
variable

2. DA group used
crosswalk as
expected

1. AD group used the
crosswalk as
expected

2. CH group used
crosswalk as
expected

1. AL group jaywalked
as expected

Pass

1. Pass
2. Pass

1. Pass
2. Pass

8 Evaluate Crosswalk: Pedestrian group leaders must evaluate the crosswalk before crossing to determine whether to use the crosswalk or change to
jaywalk.

Requirements

Table C-1 Black Box Test Case Scenarios
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Positive Test
Scenario
Input

Expected Output

Actual Output

Pass/Fail/
Acceptable

9.3

9.2

9.1

If the leader changes his mind and
uses the crosswalk instead of
jaywalking, the ‘tallyRoad’ variable
is tallied and the leader’s shape
changes to a ‘flag’

As the leader approaches the road to
jaywalk, an evaluation is done to
assess whether to jaywalk or go to
the crosswalk if NO cars are within
the leaders’ vision. Based on the
leaders’ risk level and propensity to
change their mind at the road, they
will either wait for the cars to stop
to continue to jaywalk or change
their mind and head to the
crosswalk (using the go-tocrosswalk procedure).

As the leader approaches the road to
jaywalk, an evaluation is done to
assess whether to jaywalk or go to
the crosswalk if cars are within the
leaders’ vision. Based on the
leaders’ risk level and propensity to
change their mind at the road, they
will either wait for the cars to stop
to continue to jaywalk or change
their mind and head to the
crosswalk (using the go-tocrosswalk procedure).

Observe group
leaders that
change their
minds at the road

Observe simPeds
adaptive behavior

Observe simPeds
adaptive behavior

Observe simPeds
adaptive behavior

Defined by Code

Population = 100

Defined by Code

Num-of-cars = 0

Percent_Combos_CH-DA = 3030

Population = 100

Defined by Code

Num-of-cars = 10

Percent_Combos_CH-DA = 3030

Population = 100

Group leaders that
change their mind turn to
a ‘flag’ shape. The
number of flag shapes
should equal the
‘tallyRoad’ variable

2. Observing the DA
group leader’s
propensity and risk
levels, and the
probability to change,
expect group to
jaywalk

1. Observing the AL
group leader’s
propensity and risk
levels, and the
probability to change,
expect group to
jaywalk

2. Observing the CH
group leader’s
propensity and risk
levels, and the
probability to change,
expect group change
mind and use
crosswalk

1. Observing the AD
group leader’s
propensity and risk
levels, and the
probability to change,
expect group to
jaywalk

Group leaders that
change their mind turn
to a ‘flag’ shape. The
number of flag shapes
should equal the
‘tallyRoad’ variable

2. DA group
jaywalked as expected

1. AL group jaywalked
as expected

2. CH group used
crosswalk as expected

1. AD group
jaywalked as expected

Pass

1. Pass
2. Pass

1. Pass
2. Pass

9 Evaluate Road: Pedestrian group leaders must evaluate the road before crossing to determine whether to jaywalk or change to the crosswalk.

Requirements

Table C-1 Black Box Test Case Scenarios
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Positive Test
Scenario
Input

Expected Output

Actual Output

When evaluating the
assigned exit

When evaluating the
assigned exit

If the leader changes
exits

10.1

10.2

10.3

Observe simPeds
exiting simBldg

Observe simPeds
exiting simBldg

Observe simPeds
exiting simBldg

Population = 400

Population = 100

The assigned exit location is
not crowded (< 13
pedestrians)

Population = 400

The assigned exit location is
crowded (>= 13 pedestrians)

The group leader
does not change
exits as expected
when the exit is not
congested
The leader’s shape
changes to an ‘X’.
The number of Xs
equaled the variable
‘tallyExit’ output

The ‘tallyExit’
variable is tallied and
the leader’s shape
changes to an ‘X’. The
number of Xs should
equal the variable
‘tallyExit’

Using the decision
tree, the group
leaders change exit
(or not) as expected
when the exit is
congested

The group leader will
exit at the assigned
building exit

The group leader
chooses another less
dense exit to exit the
building

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass/Fail/
Acceptable

10 Evaluate Exits: Pedestrian group leaders must evaluate their assigned building exit to determine if an exit change is preferred.

Requirements

Table C-1 Black Box Test Case Scenarios
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Positive Test
Scenario
Input

Expected Output

Actual Output

Pass/Fail/
Acceptable

Aggression level
decreases

Aggression level
decreases

Aggression level
increases

11.1

11.2

11.3

Observe group leaders’
aggression level
surrounded by a
crowd of simPeds

When no other
pedestrian and no
calming agents are
within the group
leader’s vision range
(when pedestrian
group is all alone)

When a calming agent
is within the group
leader’s vision range

1. No calming agents are
within a leader’s vision
range and 70% of the
surrounding leaders have
an aggression level of 3 or
4, or
2. No calming agents are
within a leader’s vision
range and the number of
people within the leader’s
vision range is greater than
20

Population = 400

Observe group leaders’
aggression level when all
alone

Population = 400

Observe group leaders’
aggression level when
calming agents are within
vision

Population = 400

Expect the leader’s
aggression level to
increase by 0.1 when
surrounded by other
aggressive simPeds
and no calming agents
present

Expect the group
leader’s aggression
level decreases by 0.1
when no calming agent
or other simPeds were
in its vision

Expect the group
leader’s aggression
level to decrease by
0.1 when a calming
agent is in its vision

Pass
Pass

Pass

The group leader’s
aggression level
decreases by 0.1
when no calming
agent or other
simPeds were in its
vision

The leader’s
aggression level
increases when
surrounded by other
and no calming
agents present

Pass

The group leader’s
aggression level
decreased when a
calming agent was
in its vision

1.
2.

11 Become Aggressive: Pedestrian group leaders’ must be able to adjust behavior based on their aggression mode (aggressive or not aggressive).

Requirements

Table C-1 Black Box Test Case Scenarios
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Positive Test
Scenario
Input

Expected Output

Actual Output

Pass/Fail/
Acceptable

11.5

11.4

Group leaders’ behavior
NOT in aggression
mode

Group leaders’ behavior
in aggression mode

Attribute and behavior
changes when group
leader not in
aggression mode

Attribute and behavior
changes when group
leader in aggression
mode

Defined by Code

Observe group leaders that are
not in aggression mode

Aggression Level = 2

Defined by Code

Observe group leaders that are
in aggression mode

Aggression Level = 3 or 4

The following is
expected:
• The leader’s color
changes to red
• The group speed
changes to either 2
or 3
• The ‘aggressiontime’ is tallied
• The ‘aggressive?’
attribute is marked
to TRUE
The following is
expected:
• The leader’s color
changes to yellow
• The group speed
changes to either 1
or 2
• The ‘aggressive?’
attribute is marked
to FALSE

All expectations
listed were met

All expectations
listed were met

Pass

Pass

11 Become Aggressive: Pedestrian group leaders’ must be able to adjust behavior based on their aggression mode (aggressive or not aggressive).

Requirements

Table C-1 Black Box Test Case Scenarios
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13.1.4

13.1.3

13.1.2

12.4

12.3

12.2

12.1

Initial placement of cars
is not on the crosswalk.

Cars randomly placed
on the road (main
westbound lane, main
eastbound lane, mall
westbound lane, and
mall eastbound lane)

Each cars’ current speed
is randomly assigned
based on the global
speed-limit of 25. The
maximum speeds are
based on the cars’
current speeds.

Requirements

Input

Expected Output

Num_of-cars = 10

Defined by Code

User clicks ‘Setup’
button

Place-cars procedure

Num-of-cars = 15

See 1.1.c

Number of cars in
both eastbound and
westbound lanes are
less than userdefined input

No car placed on
crosswalk. All on
road lanes

All cars placed on
road/lanes and not on
the any part of the
crosswalk

All initial current
speeds and max
speeds are assigned
as expected

Actual Output

Expect 15 cars in
eastbound lanes and 15
cars in westbound
lanes. Also expect a
25% of user-defined
number of cars in the
mall east and west
bound lanes

13 Place Cars: Each moving vehicle must be properly placed within simEnv.

See 1.1.c

Expect all cars to have
an initial current speed
set between 10 below
or 5 above speed-limit.
For initial currents
speeds below speed
limit, their max speeds
are equal to the speed
limit. For initial
current speeds above
speed limit, the max
speed is equal to 10
above current speed

12 Car Setup: Speed characteristics of each vehicle must be properly defined.

Positive Test
Scenario

Table C-1 Black Box Test Case Scenarios

Pass

Acceptable

Pass

Pass/Fail/
Acceptable
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15.2

15.1

14.4

14.3

14.2

14.1

Input

Expected Output

User defines number
of cars in the simEnv

Select car with high
maximum speed to
observe

User defines number
of cars in the simEnv

User defines number
of cars, in the simEnv

Num-of-cars = 15

Defined by Code

Num-of-cars = 10

Num-of-cars = 15

Faster cars change
lanes appropriately
when behind slower
cars
Cars stop as
expected without
overlapping

Expect cars to stop if
cars ahead are already
stopped and no cars
overlap another.

Cars behave as
expected

Actual Output

Expect cars with faster
speeds to change lanes
if adjacent lane is free
of cars

Expect cars that cannot
change lanes, will
decelerate, and
accelerate
appropriately

14 Control Speed: The speed of each vehicle must be properly controlled.

Positive Test
Scenario

If no pedestrians are in
crosswalk, cars will
continue through
crosswalk

If pedestrians are in
crosswalk, car will stop
before reaching
crosswalk
Observe moving cars
approaching crosswalk

Observe moving cars
approaching crosswalk

Defined by Code

Defined by Code

Cars will stop prior
to reaching
crosswalk. Some
cars will stop on
crosswalk
Cars continue
moving when
crosswalk is clear of
simPeds

Expect cars to stop
before entering
crosswalk when
simPeds are on
crosswalk
Expect cars to
continue moving over
crosswalk when no
simPeds are on
crosswalk

15 Check Crossing: Moving vehicles must properly evaluate the pedestrian crosswalk before proceeding.

If car ahead is stopped,
the car will stop. No
cars overlap each other.

If car ahead and max
speed is greater than
max speed of car ahead,
the car will change lanes
if no car is in lane and
pass slower car

If no cars ahead, the
cars accelerate to its
max speed. If car ahead,
the cars decelerate

Requirements

Table C-1 Black Box Test Case Scenarios

Pass

Acceptable

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass/Fail/
Acceptable
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17.1

16.2

16.1

Positive Test
Scenario
Input

Expected Output

Actual Output

All desired output
variables properly
tallied, displayed, and
available for analysis
Results Variables

-

All output variables
tallied and outputted

All desired output
variables tallied as
expected and output

For each lane (main
westbound lane, main
eastbound lane, mall
Defined by code
Expect cars to stop
Cars will stop when
westbound lane, and
Observe moving cars
when jaywalking
Population
=
400
simPeds are
mall eastbound lane), if
on road
simPeds cross the lane
jaywalking
pedestrian is within
in front of the car
Num-of-cars = 15
range of the front of the
car, it stops. Cars do not
overlap
For each lane (main
westbound lane, main
Expect cars to
Once jaywalking
eastbound lane, mall
Defined by code
continue moving when simPeds move from
westbound lane, and
Observe moving cars
Population = 400
no simPeds are cross
in front of car, it
mall eastbound lane), if
on road
the lane in front of the continues moving
no pedestrian is within
Num-of-cars = 15
forward
car
range of the front of the
car, it continues moving
forward
17 Output Collection: All relevant output must be saved and stored properly for analysis

16 Check Road: Moving vehicles must properly evaluate the road for jaywalking pedestrians.

Requirements

Table C-1 Black Box Test Case Scenarios

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass/Fail/
Acceptable
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APPENDIX D
END-USER TOOL
This appendix is an overview of how end-users can use the simulation tool for exploring specific
evacuation scenarios and glean insight into how evacuation times may vary with differing crowd
populations and makeup. This overview is for future work, and the final tool with the graphical
user interface has not yet been finalized. However, an example of the potential graphical user
interface (GUI) is provided in this appendix. Users of the evacuation tool for end-users can do the
following:
1. Create their environment by entering coordinates and dimensions specific
to their desired layout (i.e., building layout and roads)
2. Provide the number and position of the building exit doors
3. Determine crowd size
4. Determine crowd consistency specific to the percentage of groups with
children, disabled/elderly, or adults
5. Determine the traffic volume on the road
The person utilizes sliders, drop-down menus, and data entries to input all the necessary
information. The simulation run would produce output results from the input to inform the user of
the overall evacuation time for the scenario. The user can then change configurations for
comparison purposes.
The purpose of this exploratory analysis is for the end-user to plan accordingly in
preparation for upcoming events if a controlled evacuation is warranted. Armed with the helpful
information from the evacuation tool, emergency planners can make decisions such as:
1. Consider access to additional building exits.
2. Block or unblock specific areas of a walking path
3. Determine the best routes for evacuation
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A preliminary GUI in Figure D-1 shows the potential layout of the tool for use. The user would
enter specific X and Y coordinates for the floor plan, wall and building exit locations, and road
placement. The alternative to manually entering the information is to utilize the GIS (Geographic
Information Systems) extension to import shapefiles of the geographical area of concern. This
extension, compatible with NetLogo, can load vector GIS data such as points, lines, polygons, and
grids into the NetLogo model 5. The evacuation tool would receive this data and prepare it for use.

Figure D-1 Preliminary Evacuation Tool GUI
Complete functionality is reserved for future work. However, the valuable information gleaned
from such a tool would improve emergency preparedness and training of venue personnel.

5

NetLogo 6.2.2 User Manual (northwestern.edu), https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs, December 8, 2021
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